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VXS MULTI-FORMAT PRODUCTION CONSOLE

World's premier music production console

- Audio quality against which all other mixing consoles are judged
- Neve formant spectrum EQ and dynamics in each channel
- 8 mono/4 stereo auxes when tracking, up to 48 auxes when mixing
- Master status switching for tracking, mixing and broadcast
- Colour TFT screen in meter bridge provides sight-level automation data and Recall displays
- Encore automation/mix data interchange with AMS Neve digital consoles

VXS Multi-Format consoles additionally provide:

- Monitoring and output configurability
- Up to 8 discrete outputs/4 stereo pairs
- Monitoring independent of main outputs
- Support for three additional 8-track ATRs/dubbers, or 2nd multitrack
- Additional stereo guide track inputs
- Sec/Direct paddle switches for monitor select and record arm
- Optional music and dialogue dual track faders
- Optional assignable joystick panners
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We wrote the history of audio consoles.

Now we're writing the future.

Axiom from Solid State Logic - the ultimate all-digital audio production system created to meet the demanding multi-channel audio requirements of the modern broadcaster. Future-proof in design, Axiom utilises immensely powerful proprietary digital technology to produce a dedicated system of unrivalled flexibility and performance. Call to discover why many of the world's most prestigious broadcasters have chosen Axiom to maximise facility resources while maintaining the highest possible audio quality for which Solid State Logic is renowned.
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DURING THE RUN UP to any major exhibition or convention my heart is simultaneously gladdened and saddened by the inevitability of product launches. Gladdened because without them it all gets a little bit staid and dull, and saddened because of the predictable throws of prepubescence that many of these new unwitting little cure-alls and must-haves will need to endure before they get to market. It frightens me that there are still so many instances of products released ahead of time in order to steal a march on the competition while also attracting attention to themselves as a purveyors of the latest and greatest.

This used to be a good game, we all played along because it was regarded as part of the painful but thoroughly worthwhile teething problems that accompanied the wave of software driven systems. Once you could even joke about it confidently, these days I'm not so sure. The mood has now swung so far away from those tolerant times yet many manufacturers seem not to have noticed. I would say that animosity towards a company that dares to mock-launch and camp up a product that is not nearly ready is at something of a high. I'd go so far as to say that anyone who reveals a product without a price tag and a drop dead delivery date is asking to have the shine scuffed off their credibility.

A statement of technological intent is one thing but a blatant marketing spoiler is now treated with the contempt that it deserves. The gap is a good one but an old one and it's not really very funny any more.

Publications are guilty of perpetuating these mythical products but are bound by the readers' right to know and ultimately it is the potential buyer's reluctance to postpone purchases on the promise of something better coming along that will discipline the remaining offenders.

Zenon Schoepf, EXECUTIVE EDITOR

Egomania

THE RECORDING STUDIO is a dangerous place to be. Primeval forces are at work here; things are created and destroyed in a moment of time.

While artists of all kinds are famed for their egos, the theatre of creation is an unequalled place to witness them at work. And the recording studio is arguably one of the best theatres of creation providing a defined space filled with all the tools and conditions necessary for the ego to thrive. Put one ego in such a space and it's relatively safe, able to indulge itself away from the competition or criticism of others. Put two or more into the space and the theatre of creation becomes that of potential conflict. Certainly, great works are born out of such conflicts but there are frequently casualties. Of course, the music business—like many others—loves its drama, it just has more opportunities than most to indulge in it.

But there are anomalies concealed in this apparently familiar situation. Contrast, for example, the rivalry neatly summed up by the request made of the monitor engineer on Deep Purple's Made in Japan album: 'We want everything louder than everything else' and the maturity with which jazzers trade solo spots. Why, when it is traditional for a rock band's drummer to have to be prevented from overplaying, have the drum parts on certain dance records assumed proportions beyond the wildest dreams of the demon rock drummer? How can it be so difficult to assemble five progressive rock players in the same studio when the credits at the close of a feature film run for the length of a single—and that's just the technicians?

Are jazzers fundamentally more highly evolved than rockers? Do keyboard players simply overplay on the drummer's behalf in the absence of the real thing? Are film producers all secretly trained in psychology before being shown a storyboard?

The competition between musicians working within the same group (not simply rock) can certainly be intense even when they are working toward the same goal—some of Eddie Offord's recollections of his days spent working with Yes illustrate this. Yet the same characters in slightly different situations can behave dramatically differently; while what you might reasonably assume to be comparable situations in other creative businesses appear relatively safe from this side of studio life.

Is there a side to recording studio design that has so far escaped us? Could there be some aspect of creating music in a particular kind of space that directly recalls the imperatives of cave dwelling? Are musicians a doomed evolutionary line seeking to play out (sic) its closing days surrounded by the luxuries of high technology and inspirational architecture?

Tim Goodyer, EDITOR
Imagine a world that brings a whole new dimension to recorded sound.

A world that provides you with dramatically improved production values. With quality that puts...

Step into a new world – The 24-Bit World.
competitive advantage into every sound you create.

A world that future-proofs your investment for tomorrow. And today, offers full compatibility with existing 16-bit equipment, so you can upgrade as you please.

A complete world – with equipment for each stage of the record-mix-master process – that’s unique in coming from one supplier.

Welcome to The 24-Bit World.

Created by Sony.
THX Club

SWITZERLAND: The month of March marks the opening of a significant new facility in Bern. SDS Studios in Ostermundigen was formerly part of Schwarzfilm that has now re-established itself under the direction of Ulrich Grimm and Hans Künzi. Back on line with a 64-input SSL Axiom in the main room, SDS is THX certified in both this, a smaller AV preproduction room and its home monitoring room which offers a Studer Dyaxis DAW. A central machine room is equipped with Studer D620-48 and A820-24 digital and analogue multitrack machines, Tascam DA-88 MDM, Sony PCM800 and Hi-8 machines among other recorders and dubbers.

Apart from its direct sphere of business, SDS is instrumental in forthcoming meetings between this and other European post facilties that have secured THX certification. The group will be known as the European THX club and have the aim of working towards a coordinated top class THX service capable of building business confidence in its members and the standard. SDS Studios, Switzerland. Tel: +41 31 939 1919.

UK: A new sound and vision hire facility has recently come on line - Gearbox. The London-based service offers a wealth of diverse equipment along the lines of ‘desirable outboard from major manufacturers such as Focusrite’, Sony Hi-8 MDM recorders, DAT machines including the HHB Portadat, VTRs, camcorders and tape and disk media. For those with esoteric tastes, there is even the classy Sony C-800C valve microphone.

With its declared emphasis on quality, Gearbox is targeting London’s Soho film and video community. A 24-hour service, therefore, comes without question. Gearbox, UK. Tel: +44 181 449 6555.

US: The American SPARS body has announced a revised ‘1997 SPARS Test’ to assist pro-audio employers in the selection of their employees. The Test takes the form of a number of modules which variously address the requirements of technical, administrative, music recording and audio postproduction and is intended to offer a standardised ‘benchmark’ method of assessing potential candidates for established duties.

UK: EMC testing gained its largest and most up-to-date facility with the recent opening of Panasonic’s Welsh test facility. Two years in development with the assistance of test and measurement specialist Rhôe & Schwarz and Hemford Communications, the facility is expected to dramatically reduce the company’s EMC processing. Members of Panasonic and Rhôe & Schwarz celebrate the opening.
The test is not entirely new, owing its origins to a scheme begun during the 1960s, but makes a timely contribution to the continuing questions surrounding industry education. The problem in interviewing has always been to accurately assess the level and depth of someone's knowledge and skill,' comments SPARS' President Tom Kobayashi. 'This series of tests seeks not to determine the scholastic achievement of a particular person taking the test but rather to provide an objective means of evaluating the level of an individual's competence in a number of skills areas.' Tests are available from, and chargeable by, SPARS with grading done by SPARS' American national office itself. SPARS, US. Tel: +1 561 641 6648.

**UK:** Channel 4 television's excellent Naked Classics documentary on the development of classical music is currently being aired in the UK. Apart from Simon Rattle's incisive commentary, Naked Classics involves a considerable amount of music of which one is particularly demanding—one piece involves three full orchestras with their own conductors—was mixed at M2 Facilities and mastered to DAT. Auto-conforming was also performed at M2, to an SSL Scenaria.

**US:** Spatializer Audio Laboritories has collaborated with Solana Technology Development Corporation to present a 'letter of intent' to all parties concerned with delivery of audio over the Internet. Anticipating that consumers will receive between 10% and 20% of their audio over the Net, Solana and Spatializer have undertaken to develop Electronic DNA (or E-DNA) to facilitate secure tracing of copyright material. The companies have produced a study document which is available from Rick Loughery at Technology Solutions.

Tel: +1 408 280 6000 ext. 201 or via e-mail at rloughery@castisp.com

**Contracts**

British postproduction studio Hullabaloo has claimed the world's first installation of the Amek DMS digital console. The 56-input, 52-output desk has 48 equalisers, 16 assignable dynamics units and two Audio crosspoint matrices for input/output configuration, and will work in conjunction with one of the facility's two Avid AudioVision systems. Located in the same complex of England's Amek, Hullabaloo handles major audio post projects.

Hullabaloo, UK.
Tel: +44 161 834 6747.

Avid Europe.
Tel: +44 1753 659999.

The Netherlands' Bullet Sound Studios has purchased a Sony PCM-3348 DASH multitrack machine. The 3348 will keep the company of a 3524 S and Studer A800, and serve two SSL 4000-series consoles. The studio combines local television post services with audio for a variety of established recording artists including Prince, James Taylor and Lenny Kravitz.

Bullet Sound Studios, The Netherlands.

Tel: +31 294 524027.

Sony Broadcast & Professional Europe.
Tel: +44 1256 55011.

China's Central China Television has just placed an order for TL Audio portable mixers and Micron radio equipment. Ten TL Audio 42 mixes accompanied 65 Micron TX-503 transmitters, 105 SR-5201 receivers and an 8-way MCR-A diversity system where they will be used for ENG purposes along with an HMB Portadat.

China has also seen SADIE system into the Beijing Film Studio and the Academy of Broadcast Science; the Academy system sale includes SADIE hardware controllers, CD-R, Exabyte and CEDAR De-Noise facilities.

Tony Larking Professional, UK.
Tel: +44 1462 490600.

Audio Engineering, UK.
Tel: +44 171 254 5245.

Studio Audio & Video, UK.
Tel: +44 1353 648888.

New York recording and postpro facility, Acme Soundworks, is the latest US convert to DAR's Soundstation Sigma S2 workstations, part of its move into corporate and commercial video. The arrival of co-owner Fritz Lang marks Acme's targeting of the corporate/mercial sector for which the 16-channel Sigma Plus represents a key element.

DAR, US.
Tel: +1 312 727 84848.

London's Sarm West recording studio has installed a 56-input SSL 9000J mixing console in its recently reopened Studio 2. The new desk is the studio's second SSL 9000J, following last year's installation in Studio 1. Those of Sarm's clientele who have used Studio 1's console include Bon Jovi, Seal and Depeche Mode. A further European SSL9000J installation has taken place at the Parisian Plus XXX studio.

The 72-channel desk occupies Studio 2 and has already served a Phil Ramone-Frank Filipetti project with Patricia Kaas.

Sarm West, UK.
Tel: +44 171 262 1229.

Plus XXX, France.
Tel: +33 1 42 02 21 02.

SSL, UK.
Tel: +44 1865 643200.

Portugal's premier broadcast has installed Orban Optimod-2200 digital FM Processors at five national radio sites. Radio Renascence is responsible for two national networks as well as a shortwave service serving Europe and quotes local radio growth for its expansion.

Radio Renascence, Portugal.
Tel: +351 1 347 5270.

Orban, US.
Tel: +1 510 351 3500.

Bangkok Jatulong Audio and Master Recording Studio has taken receipt of an unspecified number of 24-track Dolby SRP-series systems. The placement coincides with a number of two-channel systems taken by Singapore's Pyramid AV International postproduction studio.

Dolby Labs, UK.
Tel: +44 1792 542100.

SSL, UK.
Tel: +44 20 353 9300.

British independent broadcast, London Weekend Television, has installed two American 360 Systems instant R/A systems in London premises. The systems supply spot and audience tracks for national TV production including London's Bunning.

360 Systems, US.
Tel: +1 818 991 0360.

While Romania's Pro TV established the territory's top OI1 track late last year, it was equipped with a 32-channel ADA DII console. The project has since resulted in a further order for a DII.

ADA, UK.
Tel: +44 1562 741515.

Berlin-based Video & Sound Services has become the first facility to use the Otari Elite console. VASS specializes in postproduction and film mixing and has installed a 48-frame Elite fitted with an additional 16 stereo modules and surround sound M-plan facilities.

Otari, Japan.
Tel: +81 4 2481 8626.

Otari Corp, US.
Tel: +1 415 341 5900.
Virtual(ly no competition)

Starting at £18,500, the Virtual Digital Console is in a class of its own.

The Soundtracs Virtual has signalled the beginning of a new era in digital consoles.

For audio engineers, digital consoles have made the seamless integration of complex and diverse audio and video equipment possible, while achieving a high quality audio mix at breakneck speed. But what has been a distant luxury for some, has suddenly become an affordable reality.

The Virtual integrates a vast array of analogue and digital studio devices allowing them to be processed, bussed, compared and mixed in an intuitive, fast and flexible manner which shortens the production process.

With specs like rapid format configuration, instant parameter recall and dynamic and snapshot automation, the Virtual is everything you could want in a digital console - at less than half the cost of the competition.

Once you've done the homework, we think you'll agree that Virtual is at the head of the digital console class regardless of its price.

And at £18,500, it's simply in a class of its own.

SOUNDTRACS PLC
Unit 21-D, Blenheim Road, Longmead Industrial Estate, Epsom, Surrey KT19 8XN, England
Telephone: (+44) (0181) 388 5000 Fax: (+44) (0181) 388 5050 email: sales@soundtracs.co.uk
Distributed in the UK by: Larking Audio Tel: 01254 772244

*Excluding VAT

I am happy to tell you that it has been a pleasure to mix with Virtual. We could not have reached the artistic level and emotional impact desired without it - Mr Kauko Lindfors - MD Kikeono Film Sound Oy.

'Congratulations on a terrific piece of equipment which I look forward to using for many years to come.'

Colin Sheen - Jingles Studio.

'I fell in love with it immediately. I think it's absolutely wonderful, this machine.'

Pete Belleote - Writer/Producer.
The analogue CD player

D
ingital audio is hardly new, and although
the Compact Disc wasn’t the first digital
audio product, it has still been around for
about a decade and a half. Sad, then, that the
way it works is still not widely known. Even
sadder is the fact that the debate about CD
quality drags on even though the way to build
an ideal player is obvious after remarkably
little research.

I read recently that tests have shown that
CDs manufactured in different plants
sound different even though they were
made from the same data. How odd that
this is possible when the CD is just a box
full of whole numbers and doesn’t even
know those numbers represent a sound
waveform. In common with all digital
media, CD couldn’t have a sound quality
if it tried and never will. This doesn’t mean
that the listening panels who heard audible
differences were wrong, far from it. I don’t
doubt that they did hear differences,
because they are utterly predictable and
of known origin. The origin is, however,
not in the Compact Disc itself.

The sound quality of a well-engineered
CD player is, like that of all digital audio
replay, determined by three things: first,
the quality of the D→A converter; second,
the quality of the D→A converter and
lastly, the quality of the D→A converter. If
it appears to depend on anything else, the
player is deficient because it is not digital.

It is hard for an iconoclast such as
myself to understand how the CD could
be blamed. The only plausible explanation
is that the audio industry used to make
vinyl discs whose sound quality depended
upon almost every parameter you could
think of. If you knew that was true, but
not why, you might believe that other
types of audio disc could suffer from the
same problem.

I have mentioned before the problems
which attend a technological disjuncture
when people who know the practice but
not the theory innappropriately extend the
specific to the general. I can appreciate
how Frank Whittle felt when he rolled
out the first jet plane to be told he’d
forgotten the propellor!

Differences in the audio derived from numerically identical CDs is becoming
a hot topic. But is this a problem with the CDs or are the CD players trying to tell
us something about our replication processes or our CD players?

BUT I DIGRESS. The data on a
CD are numbers which determine what
the output voltage should be at evenly
spaced intervals. The tracks on a CD are
pretty narrow so most CDs have an eccen-
tricity of about six tracks. The flatness of
the disc and the tolerances of the drive
spindle go outside the depth of focus of the
pickup. The pickup has a 2-dimensional
servo to track follow and focus and this
is constantly moving. If the servo amplifiers
couple via the power rail to the audio,
you have an analogue CD player.

The disc runout causes data rate
variations. In addition because CD is a
CLV disc the spindle motor is constantly
hunting fast and slow to keep the average
buffer content constant. If the RAM buffer
doesn’t completely remove the speed

More fun can be had by
allowing ordure from the logic
to pollute the sampling rate
clock as this makes it jitter and
makes the audio waveform
other than a function of the data

variations, of if the spindle motor servo
couples to the audio power, you have an
anogue CD player.

In the decoding circuitry of a CD the
phase locked loop locks to the off-disc
channel bit rate. The control voltage
varies to follow disk runout. The EFM
decoder and the Reed-Solomon decoders
do a lot of clever stuff with high frequency
logic which is not exactly class-A and
does introduce all kinds of guano into
the power rail. Again if this power goes
unfiltered to the audio, you’ve guessed
what happens. Even more fun can be
had by allowing ordure from the logic
to pollute the sampling rate clock as this
makes it jitter and makes the audio wave-
form other than a function of the data.

So the solution to the analogue CD
player problem is just to make it digital
by design and then to prove that it is
digital by test. The sampling rate clock
and the D→A convertor must be isolated

from power coupled or radiated by the
servo and digital processing. Isolation
requires screening, a proper ground plane
in the logic and the elimination of common
impedances due to poor layout.

One accidental by-product of the
elimination of common impedances and
interference is that not only will the
product sound better, it will also soar
like an eagle through EMC testing. Isn’t
it odd that the high-end hi-fi brigade
opposed EMC legislation so much because
they claimed it would damage sound
quality? Perhaps they were trying to tell
us something about their design skills.

It’s easy to tell if a well-engineered
design has been achieved, simply by
playing an all zeros disc and examining
the analogue output, which should be a
straight line, whether or not the disc is
put in on an eccentric wedge to drive
the servos harder. Testing for jitter is
pretty straightforward and needs a disc
with test tones and a spectrum analyser.
The jitter on the disc can be increased
artificially using any sticky refractive
medium. I prefer marmalade because I
can lick it off afterwards. The effective
jitter can be increased by adding pink
noise to the eye pattern signal from the
pickup. In all cases if the spectrum analyser
shows increasing HF noise compared to
LF noise you have an analogue player.

The problem with objective tests of
this kind is that it is difficult to know
just how much impairment of the
waveform is audible. You might over-
engineer by accident so that servo noise
was 200dB down on the audio. This would
sound great, but a player which is a 1m
cube might not sell well.

Consequently the best test I can think
of is a subjective one. You have CDs made
in as many different plants as possible
from the same data, so they all have
different amounts of runout and warpage
and eye-pattern jitter. When they all sound
the same, your player has been well engi-
neered. If they sound different, by
definition, it’s not good enough.
Palaces of democracy

Like the kind of art that demands an intimate understanding of its conception for appreciation, recording studios used to attract only the initiated. Now they're shaping up for architectural awards writes DAN DALEY

It's not my imagination. No, the opulence of recording studios in the States is rising to a level not seen before. Once it was a bit of Italian marble or slate here, or a filigree from France there, but for the most part, the American recording studio was a craftsmanlike affair. But, as you have seen chronicled in these very pages, the upper end of the business is moving past simple pulchritude and is approaching outright voluptuousness.

It began a few years back with Hit Factory's new digs in Manhattan. There, the Italian marble was laid on thick, and the sensuousness of the facility's rooms rivaled its technology. With the inclusion of space for housing production companies and a planned-for restaurant in the structure, Hit Factory was less the mothership than a pre-audio version of Harrod's. As wonderful as the former Power Station had been, its charm was its sound, not its aesthetics. Once Hit Factory opened its doors, the bar had been raised considerably in terms of what constituted an amazing facility.

To me, the real attraction of Eddie Germano's pleasure palace by the Hudson was that there wasn't another American studio that had allied form so closely to function. A few palaces had recently come on-line in places like Italy and South Africa, but Americans will tell you that we prefer our palaces in Europe. But opulence is back in fashion, as much in evidence in recording studios as on the decidedly non-prest-a-porter runways of Milan and Paris. Two recent entries in Nashville illustrate the point and lead the pack. Starstruck Studios is owned by country singer Reba McEntire. It opened in late 1996 with a one-two punch that featured not one but two SSL 9000j boards and a design by UK designer Neil Grant which included the combined aesthetics of a red terracotta floor and a slate-tiled diffraclical ceiling, a visually dramatic high-dive-like balcony, richly stained cherry wood trim in one of the iso booths, photo-electric windows, mood-reflective lighting system, colour-coordinated glass and ceramic diffusers, and sculpted horses that frolic in the running brook in front of the facility. Rock & roll meets Architectural Digest.

Then there is the new Ocean Way/Nashville, a joint venture opened early this year by Allen Sides and Gary Belz (two veteran studio owners with copious amounts of experience, vision, ego) and Dead Presidents who collaborated to turn a grand old church into an even grander new recording complex. The restoration of many of the 145-year-old building's architectural finer points, like its charming stained glass windows and a working fireplace in the third studio, almost distract one from noticing the first Sony Oxford digital console installed in the US, or the world's largest vintage Neve desk.

Cut across to San Francisco, where the Russian Hill Recording satellite facility, Crescendo, opened its doors a few months ago as a recreation of a bucolic Tuscan village, replete with running fountains, country kitchen and bistro-like lounge whose windows offer a vista that looks out on the Bay Bridge to Oakland, the only thing to remind you that you're in San Francisco. With its emphasis on postproduction and the sorts of anonymous, black-box technology that that generally entails, the aesthetics of Crescendo truly do overwhelm any overt indications of its mission. Sure, Crescendo! is a post house where the clientele expects a somewhat enhanced environment and premium bagels. But Crescendo! exceeds the expectations of the ad agency crowd: it is as much a theme park as it is a recording facility.

WHERE IS THE IMPETUS for this growth of opulence coming from? For starters, it is the homogenous black-box nature of technology that forces this hand by demanding that studios differentiate themselves. The change in equipment aesthetics is illustrated graphically at Ocean Way/Nashville: when you walk into Studio A, you realise immediately that the room is viscerally dominated by the massive pair of vintage Neve 8078 desks; in Studio B, on the other hand, the sleek, small, modern Oxford looks like it could easily be a snazzy interface for a Bose home stereo system and must thus compete with the rest of the room visually. 'How good you look is often what gets you the gig.' Crescendo! studio manager Cindy McSherry observes.

A second and more complex reason is that the personal recording explosion has brought both many more small studios on-line while reducing the overall demand for studio time of any type. At the same time, the cost of leading-edge equipment has skyrocketed. Those few studios that pursue that type of equipment are now finding that technology alone isn't enough to keep your edge, and aesthetics have become a major component of how a studio markets itself. For instance, the medieval castle motif of the new Chung King Studios complex in Manhattan appeals to the upscale Gen-X crowd of video-game-bred rappers and rockers the studio has targeted.

Finally, it is simply so American to go to excess in anything. Understatement is not a crime; it's just not part of our lexicon. It is one of those quintessentially American inventions that so broadens the concept of democracy: the notion that if you cannot be absolutely the first or absolutely the best at anything, you will always have an unlimited opportunity to at the very least be the biggest. The entire state of Texas is predicated upon this notion.

So look to America to take the idea of the studio palace to its next evolutionary plateau. I don't know exactly what form it will take, but if I were to guess, I would start by wondering what it would be like to have a large, gaudy club in my town where pin-headed bouncers scrutinised me for my hipness quotient before letting me in and where I could buy overpriced beer and hamburgers and even more expensive loge-down tees-shirts and baseball jackets and, in between courses, overdu a guitar part or two. We could call it the Hard Rockin' Planet Cafe of Pro Audio, or something. I'll get the boys in marketing on it immediately.

www.americanradiohistory.com
Akai digital is the answer, what was the question?

Is there an affordable digital MTR that syncs to anything at any speed with instantaneous lock-up, has proven reliability, records on random access Disks, is compatible with a wide range of products and conforms entire programs in seconds?

There is now, the Akai DD8. A self contained 8 track disk-based random access digital recorder which can replace existing tape or mag machines in any film-dubbing or television production environment. It uses an uncompressed 16-bit linear format and records to a user choice of Magneto Optical or removable Hard Disks.

Akai introduced the World's first audio editor using M/O storage in 1990 with the DD1000, and the mighty DD1500 16 track Digital Audio Workstation is probably the world's fastest system available, with zero loss editing via fast dedicated buttons, digital mixing and EQ and a beatifully clear on-screen display. Now shipping with two years worth of software development including the unique EDL package which allows conforming of EDLs from tape or even from Akai project disks; with this amazing feature the DD1500 can conform entire programs in an instant from studio recordings or rushes on disk. Since 1994, the entire product range has been gradually expanded to provide a family of compatible products, tried and tested. A worldwide digital standard.

The latest addition, the DD8, is the perfect ultra-reliable tool for all professional sound recording requirements without the endless frustrations of tape transport limitations. It's ideal for syncing rushes, recording footsteps, foley or ADR, pre-mixing or mastering: in fact any recording task. It will synchronise to bi-phase or timecode in any direction or at any speed (including slow-motion). It can be fully remote controlled via GPIO or RS422 or even the legendary DL1500 system controller. Tracks can be slipped, nudged, and of course there is full audio scrub.

A single DL1500 can control up to 16 Akai digital units (any combination of DD8, DR8, DR16 or DD1500) via Ethernet. With a DL1500 functioning as its front end, the DD8 offers our full EDL autoconform package and much of the extensive editing capacity of the mighty DD1500 DAW at an extremely affordable price level.
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www.americanradiohistory.com
There's trouble in the European airwaves as manufacturers squabble over their use, and there's trouble in European households as their inebriated occupants plug loudspeakers into the mains writes BARRY FOX

Europe is now supposedly a united federation of states. Sometimes it is; sometimes it isn't. European manufacturers, including Sennheiser, Vivanco and Philips have, for the last two years, been lobbying the British government to bring the UK into line with the rest of Europe and legalise the use of radio headphones, and speakers, at 433MHz. But the government's Radiocommunications Agency still says no.

On the face of things, this sounds like stubborn obstruction, with far-reaching implications. Anyone who uses a pair of European wireless headphones in Britain, immediately becomes a criminal. They risk having their equipment confiscated, with unlimited fines, and two years in jail. But there is another side to the argument. The frequencies used in Europe can cause serious interference.

In all the major Western European countries except the UK, Norway, Finland and Denmark, radio headphones can work legally on a wide band of frequencies around 433MHz. So far they use analogue FM transmission, but in the future will be digital. There is enough space in the band for neighbouring offices or studios to choose between at least six different frequency channels and so avoid interfering with each other. Most major manufacturers are now getting ready to launch wireless loudspeakers. The manufacturers want the 433MHz band released for audio in Britain, so that all European countries can share the same technology. But the frequencies are already shared by amateur radio hams, the Ministry of Defence, home security systems and central locking controls and alarms for cars. If people use headphones on this band they can cause interference to these other systems. Anyone who suffers can then complain to the Radiocommunications Agency. The RA then uses a detector van to track down the offender and prosecute under the Wireless Telegraphy Acts. 'We have now given up on 433MHz for the UK' says Steve Holmes, Vivanco's product manager. 'So we have concentrated on getting the best quality out of a band of radio frequencies which is legal but less efficient'.

British radio regulation MPT1336 allows cordless audio at 36.61–36.79MHz and 37.01–37.19MHz, with 10µW of power. So range is too short for practical use. The same regulation also allows low power radio devices, including audio links, at 49.82–49.98MHz with 10mW.

Although the band is used mainly for radio-controlled equipment and walkie-talkies, Vivanco uses 49MHz to carry an FM stereo signal. Sound quality cannot be as good as at 433MHz, and there is only room for one stereo signal. So neighbours must share the same frequencies and risk interfering with each other. Philips and Sennheiser refuse to use the 49MHz band.

The RA says it still fears that low power devices will suffer interference from the MOD and hams who transmit at higher power. The RA reluctantly agreed to harmonise with Europe and let radio keys (which remotely unlock a car door) work at 433MHz, so that drivers could take their cars across the English Channel. MPT1340 covers vehicle radio keys at 433.72–434.12MHz at 10mW. But, says the RA, the 'many complaints' received about ham transmissions locking drivers out of their cars, 'realises our fears'. The audio manufacturers argue that although car keys may suffer interference from high power hams, there have been no complaints about interference from headphone listeners on the Continent.

The greater risk, the lobbyists warn, is legal. Anyone can legitimately buy 433MHz headphones from Continental shops. British shops can legitimately import 433MHz headphones direct from the Continent and sell customers they are better than native British versions.

Britain's Wireless Telegraphy Acts do not prohibit the sale of equipment that works on unauthorised frequencies, only its use. Although the RA can prosecute for 'incitement', salesmen can get round this by displaying a copout notice which warns that goods are sold for 'export only' or 'not approved by the Radiocommunications Agency'. The RA says it is working with CEPT (the European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations) and 'actively pursuing' the search for a frequency band that is free across the whole of Europe and is wide enough to carry surrounding sound, while giving a choice of up to six channels so that neighbouring users can avoid mutual interference.

Almost certainly the only real solution is a digital system working in a band above 1GHz.

Jim Norton, the RA's chief executive, thinks that the 49MHz band is 'not acceptable' for hi-fi headphones; neither are the other legal bands at 36.7–37.1MHz. Norton says there have already been cases in the UK of illegally used 433MHz headphones immobilising cars and the RA has 'had no alternative but to take appropriate action'.

The RA says it has tested the Sennheiser system; it had a range of 100m and continued to radiate even when sitting idle on the charger base.

RECENTLY AMENDED EUROPEAN safety standard BS/EN 60065 (1994) effectively bans the 4mm 'banana' plugs which have until now been used to connect an audio amplifier to loudspeakers. The male banana plug, a springy metal pin which is a push fit into a female cylindrical socket, is small enough to fit into the 5.5mm openings of a European mains socket. So users can accidentally plug speaker leads into the mains. Audio industry folklore says the plug ruling stems from a letter of complaint written by a drunken Swede who rolled home from a heavy night out and, instead of going to bed, tried to rewire his hi-fi. He pushed one end of his loudspeaker wire into the mains and then held the other end, with predictable results.

But he lived to write to Brussels.

A&R Cambridge, maker of Arcam hi-fi equipment, worked with the British Federation of Audio to design a plug and socket that complies with North American, as well as European, safety standards. The BFA Connector reverses roles. The plug is female. A 6mm metal cylinder sleeved in insulating plastics is secured on the end of a cable. The sockets are male. Speakers and amplifiers are fitted with plastic cylinders which shroud a central metal pin.

There are no bare metal parts and the plug is too big to push into a mains socket but when the female plug is pushed into the male socket, the metal parts mate firmly to make an audio connection.

Because the BFA plugs are sheathed they do not short the amp if touched. The BFA hopes to win EU-wide, and then worldwide, acceptance by giving away the design on a licence-free basis. Manufacturers just pay £100 for plans. Leading suppliers, Wesside Supplies, Deltron and TechLink, are already starting to produce plugs and sockets.
When TC Electronic set out to make the innovative Wizard M2000 and Finalizer we knew we were in the process of creating something truly unique. But let’s be realistic for a moment: That’s a statement everyone could make!

THE WIZARD FINALIZER:

“Master Piece”
Hugh Robinson, Sound On Sound, December 1996

Editors Pick 1996
Musician Magazine, December 1996

“My wife stole mine and put it in her studio”
Roger Nichols, EQ, December 1996

“- the Finalizer offers a tweaker’s paradise”
Ty Ford, Pro Audio Review, February 1997

“Very few products have thrilled me like the Finalizer”
Florian Richter, MusikMagazin, February 1997

“Resistance is useless”
Fritz Fey, StudioMagazin, Oktober 1996

THE WIZARD M2000:

Editor’s Choice 1997
Electronic Musician, January 1997

Editor’s Pick 1996
Musician Magazine, December 1996

“- the Wizard stands up to the comparison with a machine costing more than twice as much”
Mark Frink, MIX, October 1996

“- The M2000 will put you just about any place you can think of, and a few you probably haven’t”
Ty Ford, Pro Audio Review, July/August 1996

“TC scores big again!”
Karl Conti, Bass Player, August 1996

“- the overall impression was 5 Stars”
Roger Nichols, EQ, April 1996
Harrison MPC

The facilities and architecture found in a film console readily distinguishes the 'real thing' from an inappropriately placed postproduction desk. **ROB JAMES** discovers real talent in the Harrison Motion Picture Console

**WHILE SELLING**

multichannel recorders for Jeep Harried of MCI in Nashville, Dave Harrison was asked to design a companion desk for MCI to manufacture. This inauspicious start marked the birth of in-line console design as we know it today. The architectural precedents Harrison set in 1971 have become almost universal in multitrack consoles today.

Harrison's first dedicated film console was the PP-1. Delivered to Walt Disney Studios in 1979, this involved many of the ideas which have come to fruition in the MPC. After this came the fully-automated Series 10 which, after some teething problems, made it clear the company knew a great deal about the user interface required to make a fully dynamically automated console useable by mortals. The Series 10B was the dedicated film version, and it was from this heritage and considerable time spent talking to the leading practitioners in the industry, that the MPC was developed. The first unit was delivered to Sony Pictures on Valentine's Day 1992.

The scope of a mixing desk such as this is huge. To appreciate the philosophy behind the architecture it's helpful to describe its use. Film mixing is, in large measure, about leaving your options open. It is far from unusual to end up with more tracks than you start with—for example, consider the fact that the majority of location dialogue recording is in mono not to mention ADR recordings or post sync and effects but these may be premixed onto a three or four tracks to provide a Left, Centre, Right, Surround pre-dub not forgetting LCRS reverb. In this way, one mono source effect could arrive at the final mix as an 8-track pre-dub for a Dolby Stereo track. If the movie is to be mixed in an 8-channel format, the possibilities increase—include alternative dialogue takes plus effects, backgrounds, Foleys and music and you begin to get a feel for the scale of the undertaking.

In short, a large number of sources need to be processed, mixed, monitored and recorded onto a large number of tracks. The large number of resultant pre-dub tracks then need to be mixed and reduced to the relevant release format(s). The convention in film mixing consoles is for large machines with a huge number of inputs, almost always configured for operation by two or three dubbing mixers. One will handle effects, another dialogue and the third, music—although these divisions are seldom fixed. The amount of information which has to be digested quickly and accurately by the mixers is formidable and the acreage occupied by one-knob-per-function designs is enormous.

**THE HARRISON MPC** addresses the specific requirements of this sophisticated and mature market. At first glance it appears to be a fairly conventional console, albeit with full dynamic automation. This is deceptive since the MPC also offers many ways of exploiting its digitally-controlled analogue (DCA) architecture including a degree of assignability and layering. It is possible to use the console in a conventional way, but the real power comes from exploiting the DCA features. Here Harrison does not use VCA's but relies on digitally-controlled attenuators of its own design.

Physically, the desk consists of racks of audio processing, routing and control cards, the control surface and one or more interactive touchscreen interfaces (ITIs) connected to NuBus cards in a Macintosh host computer. The desk is organised such that there is a router controlled from the ITIs which may be up to 1024 x 1024 (1,048,576) crosspoints and can be considered as a computer-controlled patchbay. Setups for a variety of specific uses can be stored and recalled at will. Note, however, that this is a router not a summing matrix, thus multiple destinations from one source are allowed but not multiple sources to one destination. Input signals are routed to input
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channels or to pre-dub inputs which are used to further control and mix existing premixes. After processing, signals can be routed to any or all of up to 48 main output buses or any or all of 24 subgroup buses which can be thought of as as subgroup buses. Output signals go via the router to the recording medium. Monitoring is set up via the ITI which controls the relevant part of the router and a 32 x 8 summing matrix and also sets up record control logic. Mic amps are remote controlled and patchable to input channels. High-speed (10Mbit) serial links communicate between the different priorities found in film mixing.

The strips are made up in the following way: on the upstand there is a pair of LED matrices which indicates which main and or reassign bus(es) to which the channel is assigned. At the top of the strip is the Aux section, a dual rotary-shaft-encoder controls send level and, for stereo destinations, pan. There are eight sends which can be used individually for mono or paired odd and even for stereo. This is an example of where assignability has been used to good effect since the one dual encoder is used to control all eight sends selected via buttons.

Next in line is the Dynamics section which can insert a compressor and gate into the signal path. The setup controls for the dynamics parameters are located in a central, shared, panel or they can be set from an ITI. This is another example of intelligent use of assignable controls to keep the clutter down. The input strip dynamics controls are reduced to four pushbuttons and an LED gain reduction meter. Similarly the Input section which is next consists of five pushbuttons. You can select A or B inputs, phase reverse, insert pan and trim the input level (+10dB to -20dB) using the fader. Immediately below is the Pan section with one dual-concentric shaft encoder. The inner is used to control LCR panning and the outer, surround. The inner control is used in conjunction with a button to control divergence. At the bottom of the strip is the equaliser and filter section. There are four bands of EQ with a high-pass and low-pass filter. Each equaliser band has a dual-concentric shaft encoder and three buttons. The inner controls boost and cut, the outer, centre frequency. Pressing a button converts the inner control to bandwidth (Q). If the bandwidth control is rotated fully clockwise the equaliser becomes shelving. If an ATT (attention) button is pressed or a rotary control is moved the numeric values for the equaliser appear in the channel display—boost and cut of 15dB are available at 800Hz–16kHz, 400Hz–8kHz (for high and low mid), and 40Hz–800Hz. Each band can be inserted and automated independently, or the whole equaliser can be inserted or automated.

The HP-LP filter consists of another dual control and three buttons. Here low-pass covers 800Hz–16kHz, high-pass 40Hz–800Hz.

At the bottom are buttons to control two patch insert points, pre or post fader. These also switch between the two possible layers if the console is so equipped.

The automation can be as simple or complex as you wish. Every control surface function can be dynamically automated and it’s possible to work with the whole desk in

Write and then Read

The automation can be as simple or complex as you wish. Every control surface function can be dynamically automated and it’s possible to work with the whole desk in

Write and then Read

400Hz–8kHz (for high and low mid), and 40Hz–800Hz. Each band can be inserted and automated independently, or the whole equaliser can be inserted or automated.

The HP-LP filter consists of another dual control and three buttons. Here low-pass covers 800Hz–16kHz, high-pass 40Hz–800Hz.

At the bottom are buttons to control two patch insert points, pre or post fader. These also switch between the two possible layers if the console is so equipped. E8
miles away it is every bit as good as if they were four miles away. The fact they only make mixing desks means you have their undivided attention. 'Dean is not particularly worried about digital competition. We will have the option to add digital processing later on and, practically, we will probably do it in stages. There is a danger if we don’t juggle those digital that in four or five years time a director will be saying, “You don’t have a digital desk like so and so’. They really don’t know what the ramifications are but if you buy a digital desk now, there is a likelihood of standards changing to 96kHz sampling and 24-bit, or whatever, and you could end up with a big problem. 'The real advantage to us in having some digital processing is in the things you can do with digital that you can’t do cleanly with analog like deep narrow notches. Then automation already allows us to do things like keeping a library of EQ settings for future use.' Dean regards the ‘mini assignability’ as a positive sign. 'The word intuitive comes to mind. All the things you need in film dubbing that you want immediately and quickly are on one level. Slightly fewer used functions are down a level, but not so as it slows mixing up. It’s all been very well thought out, things you need to grab quickly are one button for one function.' This desk and its sibling the Series Twelve show clearly just what can be achieved in refining a control system for a specific purpose. It offers power without complexity and adheres to the KISS principle (Keep It Simple, Stupid). In my opinion, Harrison has reached a new peak in console design.

Disregarding the audio quality (which is excellent) the big advantage of the new desk is in making a machine to control the mind bogglingly complex process of film mixing which is not only simple but highly enjoyable to use.

THE KEY to the success of a console in this market lies in the way it is controlled, automated and how it presents the vast amount of information available. To take the last first: If you are visually scanning a large number of control parameters it is unhelpful to have a lot of information presented alphabetically; something more graphical is required. Equally, if you are attending to fine adjustments on an individual channel, more detailed information is required.

Harrison has dealt with these conflicting requirements in a most elegant way. All buttons illuminate or flash to indicate states and functions. Simple arrangements in segments, indicate whether rotary controls are off their centre positions and, of course, there are moving faders. If detailed information is required, this is available by touching 

---

The faders also come in blocks of four to a panel and apart from the motorised P&G fader and a small alphanumeric panel there are MUTE, SOLO and AUTOMATION control buttons together with a 4-segment Signal Presence meter. To avoid repetition I have omitted to mention many of the the automation specific controls.

The other building blocks which make up the user interface are panels containing Pre-dub Inputs, Remote, Re-assign Masters, Softkey-Reassign Matrix, Dynamics controls, Monitoring, Bias-Tape, Automation Control, Filters and Graphic EQ. The Pre-dub panel provides a means of controlling and routing a premix of up to eight tracks. There may be one physical set of controls per pre-dub or one set of controls can be used to control several pre-dubs.
The critics agree the Audix Nile V are...

"Sumptuous, possibly the nicest sounding monitors I've heard this side of a King's ransom."
—Nick Batzdorf, Recording Magazine

"Impressive... there are few models in its price bracket that offer such excellent imaging."
—George Petersen, Mix Magazine

"Really impressive... incredibly smooth and well balanced from highs to lows... the NileV is a speaker you can live with day in and day out."
—Bruce Bartlett, Pro Audio Review

"Gorgeous... with a well defined bottom end... and a high end that's silky."
—Bobby Owsinski, EQ Magazine

Audix Nile V

Engineers everywhere are listening to Audix Nile V's. These speakers are turning heads in studios with their natural sound, outstanding detail and compact size. The Audix Nile V's minimize ear fatigue with a silky smooth midrange between 3–5kHz. You won't hear the 'honk' other near-field speakers produce.

Audix Nile V's are constructed with a handmade 7" Kevlar® long throw woofer and a 1" softdome tweeter. Every woofer and tweeter are matched with a custom crossover and front ported cabinet for the most balanced sound possible.

Best of all, you won't need a king's ransom to move up to the near-field monitors that editors are raving about!

Call your local authorized Audix dealer for more information.

Audix Studio Monitors—hear what you've been missing
Time-Align®

An honest system beyond audible response

While DC to LIGHT response is sometimes joked about in audio circles, it is very desirable to extend a system's bandwidth beyond the audible range because it provides a real sonic improvement.

Unlike any other monitor system, our Studio-A system responds flat from above 20 kHz down to 8 Hz and meets the Time-Align® specification from E.M. Long, even in the bass range.

The MM-8 is a precision 8" coaxial studio monitor with a calibrated flat frequency response and a licensed Time-Aligned™ crossover. Precisely manufactured and tested, the MM-8 system offers you an honest listen to your mix.

The D10E-S INFRA-sub™ utilizes patented ELF™ technology. Experts agree the ELF™ technology offers the most superior sounding and honest low frequency reproduction available.

Bag End Loudspeakers Systems
P. O. Box 488
Barrington, Illinois 60011
USA
Phone 010 1 847 382 4550
Fax 010 1 847 382 4551
Internet info@bagend.com

Time Align®, Time-Aligned™, and Time-Alignment™ are trademarks of E.M. Long Associates. ELF™ is a trademark of Long/Wickersham Labs.
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION

Argentina
Instrumentos Musicales S.A.
Tel: 541 394 4027 Fax: 541 322 1122

Australia
Acoustisearch Ltd.
Tel: 6139 568 4022 Fax: 6139 568 4667

Belgium
Thunnissen & Verhaegen
Tel: 3110 412 5322 Fax: 3110 411 0739

Canada
A.C. Simmonds & Sons
Tel: 905 839 8041 Fax: 905 839 2667

Costa Rica
Paratek
Tel: 506 225 8231 Fax: 506 225 8231

England
The De-Regle Group
Tel: 44 1945 463 077 Fax: 44 1945 588 533

France
Pilot Films
Tel: 331 4900 1350 Fax: 331 4774 7727

Germany
Thunnissen & Verhaegen
Tel: 3110 412 5322 Fax: 3110 411 0739

Greece
Logothetis Music
Tel: 301 360 5887 Fax: 301 360 0018

Hong Kong
CAH Professional Sound Co., Ltd.
Tel: 852 2766 3818 Fax: 852 2363 0363

Iceland
Bjarni Fridriksson
Tel: 354 551 2144 Fax: 354 561 2144

Indonesia
PT. Multi Audio Perkasa
Tel: 6221 629 6009 Fax: 6221 629 8453

Italy
New Kary s.r.l.
Tel: 392 5801 3303 Fax: 392 5801 3236

Japan
All Access Inc.
Tel: 8152 443 5537 Fax: 8152 443 7738

Korea
Dal Jin Commercial Co., Ltd.
Tel: 822 763 5680 Fax: 822 744 4394

The Netherlands
Thunnissen & Verhaegen
Tel: 3110 412 5322 Fax: 3110 411 0739

New Zealand
Acoustisearch Ltd.
Tel: 6139 568 4022 Fax: 6139 568 4667

Norway
Tre 45 Music As
Tel: 47735 31383 Fax: 47735 31373

Philippines
Superior Audio Supply Corp.
Tel: 632 244 0309 Fax: 632 722 1509

Singapore
Supersymmetry Services Pte. Ltd.
Tel: 65 777 7755 Fax: 65 287 4821

Spain
Adonia Music Import, S.L.
Tel: 346 245 2037 Fax: 346 149 2559

Sweden
Luthman Scandinavia AB
Tel: 468 640 4224 Fax: 468 640 7335

Switzerland
Kompen Company
Tel: 4141 723 903 Fax: 4141 750 2169

BAG END Loudspeakers
P.O. Box 488
Barrington, Illinois
60011 USA
Voice 847 382 4550
Fax 847 382 4551
Internet info@bagend.com
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3 controls on the channel strip which then puts parameters into the alphanumeric display associated with each block of four channels. All this information and more can be displayed on the ITI screen.

Each channel fader can also be a control master with other faders grouped to it. In addition, remote faders and other shared controllers such as joystick can control individual channel or groups of channels, re-assign buses or pre-dub inputs. The shared devices can be attached to input channels or whatever using the attention buttons. These are also used for routing and other functions.

The automation can be as simple or complex as you wish. Every control surface function can be dynamically automated and it's possible to work with the whole desk in Write and then Read. Updating can be on a single control basis or in a variety of more sophisticated ways. Operators usually start using the simple approach and gradually explore the extended options. For example, there are now around 32 modes or combinations of modes available which dictate how the console will react when updating a mix.

But this has been achieved in a simple, logical manner without resorting to a forest of buttons on the surface. All bus routing and re-assign routing can be dynamically automated. In fact, the only functions not currently dynamically automated are the router patches. These are currently stored as snapshots but if enough owners request it dynamic automation may appear later.

The Automation Control panel works in conjunction with the ITI to make automation decisions and changes which globally affect the console. For the more adventurous specifier, the console is available with two layers—this allows one set of input strips to control twice the number of execution cards. Strips can be switched between layers individually, globally or in user-defined groups.

Given the variety of output formats and the number of record tracks involved, one of the more important aspects of film console design is monitoring and machine control. This is further complicated by having two or three simultaneous users with differing requirements.

The quantity named PEC/DEC-active paddle switches on the Bias-Tape panel switch between track sends and returns. There are 32 logical switches any or all of which can be controlled by any physical switch. PEC stands for Photo Electric Cell, an archaism from the days when film sound was recorded with an optical camera directly onto negative film. In practice, the Direct side of a logical key will be an output bus and the PEC side a replay return from a physical recorder track. A Dolby Stereo or other encode-decode matrix may be inserted to enable its effect on the mix to be heard. The outputs of the logical switches feed the 32 inputs of the monitor matrix controlled from the ITI or the Softkey-Resignat Matrix panel.

There are ten preset buttons for fast access to various permutations. The LED bar graph meters can be routed to follow the logical keys. The physical controls are available in blocks of eight with Master controls in addition. An annunciator shows which bus is attached to the physical switch. There are also Bias buttons associated with the paddles for individual machine tracks or groups of tracks. This cleverly follows the track assignment selection. Finally, and telling both of the function of a film console and the MPC's ability to deliver, each of the desks operators can have their own set of these physical controls while leaving one position in overall control of the session.

If you're thinking of moving into film work, you will need to consider all of the above. And if you're thinking of reassigning an existing console, you will need to think about it twice.

FOR THE MORE ADVENTUROUS SPECIFIER, THE CONSOLE IS AVAILABLE WITH TWO LAYERS—THIS ALLOWS ONE SET OF INPUT STRIPS TO CONTROL TWICE THE NUMBER OF EXECUTION CARDS.
The JBL 6208 Bi-Amplified Reference Monitor

For the power hungry with an appetite for perfection.

The Best System Starts with the Best Parts.

JBL has more experience in designing and building transducers for professional studio monitors than any other company in the industry. We not only use the latest engineering and design equipment, but also the most important test device of all, the human ear. We believe in physics, not fads, so while other companies pick parts off somebody else's shelf, we create our components from scratch. And by utilizing more than 50 years of experience in transducer design, we create the perfect transducer for each system.

Multi-Radial Design - An Ideal Solution to a Complex Problem.

Combining individual transducers into a system is a delicate balance of acoustics, electronics and architecture. Our exclusive Multi-Radial baffle is contoured to bring the drivers into perfect alignment, so the high and low frequencies reach your ears simultaneously. This reduces time smear for a smooth transition between the low and high frequency drivers. In addition, the gently rounded edges of the 6208 provide controlled dispersion and balanced power response. That means even off-axis, you will hear an accurate representation with wide stereo separation and an immense depth of field.

Gold/Titanium Hybrid Dome.

By mating the materials to a large magnetic structure, the 6208 can produce extremely flat frequency response and low distortion for hours of fatigue-free listening. JBL pioneered the use of the light but rigid gold/titanium hybrid construction to provide a transient response that is quick and precise for pinpoint accuracy.

Shielded Drivers for Flexible Placement.

JBL shields all of the drivers so you can place the 6208 right next to your audio workstations without interaction. Gone are the days of compromised monitor placement in your production environment.

Why Bi-Amplification?

It's a simple fact, a separate amp for each speaker produces the most accurate sound. Each of the 6208's two amplifiers is designed to reproduce the assigned frequencies. And by combining the amplifiers inside the cabinet, you improve the amplifier's ability to control the speaker it's driving for controlled low end punch.

Active Crossovers Provide Accurate Response Tailoring.

By carefully tailoring each amplifier's performance to the response characteristics of the drivers, you get the most faithful reproduction possible. By using active crossovers, power is not robbed by passive components like inductors and resistors. The result is clear, accurate sound at the highest levels.
The launch of digital consoles is not limited to the low end. ZENON SCHOEPE previews the latest digital desk from an established although not internationally known German manufacturer and deems it a contender.

TO LOOK AT GERMAN console manufacturer Lawo is to discover a company that has quietly been getting on with it while the more high profile players have been hogging the digital desk limelight. Why many may not have heard of the broadcast specialist company is because its activities have been largely restricted to Germany—only four of some 30 digital desks have been placed outside of the country’s borders. A little predictable perhaps, but a state of affairs that does Lawo’s reputation no harm given the high regard that the country’s broadcasters enjoy. Indeed there are many other countries where this situation would relegate a predominantly home-market based desk manufacturer to ‘passing interest’ status to the rest of the world. But Germany is different because as a market, and particularly as a consumer of digital desks, it is arguably the most sophisticated on the planet with all those high-profile players also enjoying the pickings. Why the German market is so plugged in to digital desks is a historical thing that hinges on the importance and investment placed in its varied and advanced broadcast set-up.

Lawo is no small company, it employs around 100 employees at its headquarters in Rastatt near Karlsruhe in all aspects of its manufacture and R&D of its boards. Its history is interesting with its founder, Peter Lawo, having a background in radio and navigation systems engineering before his development of a sound processing system for SWF and the creation of the company in 1970. This progressed in to tentative desk development of first analogue and then digitally-controlled analogue with the PTR model which benefited from the country’s broadcasters adoption of a standard sized ‘desk cassette’ module which permitted custom configuration boards to be constructed. The PTR DCA technology is still current although what drew most observers’ attention to the company was the rather surprising revelation of a fully-digital broadcast desk at the 1994 European AES. To its credit the company admits that originally it had intended to keep the work surface and simply switch over from the analogue to a digital remote rack but found this to be more complicated than it first thought.

To its credit the company admits that originally it had intended to keep the work surface but found this to be more complicated than it first thought.
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MC80 at ZDF Mainz
surface and simply switch over from the analogue
to a digital remote rack but found this to be more
complicated than it at first thought and now is sure
that this is not the way to cross this particular
divide. A rethink was required.

Two models evolved, the smaller MC50
targeted at on-air use, itself a surprising
qualification of just how willing the German
broadcasters have been to go digital in radio
while most other countries, and most other
manufacturers for that matter, have largely
avoided this particular area, and the altogether
larger and more immediately identifiable MC80
production desk for music and drama recording,
post and OBs.

Both consoles share similar processing innards
but differ in configuration according to application
and in their presentation of controller surface. The
MC82, which will be shown for the first time at the
Munich AES Convention this month, is a further
development in controller surface, operating the
same processing power in what has to be

It employs what the company
terms ‘active spare parts’ that
effectively share processing tasks and
permit one to take over processing
should the other fail

regarded as the strongest and most pertinent
statement from the company since the revelation
of all digital know how.

An in-depth look at the capabilities of the
MC- series desks is beyond the scope of this
article, particularly as the focus has to be the new
MC82 arrival, but those that are intrigued ought to
investigate further for themselves. However, a
brief outline is essential.

What we have here is 32-bit floating point
processing that incorporates a large—greater
than 500 x 500—matrix that is tied into console set-ups
and reconfigurations working on multichannel
audio links. The desk is modular from a DSP
scaling point of view and through its control
surface which incorporates cassette panel
modularity. It employs what the company terms
‘active spare parts’ that effectively share
processing tasks and permit one to take over
processing should the other fail although the
company stresses that this has been more of a
psychological selling tool to reliability-nervous
...
WORLD CLASS
RADIO SYSTEMS

Sennheiser is the world's leading manufacturer of wireless systems.
But we don't stand still.

Sennheiser now introduces the next generation in radio microphone technology—outstanding, innovative new designs backed by an ever expanding sales and support network across the globe.

So, if you need the best radio systems and the finest service, talk to Sennheiser.
First for radio the world over.
Once the arrangement is explained it becomes surprisingly easy to grasp. I would hesitate to describe the system as similar to any existing large-scale digital desk but there are enough similarities in general operating principles to make it seem familiar.
MEET THE REPLACEMENT FOR YOUR 8 TRACK DIGITAL TAPE RECORDER

MO specialists Genex Research have already revolutionised the world of hi-bit 2-track recording with their groundbreaking GX2000 magneto optical disk recorder. Now, the remarkably cost-effective new GX8000 is set to replace tape-based 8-track digital recorders in all applications from music recording to film and video post-production.

Essential for full compatibility with DVD and other new formats, only the GX8000 is equipped to record at 16, 18, 20, 22 and 24 bits, and at sampling rates of 32, 44.056, 44.1, 47.952, 48 and 96kHz. Only the GX8000 has features like simultaneous recording on all 8 channels at higher than 16-bit, 9-pin serial remote control and an on-board SMPTE chase reader/generator, ensuring that the GX8000 slots in just where your tape-based 8 track used to be.

And, unlike other MO 8-tracks you may have heard about, only the GX8000 is available right now, already working hard for leading facilities around the world.

Being an optical, non-contact format, MO is extremely secure – so much so that HHB MO media is backed by a lifetime (100 years) warranty. And when you buy your GX8000, we’ll even give you your first 10 HHB 2.6GB MO disks for free.

For further details on the the Genex GX8000 MO Recorder, the future of digital 8-track recording, contact HHB Communications today.

Designed and manufactured in the UK by Genex Research

Worldwide distribution by HHB Communications

HHB Communications Ltd 73-75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 6OU, UK
Tel: 0181 962 5000  Fax: 0181 962 5050  E-Mail: sales@hhb.co.uk

HHB Communications Inc 43 Deerfield Road, Portland, Maine 04101 1805, USA
Tel: 207 773 2424  Fax: 207 773 2422  E-Mail: 75671.3316@compuserve.com

Visit HHB on line at: http://www.hhb.co.uk
It doesn't take an enormous amount of imagination to realise that Lawo is clearly into the business of adapting control surfaces and I would not be surprised if it didn't take this process still further.

individual switching of insert, delay, the digital amplifier, EQ, filters and the dynamics plus two assignable switches. The new module fader has dedicated function keys for cut, automation cut, access, layer switching, fader automation, AFL and PFL plus indicators for automation status, parameter linking, VCA master status, overload, compressor-limiter activity, expander-gate activity and signal indicator LEDs.

As with the MC80 and MC50, MC82 and MC80 panels can be combined on the same desk to produce a type of hybrid control surface. Basically you can plan your control surface to suit the eventuality or likely requirement.

It doesn't take an enormous amount of imagination to realise that Lawo is clearly into the business of adapting control surfaces and while the company will not confirm it, I would not be surprised if it didn't take this process still further in order to spread the attraction of its products beyond the realms of its core broadcast user business.

The important thing to remember about Lawo's digital technology is that it's not pipe dream stuff and it's not just being used in C rooms and experimental suites. These desks are in situ and are being used around the clock for broadcasting duties. I've seen working stations on-air and loaded with these consoles.

The sheer number of them in Germany would suggest to even the most cynical that these broadcasters would not commit to technology that doesn't deliver. While the brand may not be that well known outside of northern Europe, it is already unquestionably an established and leading supplier of broadcast digital desks.

Perhaps the biggest question is whether Lawo can break out of its mostly home market and transplant its consoles into other territories. This will undoubtedly require modifications of the systems to fit in with the working practices of other broadcasting organisations but Lawo has built its reputation and prides itself on offering what equates to analogue desk style custom configurations for specific applications and requirements so this shouldn't pose it too many problems.

The release of the MC82 is a step towards broadening the appeal of the company's products and a significant advance in internationalising its business. It has something a little different to offer that amounts to all the trappings of a new global player. We should be paying attention. You read it here first.
Swillett House, Chorleywood, Herts. WD3 5BB.
Tel: +44 (0) 1923 284545 Fax: +44 (0) 1923 285168

See us at AES Munich, Hall 1.
M-O-D-U-L-A-R-I-T-Y
D827 MCH - customize your recorder for highest quality DASH recording

STUDER
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT
H A Harman International Company

STUDER Professional Audio AG, Althardstrasse 30, CH-8105 Regensdorf-Zurich, Switzerland,
Telephone +41 1 870 75 11, Telefax +41 1 840 47 37

Direct Subsidiaries:
Austria: +43 1 866 54 0
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Germany: +49 30 72 39 34 0
U.K.: +44 181 207 50 50

Canad a: +1 416 510 13 47
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Audio Toys 8MX2

The flexibility and portability offered by modular digital multitracks is only the start of the story of convenience. **DAVE FOISTER** discovers an unassuming mixer that could dramatically change your way of working.

**LITTLE RACKMOUNT MIXERS** are ten a penny. With dodgy line level input and output jacks, tiny awkward knobs and rudimentary facilities, they are only really at home as part of a keyboard rig, and have no place in a professional studio. This kind of line-level combiner is only a step up from a passive box full of pots—only just warranting the use of the word mixer in its most basic sense.

The 8MX2 from American company Audio Toys is radically different. It looks deceptively similar, but it soon becomes apparent that there's far more going on inside this 1U-high box than you'd have a right to expect. Essentially it's an 8:2 mixer, as the model number suggests, but there the similarity to the overblown Y-cords ends.

For a start, it has proper balanced microphone preamps on all eight channels, complete with individually switchable 48V phantom power. AT1 (Audio Toys Inc) is proud of its preamps, which also feature in its Paragon sound reinforcement consoles and the Pro6 processing channel. On the 8MX2 the preamps can handle levels up to +24dBu, removing the need for separate line inputs. Unusually, a useful ground lift switch is fitted to each input, although for obvious reasons this cannot be used when the 8MX2 is supplying phantom power.

The next surprise is that the channel signals can feed not only a stereo bus but individual direct outputs as well. This is the completely unexpected ace up the 8MX2's sleeve and gives away the primary market for the mixer, as its eight outputs appear on a 25-pin D-connector wired in the same way as the Tascam DA-88 balanced input connector. This allows it to deliver balanced pro level line signals to a suitable multitrack as well as giving an independent mix for monitoring or a stereo safety or reference recording. It goes further still, in having corresponding multitrack returns, again on a 25-pin D, for confidence monitoring or simple mixing. These too are balanced at +4, and although the obvious direct link is to a Tascam MD—the DA-88, the new DA-38 or the Sony versions of the format—Audio Toys can supply ready made cables for a variety of other applications, including ADAT EDAC snakes and fails terminating in XLRs or TRS jacks. This copes with Sony PCM-800s and the Roland DM-800 and many more besides, and for those who need something different the full wiring spec is of course in the manual. It is also printed on the unit's top panel, along with other useful information.

Multitrack returns are individually selectable on the front panel for each channel, the chosen signal—source or tape return—feeding the stereo bus. A dual-concentric control handles level and pan, with a clearly marked unity gain calibration and a centre detent for the pan pot. A button marked MIX enables or cuts the feed, effectively acting as a mute although leaving the direct multitrack output intact.

Each channel also incorporates a simple limiter, perhaps not the first extra facility you might think of adding but it's the only one that can be worked with one knob. This is the outer of the dual-concentric pair with the preamp gain as the inner, and as this would suggest it sits permanently in the preamp signal path, not available to the multitrack return. Time constants are fixed and fast with a claimed brick wall ratio, and the control sets the limiter threshold as low as +4 at one extreme while leaving it effectively off at the other.

A mixer must have a master section, and the one on the 8MX2 once again squeezes more than might be anticipated on to its 3-inch panel space. Here a dual-concentric deals with main output level and left-right balance, while the unit's only single control handles monitor level. This in itself is a surprise, as the mixer has a monitor output separate from the main mix feeds, available both on headphones—with plenty of level—and balanced, line-level TRS jacks. One of the advantages of this is that it allows a Solo facility to be fitted, a most unexpected luxury.

Each channel has its own CUE button whose function is determined by selectors on the Master section. One of these decides whether the signal is heard before or after the limiter VCA, while the other selects the multitrack return for solo purposes regardless of which signal is actually being sent to the mix bus. Solo is always mono.

The master section carries a pair of LED bar graph meters whose function is not just straightforward stereo level...
A digital 8-track makes an ideal small-scale live classical recording medium given a suitable set of mic preamps and a convenient monitoring system, and this fills the bill perfectly, with the added bonus of a decent stereo mix just in case it's right first time

selected for monitoring with a single button, but yet again all is not as simple as it appears. The 8MX2's only internal jumper option decides the role of the return input connectors, allowing them to be hooked to the mix bus directly rather than just used as a monitor return. This means they can be used for effects inputs or other line level sources whose level does not need adjustment at the mixer.

SO FAR SO GOOD: a small innocuous box turns out to be a complete 8:8:2 mixing package with all the facilities and flexibility needed for basic 8-track tracklaying and monitor mixing. But there's more still. Another pair of D-connectors on the rear panel—9-pins this time—allows multiple 8MX2s to be linked together to form a bigger system still. Not only are the stereo mix buses linked but so are the logic and signal lines for the solo system. This means that three of these mixers can be integrated 24-track package, with 24 direct channel outputs, full 24-track monitor returns and stereo mixing of everything. The final stereo output is taken from one master 8MX2, and the same unit will then deliver full monitoring of the whole system, including all the solo functions from any of the slaves.

Part of the achievement of the 8MX2 is the fact that once you realise just how much it's got to offer it is remarkably easy to use, with all its facilities readily to hand. There's not much real estate available on the front panel to provide finger space between the controls, but they have been squeezed on just about as effectively as they could have been. I particularly liked the dual concentrics, often a real pain; these ones operate perfectly, with none of the common disastrous tendency for one half to move with the other. All the controls except the pan pots are detented all the way round to feel a bit like rotary switches but remain smooth and positive in operation.

The 8MX2 even manages to look distinctive: what you can see of the front panel through the forest of controls and the labelling is finished in a bright metallic red reminiscent of another manufacturer whose name escapes me for the moment, and the knobs are colour coded in brutal black and titivating turquoise. If it has a negative point it is the slight noise of its fan.

Audio Toys begins its introduction to the 8MX2 by extolling the virtues of its microphone preamps, not its ability to shoe-horn twice as much mixer into 1U as you'd have thought possible. Consequently one would hope that the audio quality would be as much of a design priority as the facilities, not just a secondary consideration, and here again one would not be disappointed. The microphone preamps are quiet and clean, with an extended HF response that bears out the published graphs. These show flat lines in the conventional audio spectrum with only 1dB or so roll off by 50kHz. The limiter too are virtually inaudible in operation; I used them on a pair of drum overheads for safety and a bit of squashing and never once heard them obtrude, so evidently the time constants work well. Every element of all the signal paths, including the Cue system, sounds good, right down to the quality of the headphone output.

So there's no EQ, no auxes; it's easy to find things the 8MX2 hasn't got compared with conventional mixers, and none of the omissions is a surprise given the scale of the thing. The real surprise is just how much it has got, and the multitude of possibilities it presents.

ATI has a companion brochure to the manual showing suggested applications, which include use as a submixer to an existing console (a use which the engineering could make even more viable given its logic interfacing capabilities), simple 8-track location recording and full-blow 24-track work. The more I looked at it, the more uses I saw for it and the more enthusiastic I became. A digital 8-track makes an ideal small-scale live classical recording medium given a suitable set of mic preamps and a convenient monitoring system, and this fills the bill perfectly, with the added bonus of a decent stereo mix just in case it's right first time.

As it stands the 8MX2 is a light hidden under Audio Toys' bushel; it deserves a higher profile, as there are any number of applications it can help with. I enjoyed it, and so will you.
Pure, Vintage Magic.

The Classic Series from LA Audio combines the warmth and purity of Vintage discrete and Transformer circuitry, with the latest in 20 bit A/D technology* for the finest direct to digital recordings. *When fitted with optional A/D card.
In 1979, Meyer Sound revolutionized the sound reinforcement industry with the trapezoidal cabinet and electronically controlled speakers.

Today, we're dramatically transforming loudspeakers again with the Self-Powered Series.

The Meyer Sound Self-Powered Series integrates the amplifier and control electronics within the speaker cabinet. From the amp to the horn, the innovative components of the Self-Powered Series were uniquely designed to optimize the performance of this breakthrough system.

REAL-WORLD BENEFITS:

**Better.** The impressive technical achievements of the system result in a better sounding, better performing loudspeaker delivering studio monitor quality with even the largest reinforcement systems.

**Faster.** Setup time is remarkably faster and the associated costs lowered. Amp racks have been eliminated and the need to keep track of matched racks and cable assemblies. The system requires surprisingly less truck space and shipping expenses.

**Reliable.** The Self-Powered Series holds one of the lowest amp failure rates in the industry. With known load characteristics, the amplifier protection is minimized, simplifying the signal path.

**Consistent.** Cross-compatibility in rental inventories from various companies is effortless since gain differences and connector incompatibilities are eliminated.

**Versatile.** With no shared processors, each loudspeaker’s levels, frequency response and delay times can be individually manipulated.

"The self-powered speakers mark a new beginning for both Meyer and the live sound industry."

—Mix Magazine, August, 1996

A FEW SELF-POWERED SERIES USERS:

- Celine Dion
- Cirque Du Soleil, Quiddam Tour
- Cultural Center Vooruit, Belgium
- Dave Matthews Band
- House of Blues, MA
- Irving Plaza, NY
- J.A. Lang
- The Knitting Factory, NY
- Korn
- Mana'
- Man-Min Church, Korea
- Luis Miguel
- Montreux Jazz Festival
- San Francisco Opera
- Smoky Joe’s Café, London and U.S. Tour
- Royal Swedish Ballet
- Yamanashi Binka Hall, Japan

www.meyersound.com

©1997 Meyer Sound Laboratories, Inc.
With increasing attention being focussed on the bottom end of the frequency spectrum, the search for an optimum subwoofer system is on. TIM GOODYER traces the development of one that has caught the attention of the US post market.

BEFORE LOOKING at the Bag End ELF—or Extended Low Frequency—speaker system, it is necessary to examine the conventions in LF speaker design. There are two basic types of systems used for producing extended bass response—one acoustic, the other electronic. Acoustic systems can be divided into Assisted Resonance Systems that rely on wavelength dependent parameters, which require larger dimensions, and Mass Loaded Systems which are less efficient.

Assisted Resonance Systems (ARS) include ported, passive radiator, tuned chamber and transmission line or labyrinth systems while Mass Loaded Systems (MLS) are generally closed box, stiffness controlled systems. The distinction between the two is blurred if both wavelength dependent parameters and mass loading are combined in one system. Electronically Assisted Systems (EAS) include servo-controlled and bass boost types which are complicated and costly because of their loudspeaker and driver design requirements.

For a given diaphragm size, the maximum acoustical output level is limited by the maximum excursion capability of the loudspeaker driver. This is greatest at the lowest reproduced frequency—for every halving of the frequency, the excursion is four times as great. For example, to produce the same acoustical output at 32Hz as it does at 64Hz with a 1/8-inch peak-to-peak motion, the excursion of the bass driver diaphragm would be 1/2-inch peak-to-peak. Any driver operating in a closed box, is constrained by this law of physics.

In ARS, the acoustical output is increased beyond the normal limit of the driver excursion through ported, or bass reflex, systems. Ported systems have enjoyed popularity for a number of reasons. Through the work of Novak, Thiele, Small, Keele and others, this design generally gives a system that behaves as predicted. Consequently, ported systems have progressed from simple types to complex, multichamber systems—the latter designed with the loudspeaker drivers mounted inside the enclosure and the acoustical output radiated from single or multiple ports.

Another type of assisted resonance system is the transmission line, which in its folded form is called an acoustical labyrinth. These systems rely on the output from the rear of the loudspeaker driver to assist the output from the front. The transmission line systems are the largest of the ARS types.

Bag End ELF SYSTEM
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The ELF system was designed in the 1970s by Bag End's Ron Wickersham and Ed Long and is intended to provide a low distortion, extended bass response in a compact design.

Consistency in production is a major problem with these systems. The ELF SYSTEM was designed in the 1970s by Bag End's Ron Wickersham and Ed Long and is intended to provide a low distortion, extended bass response in a compact design. It began as a project to extend the low frequency range of a compact monitor loudspeaker system using a parametric equaliser. Long was able to adjust the frequency and Q controls to extend the compact system response one full octave below its normal cutoff. The sound was satisfying but the maximum output level was reduced. When the system was played at loud levels, vocals tended to lose clarity when the accompanying bass was heavy. They decided that a separate subwoofer system would be a better way to go. The development grew up from the analysis of the way a driver behaves in a sealed and a ported enclosure, above and below resonance. They decided to try placing a simple dual integrator circuit in front of a power amplifier and connect it to a closed box system. The resulting measurements revealed a flat response below resonance and a roll-off of 12dB/octave above resonance.

The next step was to determine the frequency above which the action of the dual
Leading edge performance has been a defining feature of Audio Precision products since the inception of our company in 1984. Thousands of our System One audio analyzers are in use worldwide, selected by design engineers for high performance and by test engineers for our comprehensive programmable analog and digital audio measurement capabilities.

Now our System Two true Dual Domain audio analyzer joins the System One, setting a new standard for performance and flexibility in audio frequency test & measurement.

System Two is a true Dual Domain analyzer. Other test instruments may have both analog and digital inputs and outputs ... but they're not true Dual Domains! They rely on performance-limiting converters to pass analog signals back and forth to a DSP core of digitally hardwired. Passing signals through a/d or d/a converters for every measurement robs the test instrument of performance. System Two includes separate, independent hardware for direct audio measurements in both domains, plus additional and extensive interface measurement capability in including jitter measurements, eye patterns and all other parameters described in AES3, the serial audio interface standard.

The new standard of System Two is represented by performance specifications such as guaranteed analog generator and analyzer residual THD+N of 108 dB, guaranteed analog signal flatness of >0.01 dB for the generator and analyzer, and 24 bit digital signal generation with 48 bit FFT dynamic range.

From aircraft to automobiles, satellites to cell phones, headsets to hearing aids, System Two represents a new standard for audio frequency test & measurement applications. Compare for yourself - our worldwide force of representatives will be pleased to provide comprehensive specifications and a true Dual Domain on-site demonstration.
The development grew up from the analysis of the way a driver behaves in a sealed and a ported enclosure, above and below resonance

subwoofer system design can operate the same ELF electronics without modification. The driver and enclosure are tuned so that the system resonance is just below the desired low-pass crossover frequency. Below the system resonance (caused by the interaction of the driver mass and the stiffness of the air in the enclosure) the low frequency response of a closed box system rolls off at 12dB/ octave. The rise in impedance occurs at the system resonance.

The beauty of ELF is that is can provide both the desired low frequency response and the high frequency rolloff simultaneously, Wickersham says. With an optional low-frequency filter, the ultimate low frequency rolloff will be at 24dB/ octave, thus limiting low frequency driver excursion.

If the input signal to the closed box system were caused to increase at 12dB/ octave below system resonance, the response would be flat. Above the system resonance, where it is flat, if the signal were caused to roll off at 12dB/ octave, it would result in the desired roll off. ELF technology provides a response shape that has both of these drive signal characteristics simultaneously. The 12dB/ octave response shape is provided by a dual integrator which results in the desired response. The final system response can easily extend to frequencies below 20Hz.

The integrator was to cease and with this came the realisation that a smaller cabinet would allow operation to a higher frequency without changing the electronics.

Long and Wickersham filed for US and foreign patents and then constructed the first system using ELF with which they were able to demonstrate that ELF could be used with from 18-inch down to 2-inch driver systems. Enhancements have been added since but the principle remains the same. Any
The Electro-Voice RE1000 is a monumental breakthrough in studio condenser microphone performance and value. Its sound quality and performance rivals many of the world's finest microphones, regardless of price. One listening test will reveal that the serious audio tool belongs in your studio.
Lexicon MPX1

The fashion in outboard—whether it is for processors derived from expensive desks or ‘affordable’ outboard derived from more costly brethren, GEORGE SHILLING assesses Lexicon’s latest foray into the middle market

NOT ON THE HEELS of Lexicon’s mid-range multi-effects PCM80 came its electronic’s reply: the M2000. This incorporated many of the PCM80’s innovative features, along with the much vaunted Wizard feature, and a price lower than the Lexicon. But before you can say EkoVerbSweep Lexicon has replied with the MPX1. When I took a look at the PCM80 for Studio Sound, I liked it immensely but was critical of the preset numbering, lack of XLR connectors (now rectified), and lack of distortion effects. The MPX1 addresses these criticisms. In addition, the menu system offers an immediate visual guide to the effects in use for the current preset, and enables instant bypass and editing of each section in the chain. Each effect subdivides into different categories, some not normally associated with the main effect type. Similar to these buttons are those for Mix, Bypass, and Patch, which enables any control to adjust any parameter (up to five patches simultaneously). There is not only an input level pot, but useful an output pot too.

One limitation is that you cannot overwrite the 200 supplied presets—but I used to think the nine programs on an AMS RMX16 were plenty. There are 50 stores locations for saving user edits, and of course you can do MIDI SysEx dumps. A huge LED display shows the preset number: 1–200 for presets, plus 201–250 for user memories. Adjacent is a less clear illuminated LCD screen for editing parameters and system information. This is poor compared to the PCM80’s LED matrix, and took me a while to find the contrast adjust parameter in the depths of the menu system. A database sort function enables you to categorize programs in many ways.

Physically, the MPX1 is several inches shallower than the PCM80 and includes both jack, XLR and SPDIF inputs and outputs. There are jack sockets for footswitch and foot controller, and the MIDI implementation even includes an arpeggiator function. The tone generator is accurate to a quarter of a cent and is useful for tuning and creating effects. Some of the MPX’s inventive pitch-shifting programs do not appear on the PCM80 until you obtain the new card, and also Overdrive effects, which have yet to make their PCM80 debut. However, the MPX1 does not share any of the surround-type effects of the PCM80. The signal path can be viewed on screen to assist navigation around the endless routing possibilities through and around the different effects blocks. The AB button switches between two variants of many of the presets. Any control can be patched to the A/B function, so all sorts of effects can be achieved, such as M2000-style morphing from, say, a reverb to a delay, triggered by the input level. Glide times can be set from instant to taking several minutes, but in typically perverse fashion, 0 is long and 100 is short. A display in seconds would be more use. The effect is more a smooth crossfade than a true morphing effect.

By pressing VALUE you come to the Sort Row which contains the most important parameters for any given preset. This is like the PCM80’s Go mode. For all of the finer tuning of obscure parameters, you press EDIT and then the relevant effect button to access all the settings, buried in layers of menus, where you can also change, for example, the reverb type. The meter system can at times be slightly confusing: I was expecting to find the Meter Assign setting in the System menu, not the Edit menu. A tap button sets up delay times, which can alternatively be MIDI clock controlled, and set globally or separately for each preset. However, not all the obvious possibilities have been utilised: In a few programs where, for example a pitch shifter modulates the input, the Tap tempo has not been patched to the LFO Speed. There is a way of setting this up, using the comprehensive patching facility, but I am surprised Lexicon missed this.

One potential area for confusion is that the rotary knob can be used either as a parameter selector or adjuster, depending on whether the value button is lit—but it’s useful when you’ve mastered it.

There are some wonderful programs—the Small, Medium and Large halls are not dissimilar from their 480L counterparts, with all the familiar parameters such as Spread and Shape. Programs such as Mibed Cab EG are not as good as the real thing, but useful if you don’t have an amp-speaker setup to hand. There is a preset called Tape Echo, but sadly you do not get all the pitch changing madness as you change the delay time that you would with, say, an Echoplex. Included are reverb-cabinet, telephone and loudspeaker effects and a few new remix effects worth checking out.

Lexicon’s reputation for high-end reverb processors needs no qualification here. The company’s track record on budget units is good but it’s a crowded market place and the competition is tough. One of the most significant elements in setting the MPX1 apart from this competition is the use of a separate dedicated chip to handle reverb processing—this alone should set the unit’s reverb programs apart. Further attention to performance detail means that there is no discernible lack of sound quality compared to the PCM80. So even if you already have a PCM80 this unit is worthy of investigation.
The Focus Eq is simply the best sounding and most versatile outboard Eq available today, and features:

- An audiophile quality Mic Pre amp
- Instrument Input for guitar and Keyboards
- Line I/P with gain trim
- Output Fader and VU meter to aid recording
- 6 Bands of powerful EQ, more musical, more control and more effective than your console Eq.

Make the FocusEq the heart of your recording and mixing environment.

Record direct to tape or hard disk using the ultra high quality Focusrite Mic Pre amp, a quieter and lower distortion path than your console. It will change the way you record.

Direct
Inject a
Guitar

The FocusEq eliminates the need for a D.I. Box. The instrument input on the Focus Eq is designed to accept any instrument output impedance for crystal clear guitar to hard punching bass.

Keys Into
Pro-Tools

The instrument input will transform the sound of your old analogue synths (which often have very weak output amps) giving you more bass and level. Try sampling with the Mic Pre too.

Insert In
The Mix

Insert into the console strip or onto the 2 track output and with the greater control of the FocusEQ create the ultimate sounding mix.

At £799.00 (+VAT) The Focus EQ truly represents Affordable Excellence through Revolutionary Engineering.

not just a great EQ

get the FOCUS EQ
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Audio-Technica AT4041

The abundance of new, revived and improved large-diaphragm microphones currently appearing on the market either thrills you or bores you. Dave Foister finds a welcome variation in AT's new small-diaphragm star.

Audio-Technica's Success

In moving its range of microphones up market is indisputable. It began with the AT4033, a large-diaphragm side-fire condenser which immediately drew favourable comparisons with established stars, lacking only the facility to vary its polar patterns to put it on a par with the very best. This omission was put right with the AT4050, endorsed by no less a personage than Alan Parsons, who achieved the unusual feat of becoming a familiar standard almost overnight.

An indication of their acceptance was the fact that both these microphones were used extensively for the broadcasts of last year's Atlanta Olympic Games.

Vocals, perhaps the last thing you'd expect to choose a microphone of this shape for, are handled as effortlessly and convincingly as addition to the family, the AT4041 represents a departure from the established style, as it is a simple stick-type end fire microphone with a much smaller diaphragm. It is more than usually long but slender with it, forming an elegant contrast to its much chunkier stablemates.

In fact, it's pretty much as straightforward a microphone as it is possible to be in terms of operation. Its polar pattern is cardioid pure and simple, as the slots in the body design would suggest, and its only control is a deeply recessed switch for bass cut, turning over at a subtle 80Hz with 12dB per octave filtering. With this out of circuit the microphone aims to be more or less flat, with a kink in the published curve betraying a 2dB or 3dB lift just above 10kHz. Otherwise it purports to be effectively a straight line from 30Hz to 20kHz, with an impressively gentle roll-off below.

It also claims a pretty uniform polar pattern with frequency, with a printed plot showing effective nulls at 180° at mid frequencies and only about 10dB more and 12dB less at the extremes. This is borne out by a notably smooth off-axis performance with a naturalness to the spill pickup which as always makes such leakage less of a problem than it otherwise would be.

The heart of the microphone is its capsule, which adopts the BrGel & K'jet approach to condenser design. It uses a fixed-charge back plate, suitably aged to stabilise it and to avoid charge loss and consequent deterioration in performance. This also allows a reduction in the weight of the diaphragm, which helps transient response and HF extension as well as reducing handling and other mechanical noise.

The output is transformerless, helping to give a high SPL handling capability without the necessity for an onboard pad.

The literature cites a comfortable response up to 145dB SPL before a THD of 1% becomes apparent.

All these Performance claims are confirmed in actual use. The 4041 is a beautifully clean and open microphone, with a clear, natural and extended HF response and a bottom end warmth that belies its appearance. You could be forgiven for assuming that it might be a bit of a lightweight, but this is decidedly not the case. Handling it contradicts the impression in the same way, as the body is made of turned brass, painted black, and is consequently surprisingly heavy. The same is true of the stand mount, which looks plastic but has a solid metal base and is more than capable of supporting the microphone properly.

The sum of all these parts is a microphone that is nowhere near as anonymous as it looks. There are microphones resembling the 4041 that sit in the mic cupboard as fall-backs, reasonable workhorses that will handle the stuff that's left over when the best ones are all used up on the important things, but the 4041 is in a league above that. It's only trace of individual character is its HF bump, which is placed so as to be subtly useful without imparting a distinctive sonic fingerprint to the microphone. Otherwise it is a genuine all-rounder, without the jack-of-all-trades connotations that the expression usually carries. Vocals, perhaps the last thing you'd expect to choose a microphone of this shape for, are handled as effortlessly and convincingly as individual classical instrumental recordings, with a bottom end warmth that vindicates those who are adamant that you don't need a big capsule for decent bass. The smoothness of the off-axis performance lends it ideally to multi-microphone setups in an orchestra or jazz band.

Classical voice is always a stringent test, and one which the 4041 passed with ease. The spectrum is very extended and the levels can be surprisingly high, pushing the limits of lesser microphones, but the 4041 coped comfortably. There was no trace of strain or tonal restriction, and the gentle HF enhancement was more of a help than a hindrance.

In all the 4041 was full of pleasant surprises. There are jobs for which most people's first choice would be either a familiar large diaphragm standard or one of the more up market small diaphragm models from the likes of B&K or Schoeps. This little Audio-Technica defies first impressions and warrants consideration for such jobs. Its flexibility, its depth and its overall quality belies its size and price and can only further A-T's growing reputation as a manufacturer of seriously usable microphones.

Contact

USA: Audio Technica Inc, 1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, OH 44228, USA. Tel: +1 216 686 2600. Fax: +1 216 686 3752.

UK: Audio Technica Ltd, Technica House, Royal London Industrial Estate, Old Lane, Leeds LS11 8AF, UK. Tel: +44 1132 773141. Fax: +44 1132 704836. E-mail: sales@audio-technica.co.uk

The AT4041: beautifully clean and open.
With the advent of CDs, MicroPatent, a leading publisher of patent information on CD-ROM, realised the potential of this medium as an ideal way of distributing information. Soon after, MicroPatent needed a way to inexpensively label one-off or short run CDs. With no product on the market to fulfill this need, they set about creating a solution.

**THE LABELS**

NEATO continues to pioneer the development of labels that are safe for both the disc drive and data, even in high speed machines. NEATO has conducted extensive research into papers and adhesives with the exacting properties required for CD labelling, including heat-aged testing, FR balanced materials and non-ooze emission. As a result, NEATO offers superior laser and inkjet printable CD labels that will not damage your CD, data or CD-ROM drive.

**NEATO Certified CD Labels - Imitated but not Duplicated**

Available in 12 colours including white, gold, silver & clear

**UK - NEATO**

0990 561 571

**GERMANY - SoundPool**

0704 69 02 15
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The solution had to be simple and easy to use, totally safe for the CD and very cost effective. The result: the NEATO CD Labeler and laser and inkjet printable labels. Realising that there were many individuals and companies with similar needs, MicroPatent put the device and labels into mass production. NEATO LLC is now an international business.

The NEATO CD labelling kit:

- The NEATO CD Label Applicator
- Assorted Labels
- Design software on CD-ROM
- NEATO Label Design Templates for MAC and PC
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**We need no headroom.**

digital dynamics processors

- compressor, limiter, expander, gain for digital audio signals
  - increased signal density and loudness level
  - digital full-scale-signal without clipping
  - programme signal dependent control algorithms
  - easy to operate

**d01:** for all digital formats
**d02:** with 20 bit ADC
**d03:** with sample rate converter
**d05:** digital transmission processor with adaptive preemphasis processing
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**WHAT IS THE VOICEBOX?**

A voice optimised and extremely musical 3 Band EQ section powerful enough to bring out the character in any voice.

**Q: How can I record vocals which really cut through the mix?**

A: Record Direct, bypass the mixing console and go direct to tape through a Focusrite Mic Pre, Eq and Compressor. We know most people haven’t the budget for all that high quality outboard so Focusrite designed a box that can do it all.

The Focusrite Voicebox contains the 5 essential elements to record vocals direct.

**1. Pre-Amp**

Superb Mic Pre Amp designed to accurately reproduce the subtle detail of a vocal performance.

**2. Compressor**

High quality Compressor that seamlessly controls vocal dynamic variations without adding distortion.

**3. De-Esser**

An essential second stage of dynamic control to remove sibilance.

**4. EQ**

A voice optimised and extremely musical 3 Band EQ section powerful enough to bring out the character in any voice.

**5. Fader**

Output Fader guarantees accurate level matching without affecting previous mic gain, and EQ settings. A quieter & lower distortion route to tape than your console.

At £849.00 (+VAT)

The Voicebox truly represents Affordable Excellence through Revolutionary Engineering.
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**MicroPatent**

- (UK) 01494 462246
- (DE) +49 (0)1494 459920

**Voicebox software**

http://www.focusrite.com
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**Focusrite Audio Engineering Ltd.**

Brochure & further information: Focusrite Audio Engineering Ltd. Tel (0)1494 462246 Fax: (0)1494 459920

Home Page: http://www.focusrite.com
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Fostex D15

Fostex pursue their brief of presenting comprehensively specified professional DAT recorders at keen price points with the introduction of the D15. JIM BETTERIDGE files an exclusive first hands-on review.

**THE D15 IS** the latest addition to the Fostex range of professional DAT recorders and replaces the popular D10. The Fostex DAT range now comprises two portable machines, the PD2 and PD4. The D5—a simple twin-head workhorse based on a Pioneer machine for £995; the D15, the D25—a 4-head time code-capable machine costing £4,845 and the D30—a D25 with a bigger display and a more sophisticated GPI (General Purpose Interface) interface for £6,695 (all UK prices). For those of you who know the range, the D15 can be seen roughly as a twin-head D25.

When it was launched a few years ago, the D10 was innovative in its use of onboard RAM to allow instant start, accurate cueing and, via its GPI (General Purpose Interface) ports, accurate editing between two machines. With the addition of an optional board, it was also the cheapest time code-capable DAT machine on the market. Though without any chase facility it could playback a time-coded DAT or record audio with time code; inserting time code alongside an existing audio recording (or audio alongside time code) was not possible.

The D15 retains all the RAM features of the D10 and goes considerably further as far as locking to external sources is concerned.

Ingeniously, Fostex have used the onboard RAM of the D15 to simulate varispeed sufficiently long enough to achieve and maintain lock.

The three main additions are that it will chase and lock to external time code, it has video sync in and it accepts word clock input—all very important for serious post applications. It also remains the cheapest time-code DAT on the market.

The rear panel of the D15 provides a good range of connectivity for pro and semi-pro environments. Digital in/out is on XLRs for AES-EBU or optical for SPDIF (connecting the XLRs to an unbalanced SPDIF source of target will, of course, work fine in terms of straight audio transfer). On the analogue front, +4dB in/out and time code in/out is provided on XLRs while -10dB unbalanced and time code appears on phones. The GPI in and out are 5-pin DINs.

The front panel is similar to that of the D25. The tape draw has a window and a light lets you read the label on a loaded DAT. The transport buttons are a good size and illuminate when pressed; bigger would be better, though, and I prefer the old D20 style. Press a wind button once and the tape moves at 5x play speed; push it again and you whip up to 18x. I can’t understand why certain other leading manufacturers don’t provide this 2-step facility. Winding back a few seconds on some machines is a nightmare.

As with the D25 and D30, the jog-shuttle wheel can be used to shuttle with audio from 1/2 to 15x speed or, in the RAM Scrub mode, to pinpoint a position within a single DAT frame. This pinpoint accuracy can be used for setting Start IDs, auto-record in-out points and edit points when editing between machines.

Though not available for another couple of months, there will be an RS422 card allowing integration into an edit suite or, for the sound studio, auto-conforming audio. Though we obviously can’t test in this report, although Fostex have been successful with the D25 and D30 9-pin ports and so with any luck this one will be fine too.

As mentioned, the D15 can be seen as a twin-head D25, so what do you get from the latter for paying almost twice as much? Well, there are a few major advantages. Firstly, the D25 is a 4-head machine so you can monitor off-tape whilst recording (confidence monitoring) and you can gaplessly punch in and out of record.

Secondly, the D25 has insert modes allowing you to record audio and time code independently. This, together with the punching capabilities, means you can drop-in and out halfway through the mix of a 1-hour programme to correct that one little error, avoiding the need to run the whole mix again. A twin-head machine doesn’t allow gapless punching and the D15 doesn’t all or nothing. In fact, it isn’t possible to lock to time code when in record. Lastly, the D25 has varispeed.
Cool or hot, blues or not – you make the music. And THAT Corporation makes the ICs that put you in control of dynamic range and level. When THAT ICs are in play, you get your best sound, because they respond to your every musical demand.

Listen carefully. Do the VCAs in your audio gear add unwanted distortion... or noise... or produce nasty thumps when you change gain? Some others do. But THAT VCAs consistently deliver clean, rich, pure sound. They don’t add or subtract from your music, except where you want.

From mixers to compressors, to de-essers and other dynamic processors, you’ll find THAT VCAs inside the world’s most renowned audio gear. So, whether you need to ride gain, squeeze a sax, or control sibilance, insist on THAT ICs in your next audio processor.

With THAT ICs, you’ll get all the music and every ounce of emotion that flows out of you.

THAT’s the inside story. Ask your dealer to demo audio gear with THAT ICs inside.
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734 Forest Street, Marlborough, Massachusetts 01752 USA
Phone +1(508) 229-2500 • Fax +1(508) 229-2590 • http://www.thatcorp.com

THAT Corporation products are distributed throughout the world.
Yamaha PROR3 & REV500

The first spin-offs from Yamaha's O-series digital consoles takes the form of two dedicated reverberation processors.

DAVE FOISTER runs them up and discovers a complex virtual audio world that will have mass appeal

Yamaha doesn't do things by halves. The new breed of digital desks is proliferating so fast as to make it hard to keep up, and has almost overshadowed the other manifestation of Yamaha's technological progress—new effects processors. A small but vital part of the appeal of the 02R and the O3D is the quality of the built-in effects, utilising the 32-bit architecture of the desks' DSP. It is therefore only to be expected that the same technology should be presented as a dedicated effects box, and in fact there are two.

The ProR3 appeared at around the same time as the O2, which perhaps denied it the attention it deserved. Rather than set out to be the usual jack-of-all-effects, the unit is clearly labelled a digital reverberator, and while there are other strings to its bow reverb is its forte. A large range of basic types is available, together with independent early reflection types, and the depth to which the presets can be adjusted and reprogrammed goes well beyond the SPX arrangements.

The method of control is similar to that on Yamaha's previous units, but the user interface is a little less cumbersome than some of those were, and consequently quicker and easier to get round. The screen is big enough to carry a couple of parameters at a time, and in place of the strange old idea of having main parameters and 'internal' ones with no clear logic about what was to be found where, there are now Main and Fine parameters, along with separate menus for EQ, gate and balance functions. Besides this there is a 3-band sweep EQ permanently available on the front panel to tweak the signal before it hits the main processor.

The range provided by the processor itself is huge. You'll search in vain for straightforward delay-type effects or such familiar Yamaha stalwarts as Freeze and Symphonic, but what you will find is every conceivable type of reverb, some of which have a touch of flanging, echo, pitch shift or panning available within the effect. As usual the factory presets show all this off to good advantage, with lots of very useful stuff straight out of the box and some off-the-wall things to prompt further experiment.

Range and ease of use are not the keys to the ProR3, however; this would sell with only half the number of presets and no controls simply on the strength of the quality of the reverb. This is probably as much of a breakthrough at the price as the Mixers are, and the difference between what the ProR3 can do and what previous comparably-priced units were capable of can be summed up in one word: complexity. The ProR3's algorithms are startlingly convincing simply because there's so much going on within the reverb.

There are no bland plastic tails, but real, true of the new breed of digital desks' DSP. It is expected that the presets can be adjusted quickly with two of the encoders rather than nudge buttons. Choosing a preset and editing it is made easier by the provision of internal samples of a snare and a rim shot which can be triggered from the front panel to try the settings out. This is an extraordinarily good idea; even when the intended use for a program has nothing to do with percussive sounds, these samples show an enormous amount about the reverb characteristics.

Preset organisation is logical and convenient, being divided into four banks comprising halls, rooms, plates and special effects. The last in particular includes programs with flanging, chorus, resonance and filtering, giving some interesting and bizarre possibilities.

These two boxes between them deserve to take the world by storm. The ProR3 has an extra appeal in its comprehensive editability and additional flexibility, but both offer ground-breaking reverb quality at the price. Not only are they destined to become as ubiquitous as the SPX series, but they are likely to find themselves being used for the jobs previously reserved for the big boys.

Rev 500-set to mass-market the ProR3 technology
PROCESSING PURITY WITH THE PP10

- The Equivalent of Over 30 Quality Outboard Devices in a Single System
- More for Your Money than a Host of Dedicated Products
- 24-bit Resolution
- Software Packages for Recording, Broadcast, Post-Production and Live Performance
- Digital Stereo as Standard, Capable of Expansion to 16 Channels
- 20- or 18-bit Analogue Options
- Remote Control Options

The Penny & Giles Audio Multiprocessor System - universally acclaimed for its sonic purity. A unique approach to audio processing - delivering exceptional transparency, accuracy and clarity. The system's software-based processors can be used many times in a single patch, and on multiple channels if required, with the ability to save and recall all settings.

Construct processor chains and signal routes with complete freedom of choice, selecting the optimum blend of processors for each application. More power, more control and more potential. Access a new sphere of digital audio with the complete multichannel processing system from Penny & Giles.

Contact us now for a brochure pack, copies of press reviews, and full details of the latest Pythagoras Audio Software packages.
The demand for a capable, cost effective, portable DAT recorder has never been greater—but the choice of suitable machines has never been smaller. ROB JAMES evaluates Tascam's latest contender.

A FEW YEARS ago there was a considerable choice of semipro portable RDAT recorders. Some have fallen by the wayside while others have grown fatter and more expensive leaving a relative newcomer, Tascam's DA-P1 between Walkman-style machines and 'professional' devices. As the only game in town, the question here is less, 'How good is it?' and more 'Is it good enough?'

The DA-P1 comes as a neat package the size of a hard-back novel. It is large enough to allow the controls to be sensibly sized, but not so large as to make you wonder whether to bother taking it out with you. It weighs 1.44kg with its battery—contrast this with a Nagra or Uher 1/4-inch machine.

The only optional accessories available are a carrying case, which is almost mandatory for the likely uses of this machine, extra batteries and a battery charge box which allows batteries to be charged, using the supplied charger, without inserting them into the machine. This brings me to the first niggle, I would prefer to use dry batteries as well as rechargeables; I know economics dictate rechargeables make more sense but if you're recording in places away from the mains, the ability to use throw away batteries is a valuable one. A further problem with rechargeables is the NiCd 'memory' effect. If NiCads (and to a lesser extent NiMh's) are not fully discharged at each use you can loose capacity on subsequent charges. As it is, if you want to use throw aways, you are obliged to make your own arrangements for a 7.2V supply external to the machine. On the other hand the supplied charger does a full recharge in a commendably quick 2.5 hours. There is an auto power off function which turns the machine off after six minutes in Stop. This can be defeated by pressing STOP on power up.

The DA-P1 is a 2-head machine so there is no off tape monitoring.

Audio connections are suitably modest—two XLR mic-line inputs with switchable 48V phantom powering, unbalanced phono inputs for line in and out, SPDIF in and out plus a 1/4-inch stereo headphone jack. I would have liked this next to the headphone level control on the front but I soon became accustomed to this layout.

Controls have been kept to a minimum—level is taken care of by a dual-concentric input control which is easy and comfortable to operate, either conventionally or as a thumb-wheel. This appears to track very well provided the controls are 'in sync'. If the channels are offset, as they might be in M-S recording, the tracking does not hold. For M-S recording you might be well advised to use an external level control. This is unlikely to be much of an inconvenience given the rest of the gubbins you need to monitor M-S sensibly. There is a switchable -20dB pad for the mic inputs. Examination of the circuit diagram reveals this varies the gain of the mic amp rather than padding the input—no the way it should be. If more attenuation is required this can be inserted in the mic cables. There is an effective switchable limiter set at -3dB to -6dB below peak which prevents digital clipping. The limiter also works on both flavours of analogue line in, I would like to have seen a simple switchable low-pass filter but from past experience, where these are fitted, they seldom do what you need.

The DA-P1 uses separate A- and D- and D-A converters for each channel unlike some earlier designs which employed multiplexed convertors resulting in horrible phase anomalies when tapes were played back on other machines. If you are recording from a digital source, the source sampling rate determines the record sampling rate and can be 48kHz, 44.1kHz or 32kHz. There is no SCMS or pre-emphasis to worry about. Pressing REC puts the machine into input monitor mode which enables levels to be set without recording or the machine to be used as a A-D/D-A converter.

IDs can be manual or auto at selectable levels and can be edited. The Auto off option resolves the prospect of tapes full of spurious IDs just because it's quiet. In addition to the meters there is a latching indication of overshoot, -5 by a button, sampling rate, battery, dwell warning, PGMS number and counter. The counter has three modes, ABS time, PGM which is the elapsed time since the last start ID and Remain which, sadly, only works with tapes recorded with a TOC. There are autodetect functions which are come in very handy when you have just rewound to check a recording and then want to find the end to start recording again in a hurry. The transport controls all operate positively with a slight 'click' action.

WITH A COMPACT mic rig, the DA-P1 offers an easy portable package. Even in a biting wind the controls fall easily to hand and the ones you really need can be operated with gloves on although a little discipline is required when going into Record. Like any rotary head machine, when starting from cold, the head has to be spun up and stabilised before recording can begin—this takes around four seconds. If you need a quick start, you need the Rec Pause function but this is harder on the batteries. In any event, the DA-P1 drops back into Stop mode after five minutes if recording has not been started.

The mic amps are all I could wish for, being quiet and distortion free. These, if you use mics with low self noise, enable full use of the available dynamic range. The limiter is not objectionable unless pushed and is in a boon in situations where rehearsals are impossible.

The DA-P1 delivers recordings as good as you'll get from DAT. To better the audio quality you would need a Nagra—a different league both in price and weight. The DA-P1 has many applications in field recording such as interviews for radio, sound effects and location recording for sound for picture. In addition it can be used as a high-quality A-D/D-A converter.

The controls quickly become instinctive in use. You can forget the machine and concentrate on the sound you are recording and not getting run over or drowned.

If you're looking for a location recorder but don't need time code or off-tape monitoring which come at a high price, this machine should be carefully investigated. As a powerful combination of simplicity and enough features for serious location recording, the DA-P1 is a highly desirable piece of kit.
ACTIVATE
YOUR SPACE

Introducing the new model 1029A. It's our latest active nearfield monitoring system that has all the integrity and performance you'd expect from a Genelec. It's accurate, features amazing dynamics, and can deliver big SPL's from a plug' n play, rugged aluminum enclosure. Then, there's our new 1091A, a matching, active subwoofer specifically designed to be the 1029's perfect bottom-end sonic companion.

And because Genelec has 20 years of active monitor design and manufacturing, you can be sure what you hear represents the audio truth.

International enquiries: Genelec Oy, Olvitie 5, FIN-74100 Iisalmi, Finland. Phone +358-17-813311, Fax +358-17-812267 Web: http://www.genelec.com
Digitech VTP-1

Early Chinese whispers of tubes ‘softening the hard edge’ of digital have given way to mystical boxes that promise the best of both worlds. DAVE FOSTER puts the theory to the test with a report on the VTP-1.

Clearly Demonstrated by Studio Sound’s recent round-up of valve equipment the range of applications that the tube has penetrated. While traditional vintage-style gear features strongly, there are also new ideas, the most unlikely of which is a valve processor with a digital output. Several companies now offer such a beast, and perhaps the most surprising is Digitech’s VTP-1. It comprises a combination of valve microphone preamplifiers and analogue-to-digital converters, with the added bonus of 4band equalisation, all presented in a suitably retro package with the merit of simplicity.

The preamp section handles both phantom-powered microphone and line inputs, and since the signal path is a hybrid affair both pass through the valve stage. Initial microphone gain is provided by a solid-state section, complete with 20dB pad and optional transformer, and the final gain stage is a high-voltage class-A valve design; this is the only valve that appears in the unit. The gain structure and controls are such that fully adjustable use can be made of tube saturation on either input without overloading what follows.

Next in line is the equaliser, switchable in or out as required, which has two swept mid bands with shelving high and low sections. It’s only semi-parametric as the Q is fixed but the chosen Q is reasonably well selected, if perhaps a little on the narrow side, and the frequency ranges of the two sweep bands are broad enough to overlap usefully but not so wide as to make adjustment fiddly. All four bands have gain ranges of ±15dB, and there is also a separately-switchable low-cut filter at 75Hz. It is important to recognise that the EQ itself is a solid-state circuit, not part of the valve design, but it does seem a commendably musical equaliser, tailoring its simplicity well to the likely application of overall sweetening. As the VTP-1 is likely to be used as a complete stereo signal path from microphones to digital recorder, it would have been useful to have the two EQ channels ganged for stereo when required, but the controls turn out to be remarkably well calibrated for reasonably precise visual matching, which is the next best thing.

The EQ output appears as analogue signals as well as the input to the onboard converters, and it is at this point that it is metered on the quirky little round vu meters.

It is important to understand the VTP-1’s gain arrangements to get the best out of it, the first point being that the output control, marked post, as it follows the valve stage, should by default be left at maximum for straightforward clean preamplification. The gain of the preamp is then set by the pre gain control, and with professional line levels in and out this ends up at minimum for unity gain. If intuition is followed and these two controls are set at their marked centre positions, the result is very different, with the overdriven valve making an unmistakable contribution to the sound. All this happens before the signal reaches the equaliser, so that the EQ is always working at a reasonable nominal level regardless of what the valve is doing.

Because of the need to watch the levels reaching the converters very carefully, there are no less than eight clip monitoring points throughout the signal path, and the single clip LED lights 3dB before digital full scaling is reached. This is also 6dB before analogue overload.

The A-D converter section is 18-bit, delivering either AES-EBU or SPDIF on a rear-panel XLR and phono. Both sockets carry an identical signal as set by a front-panel toggle switch, and another selects 44.1kHz or 48kHz. There is no facility for synchronising the converters to other equipment.

The layout is very logical and straightforward once it is realised that this is American and therefore all the switches are up for on. The knobs are small but accessible and clearly arranged, and the multitude of little silver toggle switches sits well with the valve interior.

As does the performance. The whole signal chain from microphone to digital or analogue output is extremely clean and quiet when required, with the equaliser behaviour living up to the transparency of the rest of it. The fun lies in the ability to lose that cleanliness under complete control, as the two gain adjustments before and after the valve make it possible to introduce any amount of valve character up to and including the onset of gentle fuzz.

The two gain adjustments before and after the valve make it possible to introduce any amount of valve character up to and including the onset of gentle fuzz.
When "good enough" isn't good enough look to Harrison

Find out why the world's premier producers, engineers, film re-recording engineers, broadcasters and post-production professionals are flocking en masse to Harrison. For some, it's the incomparable sound quality behind history's biggest records and film sound tracks. For some, it's the rock-solid reliability, being able to run day after day, week after week, month after month, year after year without worry. Still others have come to rely upon the world's most comprehensive dynamic total automation system, another Harrison invention. They own Harrison SeriesTwelves - the most sophisticated fully automated mixing console in the world.

Keep in mind that before they all switched to Harrison, they used to own something else.
The totally integrated digital recording, editing and mixing solution, by Fairlight.

If you're searching for the world's fastest 24-track workstation equipped with 36-input motorised fader mixing, total dynamic automation, assignable dynamics processing, integrated machine control, stereo and surround monitoring, then all you need is FAME.
New Technologies

The run up to a European AES Convention is traditionally associated with a good show of new products. Dave Foister uncovers a few spreads of news from the Frankfurt musikmesse

Leitch AES Glue

Three new products join Leitch's Digital Glue range, and their dedicated AES-EBU interfaces have given them the name AES Glue. New convertors comprise the ADC-6880, a 20-bit analogue-to-digital converter with up to four separate outputs, and its complement the DAC-6880. Both come in balanced and unbalanced versions and up to ten modules can be accommodated in Leitch's 2U-high 6800 and 7000 Series frames, together with any necessary digital video convertors.

Synchronisation of multiple AES-EBU devices is the job of the companion DAR-6880, an AES reference and tone generator module. This uses the Digital Audio Reference Signal (DARS) standard to provide synchronisation and other utilities, generating a DARS word clock, DARS Silence and DARS Tone. It can be used to reference a complete system or for test and alignment of digital equipment.

ATC SPA2-150

ATC's SCA2 preamplifier, designed as a front end to the company's active loudspeaker and studio monitor systems, is now joined by a stand-alone complementary power amplifier, the SPA2-150. The same building blocks as are found in the amplifiers built in to the loudspeakers go to make up the new power amp, and as it uses the same discrete gain blocks as the SCA2 it claims the same transparency as the preamp. Its grounded source FET output stage delivers over 200W and quotes distortion components at more than 95dB down under any conditions.

The two channels are twin mono units complete with separate mains transformers. The output stage of each is monitored by microcomputer and a limiter prevents amplifier clipping and protects drive units. Limiter operation is indicated on the front panel, and over temperature and DC offset monitoring is also incorporated.

Spectral AudioVault Transfer Agent

New software from Spectral allows digital audio to be transferred directly from a Spectral workstation to Broadcast Electronics' AudioVault on-air delivery system via standard network connections. AudioVault Transfer Agent allows work produced on AudioEngine or Prisma workstations to be uploaded to a central AudioVault system for immediate airing. It
SCHOEPS

TAKE A GOOD LOOK AT OUR MICROPHONES

NEW! Precise In Every Detail!

PRODUCT PREVIEW

Orban Optimised 9200

Orban’s latest AM Optimized processor is the first to be implemented fully digitally. The 9200 is priced lower than comparable analogue units, but brings the advantages of digital operation to the familiar process that increases signal reach and impact.

Eight factory presets provide processing tailored to music formats from classical to hard rock, as well as to news/talk and sports programming. Parameter adjustment has been simplified by the introduction of a single ‘less-more’ control, and presets may be switched to syncrhonise with transmission times and special events. Remote operation is available either from a standard remote control or via modem, using the Windows-based PC software included with each unit. All-digital signal chains are catered for by an optional AES/EBU I-O module. While the 9200 is mono only, the companion 9100 is available for stations broadcasting C-QUAM stereo.

Orban, US: Tel: +1 510 351 3500.

PreSonus dynamics processors

PreSonus’ Blue Max compressor-limiter (described by the company as a dream toy) adopts a novel approach to the simplification of the compression process. It has full manual adjustment available when required, but also features 15 ‘smart’ presets for various sources including vocal, percussion, fretted instruments and keyboards, as well as limiting presets and a special compression effect. Connections are provided for side chain access, stereo link to a second Blue Max, and a direct high-gain instrument input.

It is joined by the less colourfully named ACP-2, a 2-channel/stereo compressor, limiter and gate with full manual operation and an auto time constant override. High-cut filters are fitted to the gates for frequency-conscious action and gate key inputs are provided as well as compressor side chain access.

PreSonus, US: Tel: +1 504 344 7887.

In brief

Penny & Giles PP10 software

P&G’s PP10 Audio Multiprocessor will appear at AES with a new software package. Following along the lines of the previous Pythagoras packages with their selected range of processes, and especially the Studio Suite aimed specifically at production applications, the Mastering Suite comprises a selection of 25 processes chosen to be particularly useful for mastering. To this end it includes a range of narrow band compressors/expander as well as full-band soft knee, firm knee and kneeless compressors and expanders, five parametric EQs, a Warmth EQ, various types of filter, a soft clipper, micro delay, dither, link, Clone and noise shaping.

Penny & Giles, UK. Tel: +44 1495 202024.

Harbeth DPM1

Harbeth’s new Xpression range of studio monitors is joined by the DPM1, a close-midfield monitor with the emphasis on mid-range clarity. The cabinet is constructed from 46mm MDF, seamlessly welded to provide a rigid low-resonance platform for the two drivers. These comprise a unique 8-inch injection moulded polymer driver for low and mid, with a large diaphragm 28mm tweeter integrated through a computer optimised crossover. HF power monitoring and limiting is available, as is a matched subwoofer.

Harbeth, UK. Tel: +44 171 379 5148.

Aphex Model 2020 FM Pro

Aphex has introduced an FM audio processor with digital control, the Model 2020 FM Pro. Designed to tailor a station’s on-air sound, it is fully programmable, remote controllable, and can be automated switch to different setups depending on the time of day.

The unit is modular and upgradeable, with analogue stereo inputs and outputs and Aphex’ patented Frequency Discriminate Levelier, a multiband compressor, a bass processor and a peak limiter. Other Aphex proprietary features include Easyrider compression and Peak Accelerated Compression, and six patents are pending on additional new technology contained in the FM Pro.
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With over 3,500 systems in use worldwide in just 3 years, you could say we’ve got some experience in hard disk recording.

NEW V2.0 features:

- Powerful 32bit editing software
- 12 playback tracks per unit (expandable to 192 physical tracks)
- Custom digital mixer featuring 16 internal busses
- "Audio Toolbox" (chorus, flanger, delay, compressor, limiter, phase shifter)*
- High quality Reverb from Wave Mechanics Inc.*
- ADAT/TDIF Digital I/O
- 256 virtual tracks
- Up to 192 physical outputs
- Punch in, Punch out
- Upgrade for all existing users
- * Optional software plug-in if required

The SSAC-1 accelerator card for Soundscape Hard Disk Recorders adds TDIF digital I/O and the enhanced processing power required for Version 2.0 software. The SSBO-1 connects via TDIF and adds 8 XLR in’s, 8 XLR out’s, 20Bit converters, ADAT Optical I/O, Super/Word Clock in/out and peak level metering.

internet:http://www.soundscape-digital.com

INTERNATIONAL SALES ENQUIRIES:
Tel: +44 1222 450120 Fax: +44 1222 450130

U.S. SALES: Soundscape Digital Technology Inc.
Tel: (805) 658 7375 Fax: (805) 658 6395

CANADA SALES: Geni Audio Distribution
Tel: (416) 696 2279 Fax: (416) 467 5819
**beyerdynamic Blueprint**

New from beyerdynamic is a 1U-high stereo power amplifier delivering 50W per channel and designed for studio monitoring and high quality sound contracting installations. The Blueprint uses convection cooling with a large heatsink, and employs a unique thermal integration of all the critical semiconductors to ensure optimum performance at all output levels. Inputs are both balanced and unbalanced, output is on Speakons and for the contractor a VCA option provides remote level control.

*beyerdynamic* GmbH & Co.
Tel: +49 7131 6170.

**ART processors**

ART has introduced two sharply contrasting signal processors to its catalogue.

The first is the newest addition to the Vactrol Compressor line, the Pro VLA Vactrol Tube Levelling Amplifier. It borrows from classic valve limiter technology in having electro-optical and tube electronics to deliver a ‘vintage’ sound without added noise. This is intended to provide the fast, punchy and transparent characteristics of the ‘LA’-type levelers and has an auto setting which according to ART behaves more like vintage stereo Neve modules, providing what it describes as a smooth, loud and fat sound.

At the other end of the technological spectrum is the Quadra/FX Processor, a digital multi-effects unit capable of processing four individual channels with separate effects. It uses two of ART’s proprietary VLSI ASICs to provide a wide range of algorithms including reverbs (some in true stereo), delays, chorus, flange, tremolo and panning effects and pitch shifting. An exclusive ART programming aid is a MORE feature, which enables the user to enhance any program with more of the same at the touch of a button.

**Tannoy monitors**

Among several new Tannoy items at Frankfurt were two additions to the range begun with the System 600 and System 800 dual concentric near-field monitors. The System 1000 is another near-field model using the latest 10-inch Tannoy dual concentric driver, while the System 1200 is a similar design with a 12-inch driver, making it more suitable as a mid-field monitor.

Besides these, new products for the sound reinforcement market include the i15, a replacement for the CPA15 featuring a new 15-inch dual concentric driver, and the T40, a sub-bass companion for the T12, i12 and i15 systems using a 15-inch bass driver in a transportable cabinet with handles and pole mounts.

Tannoy, UK. Tel: +44 1236 420199.

**Behringer new everything**

Behringer excelled itself at Frankfurt by introducing no less than 15 new products. There are four new mixing systems, two in the Eurorack series and two in the Eurodesk range, the largest being the Eurodesk MX3282 split console for live and recording applications. This provides a total of 32 channels with eight subgroups and eight aux busses, while at the other end of the scale the Euronux MX802 has four mic and four line inputs, 3-band EQ and stereo output.

The new Pro series of analogue processors, the first Behringer products to use surface mount technology, was launched with the Composer Pro MXD2200, an interactive expander-gate with compression and limiting, featuring status indication employing light-pipe technology.

A complete series of five valve processors appeared for the first time, comprising an 8-channel tube interface, a 4-band stereo EQ, a tube version of the existing Composer, a precision mic preamp, and a tube version of the Ultrafex. All feature polished chrome front panels.

---

**In brief**

**Signal Transport Project Patch Studio Kits**

Following the recent introduction of its Project Patch TRS patchbay system, with its connectorised rear panel for easy installation and configuration, Signal Transport has formulated a system of Studio Kits using the patchbays. The purchaser specifies the console and recorder to be used, and the appropriate patchbay system is then supplied ready to connect, using custom Belden cables and Switchcraft connectors. All the necessary wiring and patching is included, including provision for outboards, with the intention of eliminating problems due to improper grounding or phase reversal.

**Signal Transport, US.**
Tel: +1 510 528 6039.

**LA Audio processors**

Shown at NAMM were three new items from LA Audio: the EQX2 dual 3-band parametric equaliser, the MLX2 dual mic/line preamp and DI, and the MPX1 microphone processor. This last combines a mic pre with DI input, noise reduction, an auto compressor and an equaliser to form a complete front end audio path.

**Soviv, UK.**
Tel: +44 171 923 1892.

**Philips MPEQ brochure**

Philips’ support for MPEQ is evident in its new brochure describing the details of both MPEQ1 and MPEQ2.

**“MPEQ: The Only International Standard for Audio and Video Encoding” deals with MPEQ’s suitability for both audio and video applications, and discusses backward and future compatibility issues, the functions of constant and variable bit rates, and consumer benefits deriving from the adoption of MPEQ.**

**Philips, Netherlands.**
Tel: +31 40 2733455.

**Philips, US.**
Tel: +1 408 453 7373.

---

**Digidesign Worldwide Distribution**

**ASIA**

Digidesign, a division of Avid Technology
Tel: 813 3505 7937
Fax: 813 3505 7938

**AUSTRALIA**

Digidesign, a division of Avid Technology
Tel: 612 9393 1800
Fax: 612 9393 1888

**AUSTRIA**

X-ART Pro Division GmbH
Tel: 43 3357 43801
Fax: 43 3357 4380122

**BELGIUM**

(NETHERLANDS)

Digidesign, a division of Avid Technology
Tel: 31 040 406 4453
Fax: 31 20 662 1167

**C.L.S.**

AT Trade, Moscow office
Tel: 7 095 229 7516/7
Fax: 7 095 229 7090

**DENMARK**

New Musik
Tel: 45 86 190899
Fax: 45 86 193199

**FINLAND**

SoundData Oy
Tel: 358 0 4920222
Fax: 358 0 491412

**FRANCE**

Digidesign, a division of Avid Technology
Tel: 33 1 41 49 4010
Fax: 33 1 47 57 5628

**GERMANY:**

INC. POLAND, CZ & SLOVAKIA
Digidesign, a division of Avid Technology GmbH & Co.
Tel: 49 811 555700
Fax: 49 811 55 20599

**ISRAEL**

Digital Systems Ltd.
Tel: 972 3 516 4811
Fax: 972 3 516 5899

**ITALY**

Digidesign, a division of Avid Technology of
Tel: 39 2 57 517799
Fax: 39 2 57 505295

**NORWAY**

Fitpatrick Import Group
Tel: 47 2211 4054
Fax: 47 2220 4243

**SOUTH AFRICA**

Eltron
Tel: 27 11 787 0355
Fax: 27 11 787 6627

**SPAIN**

Vertomatic
Tel: 34 3 420 7970
Fax: 34 3 221 3173

**SWEDEN**

Digidesign Import Group
Tel: 46 8 732 4995
Fax: 46 8 732 4101

**SWITZERLAND**

Gigast Electronics
Tel: 41 32 22 52 75
Fax: 41 32 22 52 78

If you have any further questions, or should have difficulty contacting your distributor, or live in a country not listed, contact

**digidesign**

A Division of Avid Technology, Inc.

USA
Tel: 415 842 7900
Fax: 415 842 7999

---
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remodel your studio

NEW
Pro Tools 4.0 from Digidesign®

U.K. & Eire Pro Tools PCI Preferred Dealers:

ASHFIELD
CTC Pro
01623 720 777

DUBLIN
Audio Engineering
+353 1 671 7600

GASGOW
MediaSpec
01355 272 500

LONDON
Music Lab
0171 388 5392

LONDON
TSC
0171 258 8454

N LONDON
Natural Audio
0181 207 1717

BARNET
Digital Village
0181 440 4640

GATWICK
Audio Tech
01293 821 610

LIVERPOOL
Studio Care
0151 236 7800

LONDON
Syco
0171 625 6070

LONDON
Turnkey Pro
0171 240 4036

RINGWOOD
M Corporation
01425 470 007

WARRINGTON
Dawsons
01925 632 591

www.digidesign.com

Pro Tools.
The Perfect Fit for Your Audio Needs.

More professionals use Pro Tools than all other workstations combined. Why? Because Pro Tools provides powerful features for recording, editing, mixing, and mastering. With up to 48 tracks of record and 64 channels of digital and analog I/O, Pro Tools has become an industry standard with unsurpassed price performance.

Patch in your favorite gear from Apogee, dbx, Dolby, Drawmer, Focusrite, Lexicon, and t.c. electronic, — or expand Pro Tools’ capabilities with software Plug-Ins from these companies and 100 others.

And now Pro Tools 4.0 has arrived. Among the dozens of new features are:

• THE MOST POWERFUL MIX AUTOMATION IN THE WORLD AT ANY PRICE
• PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL VIDEO
• MULTIMEDIA AUTHORING TOOLS
• EDITING—DURING—PLAYBACK
• LOOP RECORDING
• SPEED, SPEED, SPEED — POWERMAC NATIVE!

Whether you’re using Pro Tools III, Project, Audiomedia, or PowerMix systems, you can rest assured that Digidesign’s new Pro Tools 4.0 software will take you to new heights in creativity and productivity.

To remodel your studio with Pro Tools 4.0 or any of Digidesign’s audio solutions for music, post, multimedia, and radio broadcast, call 0800 898 331. And ask about our free Pro Tools video.
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Zobel Active One monitors

Zobel Active One monitors

Audiobroadcast routes

Audiobroadcast's APM3000 series comprises audio routing matrices and control systems, offering routing capacities from 6x4 to 32x32 audio inputs and outputs. Central to the system is a simple user control interface that provides presenters with a comprehensive display of the routings made and sources available on the system, removing the need for sticky labels and conversion charts. Each panel has a scrolling colour LCD screen showing details of all the sources available by means of a source number, a 40-character description and an 8-character abbreviated name. Selected sources are routed to outputs using four push buttons each with a display of its chosen destination.

The controller panels are linked to the matrix units with unidirectional serial cables, allowing system resources to be distributed within a studio centre. The software uses a high level scripting language which allows the system to be custom configured using Easyroute Windows software to cater for modifications and expansion. An all digital routing matrix is expected to join the system shortly.

Audiobroadcast, UK: Tel: +44 1799 542220.

Zobel Active One monitors

Intended partly for portable use, the Zobel Active One is a tri-amped active reference monitor designed for near-field listening. Its drivers comprise a hand-doped soft-dome tweeter and two low/mid units with ridged carbon-fibre cones. It includes active high-pass filtering for room tailoring, and the design is claimed to provide a unique 'directivity window' allowing little change to the sound quality off axis. Power and peak LEDs are fitted to the front panel, while rear-mounted carrying handles and optional padded carry bags aid portability.

Zobel, UK: Tel: +44 1747 820536.

APT codecs

APT will have two new apt-X based codec systems at AES. The BCF 256 Broadcast Communications Frame is designed to deliver full duplex FM quality stereo digital audio up to 15kHz over permanent links such as STPs and permanent studio networks. It incorporates an X.21 serial bitstream data interface and an integral terminal adaptor for fail-safe ISDN backup should the normal link fail. There is an optional digital I-O, and besides apt-X the unit supports Layer II and G.722 coding.

The NXL 256 Broadcast Network Transceiver is a 1U-high cost-effective codec also designed for fixed links. It uses apt-X exclusively, and has provision for connection to an external terminal adaptor for assured programme continuity.

APT, UK: Tel: +44 1232 371110.

Connectronics Clean-Act

Connectronics has now reached production with a multipurpose power supply unit designed to eliminate the outboard mains adaptors becoming common with some rackmount processors. The Clean-Act provides a range of power outlets including several individually-selectable regulated DC voltages of either polarity, low voltage AC and 240V mains, all with filtered mains input and protection against voltage surges. Both 1U and 2U versions are available, the larger having four unswitched and eight switched IEC mains outlets, eight 9V AC supplies and four independent DC sources switchable for 6V, 9V or 12V at 1A. Both models show DC status and fuse failures on LED front panel displays.

Connectronics, UK: Tel: +44 1279 506584.
beyerdynamic is the only manufacturer of headsets that can offer a dedicated range for on-air announcers, communications and cameramen that is designed and constructed specifically for the application.

Why the DT 200 Series?
✓ Compact, low profile design
✓ Broadcast quality microphone
✓ Reference quality monitoring
✓ Closed back for isolation
✓ Long term user comfort

These lightweight headsets are designed for on-air announcers where low profile, broadcast quality and long term comfort are imperative. Dynamic or condenser microphones offer the ideal solution to all announcer scenarios.

Why the DT 100 Series?
✓ Modular construction permits field serviceability
✓ Novodure® housing materials withstand rugged use
✓ Noise cancelling boom mics
✓ Unmatched intelligibility

To meet the tough demands of communications in broadcasting, theatre and film, the DT 100 series of headsets have long been the choice of professionals. Every component is field replaceable should the unforeseen happen, so the show will go on.

For more information, please call: 0800 374994
In the musical battlefield that was the 1970s rock scene, there were few recordings more ambitious than those undertaken by Yes and ELP.

RICHARD BUSKIN talks to Eddie Offord who managed the machines and massaged the egos.

'THERE'S NOTHING WRONG with perfection but there can be this tendency to lose the soul,' says Eddie Offord. 'Doing too many overdubs, drowning out the essence of the song... Been there, done that!'

In a word, Yes. 'The band, that is, and one that basically gave new meaning to the concept of a rock 'n' roll circus. Leaderless, virtuoso musicians, alternately in harmony and conflict with one another, Yes conspired to indulge themselves in over-indulgence both musically and otherwise. Innovative, exciting, unpredictable, the man who stood in the middle trying to bring some cohesion to these often disparate forces was their engineer and coproducer, Eddie Offord.

Yet things were not always that complicated. Offord's introduction to the music world was as a guitarist in an amateur band. In 1967, looking for something to occupy his time in between completing A-levels and going to university, he landed a job as tape-op-cum-tea-boy at London's Advision Studios, but as soon as he had a taste of the business his temporary status within it proved to be only a temporary idea. 'The first time I heard musicians playing and heard the playback on those big studio speakers I was completely hooked,' he recalls.

After six months of assisting and acquainting himself with the equipment, Offord started to take on the kind of engineering work that nobody else wanted—the odd jingle, 'some real dodgy band' and a session with Brian Auger and Julie Driscoll that resulted in a hit version of Bob Dylan's 'This Wheel's On Fire.'

That was in 1968. Thereafter Offord's engineering career took off and he remained at Advision throughout the 1970s. The first half of that decade was a period when, in the wake of The Beatles' ground-breaking Sgt Pepper album and the experimental work of bands such as The Velvet Underground and Pink Floyd, progressive space-rock jumped to the fore and certain artists felt free to produce expansive opuses in which they indulged themselves to the limit (and often beyond), while redefining the previously established boundaries of Western popular music.

Which is where Yes enter this particular story. Jon Anderson on vocals, Steve Howe on guitar, Tony Kaye (and later Rick Wakeman) on keyboards, Chris Squire on bass and Bill Bruford on drums (later replaced by Alan White). Major talents, major egos, an object lesson in restraint.

'They came into Advision and I engineered Close To The Edge and Time And A Word, and those did absolutely nothing,' Offord recalls. 'Then they said to me, "Look, we really like working with you. We don't feel we need a producer, per se, so we can just do it all together. Would you like to coproduce with us?" Of course I said I'd love to. You see, at that time not a lot of engineers did produce. Anyway, we did The Yes Album and that was an immediate hit for them.

'The biggest part of my gig really was to try and keep all of the different, opposing factions in check. There was a tendency for ideas to conflict, for people to get upset—you know, "I want to do it this way," "No, I want to do it that way," and it was my job to say, "Look, I know you may be right, but we're going to try it his way and then, if you still don't like it, we'll try it your way." I was kind of a referee, almost.

'Then there'd be the mix and obviously everyone wanted to hear their own instrument louder—except for Jon Anderson, who wanted to bury his vocals. So, after a while they pretty much said, "We'll leave it to'}

---
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or abuse it

Yes's Jon Anderson, Chris Squire and Steve Howe in the studio

Eddie," he means, if they all started pushing everything up it got totally crazy.

Offord recalls the band coming into the studio with the skeleton of an idea for a song, without any parts specifically mapped out, without even a taped demo, and then just start to rehearse.

'At that time most bands would come in, play the song and leave but Yes were extremely experimental,' says Offord. 'All of the material was developed right there in the studio and I guess they were one of the first bands to do that along with Floyd and all of the other progressive acts. They'd say, 'Okay, let's do the intro,' and we'd spend half a day on what would perhaps be a 30-second section. Then, once that was really perfect, they'd look around and say, 'Well, that's the intro, now what do we do.' That's how it went, section by section, so the 24-track was just a series of splices every 20 or 30 seconds. As a result of all this, once they had finished the recording and wanted to go out and play it live, they would then have to go back and learn it from the tape.

In fact, after the Fragile album, they asked me if I would consider going out on the road with them and help them recreate live what was on the record. That led me into a situation where I had two Revox machines with which I would cue in parts that they just couldn't quite play. So there'd be, like, a church organ section that I'd cue in or a vocal section—they did 90% of the playing and I'd just cue in the rest from the board.'

BACK IN THE STUDIO the six collaborators were always looking for new sounds—these were the days when innovation relied on inspiration and experimentation rather than the kind of effects processors that are now taken for granted. Offord smiles as he thinks back to some of the ideas that he himself came up with.

'For the guitar solo on a song called 'Silent in Khartoum' I had two mics, one a regular close-up and the other on a 20-foot cord which I had the assistant swing in a circle around the studio,' he recalls. 'It was going close to Steve's amp on every cycle, and that gave it a real kind of Doppler effect as it went by.

'I always loved the way that the band sounded live, and so on another occasion, after we'd just returned from a tour to do the next album, I built individual stages in the studio in order to get that wooden, acoustic kind of sound. Then there was the time when Jon said, 'It sounds so great when I sing in my bathtub at home. What can I do?' So we built him a tiled room to do his vocals in and that made him happy because he felt like he was back in his bathroom.

'The sky was the limit. If you thought of something and could figure out a way of how to do it, then you were on your way. I can still recall, on a song called 'America,' Bill saying, 'I want to put congas through a wah-wah.' I said, 'Fine,' and we did it. After all, why not?

'The only danger at that time was the tendency to over-produce. Jon would say, 'I hear bombs here,' or whatever, and then he'd do it and everybody would sort of groan. So then

Today-Offord the award-winning celebrity

he'd say, 'It will be fine. We'll just stick some echo on it and put it in the background.' This would go on and on, 'We'll just stick some echo on it, put it in the background and it will be fine', and then one day Bill stood up in the control room and said, 'Why don't you stick echo on the whole record, put it in the background and be done with it?'

'My philosophy was: Never kill an idea before you've tried it. Even if you hate the thought of it, it might actually turn out to be something good. But then, out of that period [working with Yes] my philosophy evolved into: Unless you're specifically going for a background effect it has to work up front.'

Yesterday-Offord the in-demand producer and engineer
The rest of the confusions somewhat vibe overdub link got very destructive because there wasn't that bored listening to Chris do around album sessions taking place at around, members track cut into like bled by Eddie Offord. The home of musician. Nevertheless, as time progressed at Relayer.' Nevertheless, as time progressed

"Emerson's technical ability was much more rehearsed than yes,' Offord recounts. Keith [Emerson]s keyboards basically consisted of Hammond B3 and synthesiser. The first big old Moog with all of the patch cords had only just been invented, and I was the only person to actually program all of the synthesiser sounds. For the B3, however, he came in with, like, four Leslies and four or five octaves and it sounded incredible. I didn't know what to do with it—at first I was going to individually mic it, but in the end I wound up sticking him against one wall of the studio and placing a stereo pair six to eight feet back. That worked out really good!"

Offord recalls making the rest of the band with 'a standard setup... just the same old crap,' while they did play together in the studio as a live unit there were, once again, a lot of overdubs. "There were no polyphonic keyboards at that time," Offord explains, 'and so for Keith to do a string section it took him maybe 10 or 12 tracks to accomplish that. There was a lot of bouncing down. Emerson's technical ability was just phenomenal. He could hold a conversation, drink a beer and use his left hand to play the most amazingly weird time signature, and he often did. He was unbelievable. He initially performed a song called 'Who Shot The Sheriff' on a grand piano, but we then decided that we wanted more of a honky-tonk-saloon-type feel and decided to varispeed the tape in order to get slightly detuned pianos on E8'.
Producers, studios and artists are getting more attention than ever these days. Just listen to the soundtracks of Oscar winners Apollo 13 and Dead Man Walking and you’ll hear incredible multitrack editing and mixing made possible only by Sonic.

Tune in to this year’s Grammy-winning recordings to hear the superb sound quality delivered by Sonic Studio, the DAW that gives you the power to do your most exciting and creative work.

Sonic Studio delivers the performance and the quality you’ve been waiting for. Background loading, multitasking and high-speed networking turn your Sonic systems into a seamless media workgroup.

Spend your time creating—not waiting.

Get your hands on the industry’s favorite digital workhorse. And while you may not have to worry too much about groupies, you can expect to get chased around.
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Keith did four takes of piano one after the other and achieved complete perfection in terms of double-tracking. Unbelievable. It almost sounds like one piano.

The Police and The Dregs to Platinum Blonde and the RCO All-Stars (featuring Levon Helm, Dr John, Booker T and Steve Cropper, among others), yet today, living in Los Angeles, he is very selective about the few projects on which he works and now spends a fair deal of his time pursuing other business interests.

I found a band called 311 that I enjoyed working with quite a lot," he says. "They would break all of the rules and go from reggae to rock to jazz in the same song, and that was really, really interesting. I've also worked with a pretty grungy-type band called Medicine, and then recently I produced, engineered and mixed an all-star type album featuring an artist named Valerie Carter, along with guests such as Phoebe Snow, Iyle Lovett, Jackson Browne, James Taylor and Linda Ronstadt. That was done at Jackson Browne's studio in Santa Monica, which has all of this vintage equipment—an old Neve board and amps and these great tube compressors—and it was a fun project. Overall, however, I got a little jaded and I have heard it all before.

'Still, for those projects which I do get involved in, I have my own ADAT studio and that's a fairly straightforward affair. I'll tend to do the basic tracks in a decent, fairly live studio and I'll then use my own setup for all of the overdubs. After all, one of the hardest parts is dealing with the vocals. Like with Jon Anderson, the band would play this kind of symphony of music and it would grow and grow and grow, and then it would come time to do his vocals and he'd be shaking in his boots. Singing is a very lonely thing, and so I now find that setting up a little studio in somebody's living room or wherever helps eliminate that problem. The same for guitarists: 'Here's the Record button, try as many times as you like. You've got two or three tracks to play with and when you've got one that you're happy with, call me'. That works well for the artists, it works well for me, and so as far as I am concerned I think that the ADAT situation has helped out a lot with the making of records. After all, it's like any technology—you can use it or abuse it!"
The BLUE reward

From the beginning you've spent your life, your energy and your career producing the finest audio you've known how. It's time you rewarded yourself with the tools necessary to produce the masterpieces experience tells you're capable of: The new dbx Blue Series.

Blue Velvet: The 160S Compressor/Limiter

The 160S follows in the tradition of the industry-standard 160. The signal paths consist of high-precision input stages followed by the world's widest dynamic range (127db) voltage controlled amplifier - the dbx V8 VCA - and output stages with precise phase alignment of all audio frequencies. Both hard-knee and classic dbx OverEasy compression is featured. Digital Type IV Analog to digital conversion and analog extra high drive output cards are available as additional output options.

Electric Blue: The 786 Mic Pre

The 786 Solid State Mic Pre-Amp is designed to provide the purest reproduction of the microphone source as is electronically possible. Featuring a dynamic range of 130db and Signal to Noise of 104db, +48v phantom power, 20db pad, phase invert and "Spectrum" a unique variable equalisation circuit within the mic pre-amp which enhances the high frequency spectral content of the signal, while maintaining phase integrity.

True Blue: The 704 A/D Converter

Nick named the "Bad Boy", the 704 uses dbx's patent pending Type IV conversion system, with equivalent performance of 27 bit, for the widest dynamic range and most natural analog sounding conversion available. 8, 16, 20 or 24 bit output is offered, and can be dithered and noise shaped using the numerous word reduction and preset and user-definable noise shaping options. AES/EBU, S/PDIF inputs and outputs as well as ADAT and TDIF outputs are fitted as standard.

For more detailed information on the Blue Series from dbx, call now to receive a brochure.
American Football's Super Bowl final attracts a live audience of over 70 million, with hundreds of millions more fans tuning in their television sets across the globe. **RICHARD BUSKIN** gets the lowdown on the broadcast setup for this year's event.

**IT WAS THE FOURTH** most watched broadcast in American television history. It was Fox TV's own slam-dunk winner in its ten years of existence. It was seen live by an estimated 128.9 million people in 42 million homes across the US. It was seen by millions of others in more than 100 countries. It was Super Bowl XXXI.

Some 72,300 rabid fans jammed into the Superdome in New Orleans to witness the great event, albeit that, during the 3 hours, 3 minutes and 46 seconds that the players were on the field, what with all of the huddles, commercials and standing around, the fans only got to see 16 minutes and 36 seconds of action. Still, a little under 9% of the total playing time was all that the Green Bay Packers evidently needed to defeat the New England Patriots 35-21 on Sunday, January 26, and while the day was swimming in statistics—did you know, for example, that Antonio Freeman's 81-yard touchdown pass from Brett Favre during the second quarter was the longest in Super Bowl history?—a good number of them actually concerned the techs working behind the scenes on the Fox Sports broadcast.

Another Super Bowl record was set with the use of 29 cameras positioned all around the stadium, as well as an overhead blimp; 25 videotape replay machines were used in addition to six videotape machines boasting super-slow motion capabilities, the Fox crews shared three mobile production units, three graphics trucks, one transmission unit, two edit suites and four 300kW electric generators; and there were in the region of 50 miles of assorted cable.

In spite of the fact that this was Fox's first-ever coverage of the big day, according to Senior Vice President of Field Operations and Engineering Jerry Gepner, "The only word for it was "flawless." There was virtually nothing that gave us any reason for even moderate concern."

As finally assembled, the technical team led by Gepner comprised Chief Engineer George Hoover, an employee of NEP, the OB vendor that Gepner selected to supply all of the game and pregame facilities; Bob Muller, Technical Producer for coverage of the game itself; Tim Abhold, who assisted Muller with the game coverage while also handling post-game 'points of interest' such as the trophy presentation and locker-room celebrations; Jeff Court, Director of Field Operations and

'The only word for it was "flawless." There was virtually nothing that gave us any reason for even moderate concern.'

Technical Producer for pregame and postgame coverage, Dave Hill (not to be confused with Fox Sports' President, David Hill), the Technical Manager responsible for transmission, including the coordination, timing, setup and execution of all of the in-coming and outbound feeds, and Craig Marlowe, who was responsible for all of the remote trucks—there
were eight separate pickups positioned around New Orleans for the pregame show alone. Basically, the main difference between the Super Bowl broadcast and that of the regular NFL games was its scale. For, while the latter usually take up three to four hours of air time, with perhaps an on-site pregame show, the Super Bowl represented nine and a half hours all originating from the one site and altogether different requirements.

'We had multiple control rooms operating simultaneously for this event, whereas for a regular event we'd rarely have that,' explains Gepner.

While normally associated with the introduction of new technology to the sports that it covers, Fox opted for the safer shores of trusted reliability in its use of conventional analogue TV equipment for the Super Bowl. Not only was this a one-off event, it was also a make-or-break opportunity as far as the network was concerned. No chances would be taken.

In the weeks leading up to the event people kept asking, 'What's Fox going to introduce that's new?', recalls Gepner. 'My answer, very simply, was, "Absolutely nothing!" This was not the venue in which to debut new technology. It was the venue in which to demonstrate to the whole world what our quality standards are. We wanted to do the best job that we could, and I think that's what we achieved. We provided pictures and sound that backed up our belief that we are technologically the best when it comes to the broadcast of American football. We're not the best because we take huge risks, we're the best because we pay attention to the details.

'All of the cameras that we used, save for two, were Sony—the studio-style ones were BVP375s and the hand-holds were BVP90s, with lenses supplied by Canon. The two non-Sony cameras were Ikegami RF wireless cameras. Then, on the sound side, the tape machines were all Sony, 25 BVW75 replay machines and six BW9000 super-motion systems. Basically, this is the equipment that NEP use on their trucks, and one of the reasons that I selected them as the vendor is because they standardise their equipment between all of their mobile facilities. We had five of the same communications systems between all of the trucks, and we were able to use trunk masters to tie them all together. So, in effect, we had a 500 x 500 intercom matrix without having to build it.

Telex Audiocomm provided the intercom systems for said event. PH1 and PH2 head-phones with mics were worn by the referees, and FMR-450 Referee Wireless microphone systems were used by the players along with SoundMate in-ear hearing systems, many of which have been customised to fit under their ears.'

'Sennheiser MKE102 mic and Connectronics Big Ears parabolic reflector on the touchline'

New England Patriots' coach Bill Parceus
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grid-iron helmets). As for the matrixes that were used in four remote trucks, these included two Teles 80 x 80 RIS ADAM Advanced Digital Audio Matrix systems, one 64 x 64 ADAM CS system and one 50 x 50 CS9500 Series system. A fifth truck was used as support.

'We did use some new technology, but it's not as if we shook the world by doing so,' says Jerry Gepner. The routing system used on each of their trucks is the same model and manufacturer as the Pacer 5000 system—is it the finest system available? Probably not. Is it very reliable and high quality? You bet, and it ties together real nicely.

'Obviously you can spend a lot more money on a routing system—if you weren't building an OB facility but one that required a 1000 x 1000 matrix, then you might want to look at something like the Grass Valley 7000 Series—but frankly the Pacer is very high quality, its cross-point is 100Mhz bandwidth, and it uses internet-style data control, so for field use it's very nice. It's also very convenient in terms of the amount of cable that you have to run.'

And there was a lot of cable, about 250,000 feet of it if you put together all of that used for power, signal, cameras, telephones and data communications.

'The telecommunications end went in first, because we knew that everybody would want a telephone the moment they arrived, so we started doing the wiring for that on January 3rd. The office trailers went in on the sixth of the month, the trucks arrived on the 14th and then we were ready to go on the 22nd. We actually spent a full day just parking the mobile units, because of the jigsaw puzzle parking arrangement that we had to come up with in order to keep everybody squeezed into one box. So we essentially started work on the 15th and then had seven days to put the entire system together before we turned it over to production to begin work.'

Aside from the usual technical problems—such as a tape machine waking up and feeling funny about life—Gepner says that nothing out of the ordinary soared its ugly head. More to the point, teamwork was the order of the day.

Eric Shanks, remote graphics producer in the Fox graphics truck

'It will never be said that one person saved the Super Bowl,' he asserts. 'What will be said is that a certain department blew it! Well, I was absolutely determined not to have the latter of those two statements said. What we needed to do as a group—and what everybody did—was learn to check your egos at the door, work as part of a team, stick your finger in any gap that appeared, and, if all of your fingers and toes were busy, then call the guy next to you.'

---
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(With superb range)

Audio’s RMS 2000 range of radio microphone systems uses advanced design to give outstanding sound quality and total reliability. No surprise then that it’s the number one choice of professional film sound recordists around the world.

Audio LTD, Audio House, Progress Road, Sands, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 4JD. Tel: +44(0) 1494 511711. Fax: +44(0) 1494 539600
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**Signal matrix == Flexibility**

Every client has special requirements for his "dream" mixing console, but most of the consoles you can buy will not meet your requirements in one way or another. Instead of getting used to such deficiencies take a look at the LAWO "Signal matrix" - a perfect tool to create your personal console. No customized software needed and open for future adaptations!

The signal matrix will manage anything you need in the studio - including the coffeemaker, if required...

The signal matrix is a programming language for mixing consoles which not only can handle control I/O like pushbuttons and relays but also directly has access to all the DSP settings and matrix setups. Therefore the system will easily give you all the faderstart and signalling features you may ever need. And there is more...16 stopwatches...automatic talkback systems...machine control with parallel and serial interfaces...custom monitoring systems for digital and analog audio...surround monitoring systems...you just have to drink the coffee yourself. If you are interested to learn about the world of "Sigma" - ask the experts at LAWO!

**MC 50** - Digital On-air console  
**MC 80** - Digital mixing console  
**MC 82** - Production console

---

W0 70 that the productions mine, As that kept with concern to this project were done a shared All a MC repository of person forced people to manager of Studio Sound telecomms rack at the. Headphones. Optimal 82 80 50 AES environment on the. You find yourself doing something twice to get it done right. Well, I wasn't about to have either of those happen.'

**BROADCAST IN STEREO** using Dolby Surround, the sounds of the Super Bowl were further enhanced by the use of six on-field parabolic microphones. Connectronics is the manufacturer, the model is called the Big Ears, and these "parabolics" are used by Fox Sports with Sennheiser MKEI02 microphones tied to the Sennheiser EM1046 radio mic system.

'That provides us with very, very high quality sound on the field,' says Gepner. 'We're doing something [that] with American football that is not at all unusual in Britain or the Continent, but was a huge shock to American TV audiences and broadcasters when we started doing it three years ago. It was introduced by David Hill and I remember that he had to beat me over the head about this...'

So what could Jerry Gepner be talking about? Non-censorship of swear words? Encouraging the crowd to break into a sing-song? Well, not quite. Actually it's just the sub-mixing of microphones on the field, revealing every little cuss, spit, shuffle and thud—and there's plenty of all in American pro football. Needless to say, David Hill's suggestion was taken on board and the result is that field audio now passes through an audio sub-mixer located in the stadium press box, before being integrated into the game broadcast in the production truck.

'That never happened here before in regular stadium-style sporting events,' Gepner stresses. 'Only in the very largest of events, such as golf, where you just can't have a desk that big. Either that or you'd need a motorised chair to get from one end of it to the other.'

'Anyway, we started doing it for regular sports broadcasts, and we developed certain hardware and techniques on our own to make it work for us. In 1994 I selected a console.'
When we launched the B800 last year, we didn’t exactly broadcast it.

Our customers, however, most certainly did.

In today’s climate of shrinking budgets and increasing accountability, choosing the right console has never been more important.

Enter the Soundcraft B800. A broadcast console so intrinsically right and offering such value that even before we’d built the first one, we had a list of orders as long as your arm.

Happily, and thanks to the efforts of our untiring work force, we’re making an impression not just on our customers, but on the waiting list too.

So maybe now is the time to tell the world about the advantages of choosing the B800.

The Mono and Stereo Mic/Line Inputs and Groups with 6 mono and 2 stereo Auxes

for instance.

The choice of mono or stereo groups. Or the comprehensive and flexible monitoring, including Surround Sound. And that every input channel features a clean feed/direct output.

But there again, perhaps we should leave that to the hundreds of audio professionals around the world that rely on the Soundcraft B800 day after day, night after night.

Thank you.
The interior of the Replay truck

The Mackie R1604, which is an excellent little field mixer. I mean, you could literally throw it off the truck while you’re doing 60 down the highway and it wouldn’t even know. On top of that it’s quiet, it’s got a lot of features and tremendous headroom, so that pretty well qualified it for work in the field. I had it modified by a company in California called Intercom Specialties to include a full communications module because, quite frankly, at the time the board cost less than $1,000. For that price you don’t usually get a communications module in a console. So, we literally stole one of the microphone inputs and designed a full multichannel communications module, and therefore the submixer could be in contact with both his parab operators on the field and the main mixer in the truck. ‘Once we had that done, it was just a matter of developing technique. We coupled that with the RF microphones and let the field mixer handle the four to six parabolic mics, and by doing that you have an individual who is sort of an audio director at that point. The parab operators have these listen-only walkie-talkies, and so the submixer can direct them around the field and position them as he would chess men on a board.

What’s more, since that person has got a bird’s eye view of the stadium and, with a little luck, knows something about football, he can anticipate things. He’s not relying solely on the ability of the parab operator which can vary depending on which city you’re in. Some of them are extraordinary, some of them are good, and occasionally you get one who doesn’t make the “good” rating. So at least you can say to that person, “Number three, go down to the far 20-yard line”, when you can see a long pass being set up, and that person can then really hustle his way there. That kind of thing can help tremendously.

Meanwhile, in order to pick up the crowd noises, a pair of Sennheiser 416 mid-range shotgun microphones were set up in an X-Y arrangement on either sideline. After all, being that Dolby Surround encoding was being used, the 70,000-plus people in the stadium were a fairly important component of the overall sound picture. They were spread to the sides in the rear channels and that filled out the mix very nicely,” says Gepner.

As for what the home viewers heard if they were watching and listening on plain old stereo or mono TVs: ‘Well, you see, the one issue when mixing anything other than mono for television is that you have to maintain mono compatibility, so we worked very closely with Dolby Labs when we equipped all of our trucks. We even stop equipment on a show-by-show basis into the trucks that we don’t own, and one of the things that they developed for us was a little monitor switcher which allows you to monitor Surround, stereo and mono literally at the push of a button. So, even if the stereoscope is not right in front of you and your monitoring environment is not ideal, the one thing that the mixer can always still check is the mono compatibility.

‘That was crucial to me when we started setting this whole system up three years ago, because the majority of studios are still mono and the majority of cable systems in this country are mono. Nevertheless, if you have straight stereo you will hear the announcers positioned straight in the centre, and then off to the left and right we position sound effects as such. The music is in stereo, and, while we won’t push the crowd out real wide, it’ll be wide enough to give you some spatial dimension.

‘One of the big considerations when you’re...
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setting the tone

The Weiss I02 is an essential ingredient to Gateway Mastering Studios success. I don’t know what I would do without it. From the Grammy award winning Sting album to the grunge of Nirvana and Pearl Jam, the I02 is my most used piece of gear.

Bob Ludwig
Gateway Mastering Studios, Inc.
The SYSTEM 9098 Dual Microphone Amplifier follows in the footsteps of the 9098 Console, the System 9098 Equalizer and the System 9098 RCMA Remote Control Microphone Amplifier, sharing many of the same features and impeccable clarity of sound quality. New features have been incorporated which considerably extend the field of usefulness.

Although designated as a “Microphone” amplifier, the DMA will accept a full +25 dBu balanced signal without a pad, at unity gain. So it doubles as a Line Amplifier, which, of course, retains the processing power of the Stereo Matrix.

The flexibility of the input circuits has also enabled use of the DMA as a Direct Injection Input. Industry standard single pole jacks have been used to provide unbalanced inputs at very high input impedance, well adapted to the requirements of high quality instruments.

Dedicated STEREO inputs are a new feature. It is, perhaps, surprising that with the increasing popularity of outboard equipment there are very few units that specialise in the handling of stereo signals and none, I believe, which combine all the features of the SYSTEM 9098 Dual Microphone Amplifier. The possibility of differential pick-ups used in one of the classic stereo modes is intriguing.

One of the questions I am asked is: Why use a stereo microphone? I only need a few Stereo Modules just for stereo returns, synths etc. I can do all I need to with a Pan Pot on the MONO module. The answer is that Panned Mono is produced using one microphone panned to Left and Right buses. If the soloist moves, both channels are affected in the same way and the image remains fixed at the panned position. A genuine stereo signal is produced with two microphones which are fed to Left and Right buses respectively. If the soloist moves the relative signals change in amplitude and phase causing the image to move also. A Stereo signal also contains ambience information which locates the soloist relative to his surroundings. With panned Mono, the ambience is fixed by the simple ratio of direct to ambient sound produced by the microphone/soloist positions. Panning cannot change this relationship.

The SYSTEM 9098 DMA is equipped with comprehensive AB and MS (Main and Side) circuitry, with Width control, to facilitate stereo microphone recording of all types and can be used not only with voices but also any source from a drum kit through to a full orchestra.

I use transformers for the DMA output stage because they are a sonically superior way to couple the signal to other equipment. They provide complete freedom from ground dependence which eliminates low level noise associated with common ground paths etc. The output transformers, which are designed integrally with their driving amplifier, handle the full +25 dBu output down to 24 Hz and +20 dBu down to well below 20Hz. The high frequency bandwidth extends to 200 kHz without self resonances.

Low level signals from microphones have traditionally presented a problem. In the SYSTEM 9098 DMA we have achieved very low noise over a substantially wider dynamic range than anyone else.

The significance of the mid gain low output noise, which is typically 5 to 10 dB better than any other microphone amplifier, is that these middle gain ranges, which are used for close microphone work, are given greatly improved transparency.
Raising Standards

Bridging the gap between the theory and practice of 24-bit, 96kHz multichannel audio is a daunting proposition. But a recent low-profile recording session may have established the first bridgehead, as TIM GOODYER reports.

**HIGH QUALITY DIGITAL audio** took a significant step forward recently when a handful of audio's elite gathered to make the first 24-bit, 96kHz periphonic recording in history. The session, which took place in Cambridge's Queens College Chapel, will form the basis of research and development related to high-quality multichannel digital audio for the next generation of carriers—read DVD for the short to medium term.

The recording took the form of a B-format signal captured with a Mark V SoundField microphone via dCS high speed A-D converters onto Nagra-D digital recorders. As the B-format recording requires four channels and the use of 24-bit resolution at 96kHz sampling rate effectively reduces the 4-track Nagra-D to a 2-track machine, it was necessary to use a pair of synchronised Nagras. Similarly, a pair of dCS 902 converters were required to convert the four analogue outputs of the SoundField Mark V into 24-bit, 96kHz PCM. Additionally, it had been decided to record the MS output from the SoundField onto a Pioneer D-9601 96kHz (16-bit) DAT machine and a Meridian CDR recorder. So while the equipment—the microphone in particular—demanded less physical space, it represented some of the highest technology available.

Assembled for the occasion were representatives from all interested parties. Following the signal path, there was Peter Craven who invented the SoundField microphone back in the early 1970s, Mike Storey who is instrumental in the design of dCS converters and John Ruddling from Nagra GB. The session was engineered by Steve Lee from the Canadian-based Canorus Inc production company and consultation was constantly available from Meridian Audio's Bob Stuart whose presence was also significant in that he is Chairman of the Acoustic Renaissance for Audio.

The resultant recording will serve several purposes. With respect to the ARA, it will form the basis of an Ambisonic demonstration set to take place in Japan in May. This follows previous presentations made both to the ARA and by the ARA to the DVD consortium all with the common aim of establishing a suitable standard and format of audio for DVD which is presently described by Stuart as an open book. The recording is also the only 24-bit 96kHz session with which Bob Stuart and Peter Craven can continue their research into lossless data compression—or packing—also with DVD in mind.

'It's really important to convince people to produce better than 44.1kHz, 16-bit now because the talent may not be alive to do it again later'—Steve Lee

In October 1995 we did a demonstration in Japan of surround sound,' Stuart recalls. 'That was crucial because, at that time, a "better" carrier was considered to be a 2-channel one that went faster, not necessarily a 3-dimensional one.

'We feel strongly that there's enough data on carriers like DVD to encode everything we can bear—that's the full frequency range, the full amplitude range and the full three-dimensionality including height which is what we're doing here today. Another thread to that is the fact that we recognise that it may be necessary to handle this data not as linear PCM but as losslessly-coded PCM. There is no material that we could access, or are even aware of, of any real single-point acoustic recordings made at 96kHz and this kind of resolution with which we could complete the work on lossless compression.'
The master Nagra synced to provide the master actually required by Charles Woods the microphone designer discussing mic placement. The configuration of the choir was unknown before its arrival and there was some uncertainty as to whether it would divide to occupy the pews on both sides of the room or appear as a single body across the event.

In the event it did both, performing a short piece by Charles Woods and John Keble entitled 'Hail, Gladdening Light' a number of times allowing also for different mic positions.

The analogue-to-digital conversion stage actually required the use of a third dCS box to provide the master clock for the other two. The master Nagra synced to the clock incoming on the AES-EBU feed and the second was locked to it by data sync. The D-9601 and CDR machine, meanwhile, were chained together and fed from the MS output on the SoundField.

This output derives an MS mic pattern from the four SoundField capsules which appears in addition to the four necessary for the B-format output. A monitor system was used just once, briefly, as a confidence check.

Syncing the Nagras was probably the least smooth operation and was a result of the necessary lead having been flown in from Switzerland only four days previously. The other makeshift area of operation was the fact that, in spite of the representation of nearly all of the equipment manufacturers, much had to be provided by Richmond Film Services. Once set up, however, everything ran smoothly.

The next challenge is to design something to play it back because at this moment although we have the hardware, we don't have the software finished for the decode speaker feeds since it was laid down in B-format,' commented Stuart as the setup being dismantled. 'We took the microphone feeds straight to the D-A converters so right now there isn't anything that can play this back. But we'll get there sometime this year—we wouldn't have done this if we didn't know where the hardware and the computing engines were.'

**AS THE DUST SETTLED** further, Stuart explained more about the background to the event. 'What we wanted to do here was to make a modern recording using the SoundField microphone so we have a single-point, total 3-D capture and to try then using modern processing techniques in decoding to do a credible decode. It's not only about Ambisonics because with the signals from this microphone we should be able to boil down process to give any directivity so we will produce 2-speaker and 3-speaker surround mixes from this eventually.

The other thread is that we've been pushing for high sample rates; at least the ability to encode somewhat higher than 44.1kHz and certainly with greater precision than 16 bits. The microphone doesn't quite have a dynamic range equivalent to 24 bits—probably only gives the equivalent of 21 bits—but we're taking 24 bits down the idea being to have a high-resolution result.

This is not a Trojan Horse for Ambisonics,' he asserts. 'We think that the multi channels on DVD video and audio should be used for conveying surround sound probably as speaker feeds not as an Ambisonic recording. We're just using one technique that we know of that produces an effective result.

'We think that Ambisonics works well—we did a periphonicon recording today so we also have the height information but there will be other methods. As far as I'm concerned we're not trying to describe how to use a multichannel system, simply to demonstrate what can be done with it. I think in the future there will be a lot of multichannel music which is not relating back to an original performance but where real artistic or performance benefit can be obtained from the fact that the sound doesn't just come from this window in front of you but can come from all around—Bob Stuart

**'Real artistic or performance benefit can be obtained from the fact that the sound doesn't just come from this window in front of you but can come from all around'—Bob Stuart**
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The 96kHz dream team—Meridian's Bob Stuart, Peter Craven; dCS' Mike Storey; Canorus' Steve Lee and dCS' Robert Kelly
One of the difficulties at the moment in evaluating how to use multichannel for music is that people have no clue what to do with the microphones, observes Stuart. "There have been a lot of experiments with different spaced microphones, some of which have been more successful than others. It’s going to be like stereo—it’s going to take a lot of time to learn how to do it and to evolve a ‘house’ style. We’ve eliminated a lot of those problems and also gone after a particular piece of information which is that we’ve captured the sound at one point. Now we can look at the relationship between sound coming from different directions and be able to work that out quite accurately in our computers.

For Steve Lee, it is the recording medium that attracts comment: "The 96kHz thing really started to happen when when we approached Nagra to say ‘your’s looks like being the only way to do this because the Panasonic D-9601 is a 16-bit machine, the MO-based systems I have doubts about the longevity of the medium but the Nagra seemed like a sure bet. So dCS and Nagra collaborated in making this system available.

‘We made it public at NAB last year and by June I had been able to arrange a recording in Germany which was done in parallel chains: 44.1 using a dCS converter to a DAT machine and the same recording done at 24-96 on a Nagra with a dCS convertor. That was a Tacit production of Brahms’ op14 recorded live to 2-track with a pair of microphones—an M49 and an M149 on the other side. We played those as a comparison at the end of May at the Stereophile show because that’s where we thought the people who really cared about the quality would be. The mastering engineers and recording studio people there either had doubts about whether there was some trick going on or they started to show a great deal of interest! The reasoning behind Lee’s enthusiasm for high-quality recording provides an interesting contrast to that of Stuart.

‘There are really two points here,’ he opens. ‘We think 24-96 is a good practical production medium, as good as it can be today. The question remains, is it as good as we can get? With the tests that we’ve done, compared to 30ips analogue masters and live feeds, it’s 99.9%-there—and these are the words of the mastering engineers.

‘What we see now is actually a shift in the recording business to put more of the money pie into postproduction and keep slicing back on the recording budget. That’s why we see people running around with DATs and 16-bit authoring tools and editing tools but they’re leaving a lot of the portion of the music and artistry behind.

It’s really important to convince people to produce better than 44kHz, 16-bit now because the talent may not be alive to do it again later. Secondly, it’s better to produce, record and master once at high resolution and keep the master in that format but to modify for release at 44.1, for example. Then you’ve got the work done up front—the original talent, the original intent, the original timing—for release on a higher format, whenever that is, and you have a much better source to work with. It’s like having a 30ips analogue master that didn’t die and that you can run 200 times.

The work that we have ahead of us is to get more production studios and more
La Chapelle, one of the most popular recording facilities in Belgium, is living their dream with a Euphonix digital control mixing system. Producer, engineer and musician Jon Caffery immediately saw the potential of the Euphonix, and knew it was the mixing desk he had wanted for a long time. The first recording completed on the Euphonix, Ende Neu: Einstürzende Neubauten, hit the charts in the first week. Other projects soon followed, with the band Die Toten Hosen’s single Bonnie and Clyde making the top ten singles chart.

If you've been dreaming about a console that will save you time while maintaining the great sound of analog, call the Euphonix office nearest you.

"Now anything is possible at any time. The Euphonix SnapShot Recall system really works, which means I can start mixing a song, change to another project and return to the first one without hours of resetting and remixing. I'm instantly back where I was and the mix sounds exactly the same as it did when I left it. The EQ, dynamics processors, faders, pans, aux sends, and even the outboard effects devices are reset with the Euphonix Total Automation". This is the desk I've been dreaming about for the last twenty years but didn't have time to design myself.

Jon Caffery
La Chapelle Studio
recording

3 producers to accept this medium as a good production medium. The dCS 972 digital-to-digital convertor allows them to downsample so we can already take the production medium through to a release medium and then the next step is to get it accepted as part of the surround specification for DVD audio.

WHAT IS CONSISTENT, regardless of who you question, is that 24-bit, 96kHz working offers a tangible improvement in quality over the present 16-bit, 44.148kHz standard.

'The resolution window at 44.1kHz is improved by 220% at 96kHz because you're capturing a slice in time 2.2 times smaller so the impulse you can capture is significantly higher resolution. People say, 'Why not go to 88.2kHz because the decimation is so much easier?' But you lose a 10% time-domain advantage when you do that. The only thing you need at 96kHz to go to 44.1kHz is very sophisticated math done in real time. You can throw enough processing power at it to get that done but you can't recapture that 10% difference if you go with 88.2kHz. The difference we heard on the Brahms recording came off mic feeds that we know roll off at 15kHz and by 20kHz they go to 10dB down—and these are tube mics. What happens if you put on some calibration microphones that go up to 40kHz? What would you hear then?

In some of the demonstrations we do, we do something that normally would kill digital. We use things that have an energy level that is identical or higher in harmonics than it is at the fundamental—things like shakers and cowbells—things that are very difficult to reproduce outside of the analogue domain, and that is where we hear the biggest advantage of this time domain advantage. It is so demonstrable, it is a quantum leap forward in terms of resolution.' The benefit of 96kHz is not just increased bandwidth,' confirms Mike Storey. 'You'd expect cats and dogs to notice the difference but that most humans wouldn't detect a difference. But they can, so there is a tangible improvement.

'One of the things we found at AES demonstrations was that people who were quite mature in years were able to distinguish the difference between 44.1kHz and 96kHz—Mike Story

difference and it has to be something more than just the usual frequency response considerations. It gives more spatial information like identifying not just direction but the distance to a sound source. That's one of the things I'd say is destroyed probably by the filtering you have to use with 44.1kHz.

'One of the things we found at AES demonstrations was that people who were quite mature in years were able to distinguish the difference between 44.1kHz and 96kHz. In those cases not only was their hearing not going above 20kHz, it probably wasn't going beyond eight. Most people commented that the bass came alive which on the surface of it is very old.' We made some tests with a stand-up bass and the difference was that one was like a noise and the other was an instrument,' Lee adds. 'People were using audiophile terms like microdynamics. It's quite a different experience.

'I think almost everybody who's heard 24-96 recording agrees that it is as close to 30ips analogue masters as they've ever heard digital recording come—and that's very reassuring. It's certainly above 15ips SR in terms of linearity, neutrality and so forth, so they see it more and more as a viable production medium. The question then is that most people can't make the bridge between producing digital masters and being able to release them. They say, 'I'll need to put a UV22 at the back end of that and produce a DAT master' but we're proposing that you think of this as a discrete production medium and that you think of the release medium as something completely separate.'

That support for improved audio to accompany the development of DVD and beyond is growing is beyond doubt. The concern that appears to remain is that the audio community agrees quickly on its requirements and makes appropriate representation to the appropriate bodies while the standards are open for discussion. With this in mind, the Queens session should go down in audio's history as an important event—perhaps even as a turning point.
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From hefting the hammer that helped build the original studio rooms, David Porter has steered San Francisco’s Music Annex through over 20 years of industry evolution. DAN DALEY talks to one of the longest serving studio instigators about his past and the future of the business.

RECORDING STUDIO 1973, high mileage but meticulously kept. Many original parts but regularly maintained. One owner.
If a recording studio were an acto for sale in the classifieds, that’s how the ad for the California Bay Area’s venerable Music Annex might read, followed by the caveat, Just Kidding—Not For Sale. But for all Music Annex many unique attributes—continuous operation for over two decades, two locations, a successful mix of music and postproduction—it is the one owner part that stands out. Few of the classic facilities in the world are still under their original stewardship, and Music Annex’ David Porter has prospered through three generations in the studio industry and is still at the helm.
‘Very few people know this about David, but he actually built a number of the rooms at the studios,’ says Keith Hatscheck, once an engineer at Music Annex who transitioned running the facility’s marketing until two years ago, and who now has Music Annex as a media relations client. ‘I mean, he really built the rooms—he was swinging a hammer and putting in drywall. He’s really a kind of throwback to another era of studio ownership.’
Porter, tall, thin and lanky, his hair and trimmed beard flecked with grey, and who looks like he would be as at home with power tools as with Pro Tools, is indeed an atavist among studio operators, as a self-made studio owner and former president of SPARS (1989–1990), he has seen this industry go through several generational shifts, many of which he anticipated, such as the change in emphasis at the upper end of the business from music to post in many markets. Music Annex has a long history in both camps, but it is the facility’s nimbleness in the rapidly changing world of film, television, commercial, audio duplication, and—increasingly—multimedia post that has probably been one of the major keys to its success.
Necessity is the mother of invention, and geography in many ways is destiny. As a studio market, San Francisco is considered on a secondary tier, but compensates by being incredibly multifaceted in terms of markets: music (from the acid days of 1967’s Summer Of Love through the current generation of Green Day postmodern punk bands), the Bay Area has always been America’s cultural petri dish whose more successful experiments yield major trends; television and film (Hollywood is an hour away by air and the post overflow has been consistent over the years), commercials (in an age of narrowcast cable TV, regional advertising and customisation of national spots is growing), and multimedia (Sega is simply the most high-profile MM developer to latch on to San Francisco’s revitalised warehouse districts).
In such a market, the opportunities are manifold, but so are the pitfalls. ‘Location doesn’t matter like it used to,’ says Porter. ‘Hollywood will always be Hollywood. They tried to move it to Orlando and Vancouver but the talent still wants to be in LA. But the rest of the world is now demanding Hollywood-style production and postproduction. And as a result, every city big enough to have a professional sports team—and that’s a lot of cities these days—has the opportunity to have a good postproduction market. And technology has nothing to do with that anymore; everyone now can scrub and edit. The key is in attracting the talent.’
Porter seems to have figured that out long ago. As it is done in Los Angeles and New York, Porter’s post rooms are built around their mixers, such as Patrick Fitzgerald, who was an intern at Music Annex fresh out of San Francisco State University in 1985 and of whom Porter jokingly says we raised him from a pup!
Music Annex was born in the heart of a musician, like many of the more tenured studies that are still in place. Musicians—like Porter, who describes himself as a ‘recovering musician’—and who played woodwinds in a succession of bands from San Jose while working his way up to San Francisco in the late 1960s and early 1970s—have as hard a time letting go of ideas as they do of their riffs. But he played on a commercial once and realised he liked the atmosphere of the studio better than he did that of smoky clubs. He was attending San Jose State University, working towards a masters in music (which he never completed). As part of his research for his final thesis—which would be to actually build a small recording studio—his instructor, a professor named Alan Strange, encouraged him to read as many professional studio trade periodicals as he could lay his hands on, which at the time were magazines like
George Augspurger-designed Studio C with Neve 8128 console

**dB and Recording Engineer and Producer.** 'But I needed to get free subscriptions to the magazines,' says Porter, 'so I took some stationary with the school name on it and wrote to the magazines saying that my home address was the University's music annex. I not only got the free subscriptions, but I also got a little bit of work from the music department at my home studio, for which the school owed me $86. They wouldn't write a cheque to a student personally, though; they needed to write it to a business. So I had to scramble to the courthouse and register a name for a business and I registered as Music Annex. It's been that name ever since.'

The first Music Annex studio was in Porter's house in that Northern California region in 1973. 'I was willing to take whatever walked in the door,' Porter recalls. 'Music, corporate work, training tapes, even medical transcriptions. Even from the beginning I had what we'd call industrial business, and some of it was multimedia, which back then was things like trade shows that ran multiple projectors simultaneously. I also saw early on that, while we all loved working with musicians, it was the corporate clients who had money.' This eclectic initial client base laid the groundwork for the diversity that would follow and would help ensure Music Annex' future success. (And the experience from those years apparently never let Porter get overly sentimental about musicians as a client group. 'One thing I did learn was that in a secondary music market like San Francisco, you get the [music] stars on their way up or on their way down,' he observes. 'Once they'd made it, they went to LA or New York and you'd lose them every time until it was over for them. Then they'd come back. I learned from that that I had to keep the client base as wide as possible."

That first studio reflected the start-up technology of the era. Porter purchased one of the first Tascam Model 10 consoles in the Bay Area, which cost him $1,800 when he bought it from a local guitar dealer who was still years away from dealing pro-audio gear in that innocent age. 'I gave him the deposit and said go get it for me, and since then he's been the biggest Tascam dealer in the area,' recalls Porter, adding with a grin, 'He owes me.' The studio also had a second console which Porter fashioned out of the parts from four Ampex tube mixers; he also built his own multitrack mixing Ampex parts, including a 1-inch 8-track deck and a 1/4-inch deck. 'That and two U87 mics and I was in business,' he says.

The diverse client range was evident from the start, and from that experience Porter says he learned one of the greatest truths about the recording studio business: 'The key thing was, I realised very early on that this studio was an incubator,' he says. 'I knew that any studio I had would keep changing, and hopefully keep growing. I never looked at a studio and decided that this was it, the end-all, be-all that I could do. And I also realised that I didn't want to keep a studio in my house forever. But the real key to it all was learning when it was time to change—when it was time to leave the incubator. ‘Too soon or too late, the business is in jeopardy.’

For Music Annex' first incarnation, the incubation period was two years; after that, Porter moved to a succession of commercial locations, first in San Jose, then to a 12,000-foot facility in nearby Menlo Park in 1977, where the second Music Annex location still resides and which it expanded in continuously as Porter's business built and other building tenants moved out.

While music production comprised the main studio cheme in the early years, Porter's well-learned lesson of diversity saw him pushing towards postproduction in the early 1980s. But Menlo Parks location south of the central San Francisco business district was difficult to persuade commercial and film producers—whom Porter says were used to tacking their audio work onto the end of video sessions—to come out to. So in 1985, he opened another facility in San Francisco near what was rapidly becoming the city's advertising ghetto, a term of endurance that virtually everyone who now works in its narrow streets of converted warehouses and townhouses uses endearingly. Music Annex' urban location has four suites, with a fifth planned to open within a year. The first room, Studio I, was designed by George Augspurger, who had also designed Studios B and C at Menlo Park. The new suite, Studio V, will be chaired by mixer Jon Grier.

The current technology mix of the two locations is a mix of vintage and newer cost-effective platforms. At the San Francisco site, Studio I has a match of a Euphonix CS2000P console, an NED Post Pro and a DOREMI VI random access video system; Studio II has a Soundcraft DC2000 with a Post Pro, as well as a 35mm film chain; Studio III is an Amek 2520 with a Post Pro; and Studio IV sports an Amek Hendrix (with LCRS panning matrix) and Post Pro, as well as the facility's sole remaining multitrack deck, an equally venerable Otari MTR-90 24-track machine. All the Post Pros are 16-channel versions with autoconform feature. Genelec 330 monitoring is common to all four rooms. In addition, Music Annex San Francisco has a Digidesign Pro Tools III system working off line in conjunction with a Mackie 1604 mixer. The facility's transfer room has a pair of MTM 16/35mm film dubbers, as well as Nagra and Otari tape machine.

Over at the 4-studio complex in Menlo Park, Studio A has a discrete Neve 8036-Studer A827 combination with Urei 813 monitoring; Studio B, the multimedia and preproduction room, has an Amek TAC deck with ADAT and Fostex B-16 decks and Yamaha monitoring; Studio C offers a 56-input, Flying-Fader-equipped Neve 8128 board with Studer A827 deck and Urei 813C monitoring; and Studio D, along with its huge tracking room and two iso booths, has a DDA AMR12 console with a Studer A80 24-track and Urei monitoring. The facility also has a mastering department with a Sonic Solutions Inc. system, including the Time Twist option, as well as PQ subcode editing and 12Gb storage capability, with monitoring via Audix Nile X, JBL 4340, Hafer Pro 5000 and Yamaha P2250.

In addition, Menlo Park has 50 Nakamichi cassette decks and several open-reel duplicating systems which are the remnants of the duplication business that once formed the third leg of the Music Annex revenue model. While the studio and facility were formed in 1995, the Music Annex duplication facility in Fremont, California, was an 11-year venture that exceeded the usual convert-the-closet duplication services that most recording studios had put in as an additional revenue stream. That service's origins are as nitty-gritty as the studio's itself. recalls Porter, 'A woman from Apple Computer called the studio and asked if we could make a few cassette copies. I said sure, how many? She said, "40,000!" I ran out and bought some Otari high-speed duplicators and suddenly we were in that business. Porter sold it off as profit margins in audio duplication became untenable for anything less than mega-sized operations.

**MULTIMEDIA** is the heir apparent to Music Annex' previous activities. Along with the de rigueur CD-R replication capability it has, Music Annex' San Francisco location
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Music Annex

Sound designer Ben Cortez with Elmos from Sesame Street

that was subsequently acquired by Digidesign. Word of Music Annex's success in the low bit-rate environment spread quickly among the nascent multimedia community that stretches from San Jose's Silicon Valley up through Microsoftland near Seattle, Washington.

'We started getting calls for file conversions from CD-ROM manufacturers wanting better audio,' says Porter, ranging from corporate projects, such as a major campaign for DHL's new global package tracking system, through game manufacturers, where Music Annex has had its most high-profile successes. The studio's work—particularly for record sound designer Ben Cortez—and with toy consultant Mark Johnson-Williams resulted in the sound for the hottest-selling toy of the year, Tyco's Tickle Me Elmo doll, based on the 'Sesame Street' character, which had crazed parents in the States poring through the classified ads before Christmas, throwing money—as much as $400 and $500 per doll—at the prescient few who had anticipated the demand for the $30 toy. Based on the work done with the abortive music-on-demand project, Cortez had developed into the studio's lowest audio expert. Together with Johnson-Williams, he created the audio signature for the doll. One interesting aspect of the project was that, rather than the usual record-and-edit-later methodology of voice-overs, Cortez would record scipted lines directly to a Texas Instruments LIF Processing chip burner and check them in the same technology environment in which they would ultimately reside.

'The resolution is so low at the low-bit structure level that sometimes if the actor's inflections were off even a little, if they raised their voice just so, the whole thing would turn into digital ticks and garbage once it was transferred to chips,' says Porter. 'So we burned the chips in real time to make sure each take was good.'
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Then we'd optimise them using a lot of the techniques we learned from the other project, and turned them into sound files. Those files were then sent, via the Internet, to the Hong Kong factory that made the dolls. Tickle Me Elmo was simply the project with the highest recent value at Music Annex in this new market. As Porter points out, the studio was also heavily involved in several major CD-ROM-based games, including the creation and execution of the audio for Electronics Arts' Wing Commander IV game, which has an overall developmental and production budget estimated between $5m and $12m is the most elaborate game yet to hit on disc. Music Annex was also involved in the audio for another popular doll, Teddy Ruxpin, one of the first celebrity chatterboxes to send the talk-money set agog. And if you want to take it back to the beginning, as Porter repeatedly does, Music Annex was also the home of the audio for the first talking calculator in 1981, which brought the equivalent of Braille to mathematics.

Porter is fond of illuminating the links between his early post jobs, when the studio was still sharing a kitchen with him, and the multibillion-dollar industry that's grown up around new media.

'Everything is connected,' he says, 'and the lessons we learned years ago doing medical transcriptions still apply when it comes to the business of doing post. The technology changes all the time. But quite frankly, it's not the technology that makes you successful anymore—if it ever was. It's the talent and the intuitive ability to provide the right level of services for each of your client bases. And to have more than one kind of client.'

Postproduction is totally talent-driven from Porter's perspective, and his adherence to the vintage Post Pro and proclivity for cost-effective, rather than top-name-brand technology underscores that.

'The hard part now is not getting the equipment—anyone can get that at any number of levels,' he says. 'The hard part is finding the talent. If a mixer is really talented, he or she will find customers, who are always searching for talent, whether you work in a large full-service facility or in a cottage. It's interesting—the new technologies do level the playing field between small and large studios. But it's also making the talent harder to find. When you see something on the Internet, who knows who made it? That's why I think it's better for a lot of these mixers to be with a big facility like this, where they can make a name for themselves. But then there's the possibility that once they do, they'll retreat back to their own cottages. That's the biggest fear for a guy like me who owns a large facility.'

That's just one of the concerns facing modern studio owners. Another is rates—while post rooms are commanding three and four times what music rooms can, it undermines the incentive to stay in music. Also, there is a fragmenting of the audio post market itself, as a 500-channel world is demanding more and more content with ever-lower budgets.

'There are two distinct cultures in post,' observes, Porter. 'The factory-style approach of the large facilities—usually working in film or episodic TV—and the specialty boutique studios, who tend to do more short-form and specialty multimedia. There's a lot of cross-pollination between the two right now, and as trends they tend to swing like pendulums in terms of which types clients prefer to use. Ultimately what happens is that a business at one end of the pendulum moves towards the other as the winds shift. Right now the business is being boughet to death. I think what we'll start seeing more of in the near future is more consolidation as the boutiques either grow and become larger facilities themselves or merge with the larger facilities. The one thing that never changes is change.'

And as long as Porter can keep placing winning bets on when to leave the incubator for each new stage of his career, Music Annex will probably be around another 25 years. "The EQ3 is my audio signature." Bob Whyley, Audio Director NBC Tonight Show
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Almost everybody has by now heard of ISDN. But, like Siberia, while many know the name, few have been there. BILL FOSTER takes the uninitiated on a guided tour of the unknown

**THE INTEGRATED Services Digital Network** is the generic name for the digital telephony network that has largely replaced analogue systems throughout Europe, the US and the Pacific Rim. ISDN service is now readily available in most major cities and many outlying areas of more than 40 countries worldwide. It is currently delivered to the end user in two configurations: Basic Rate Access (two channels) and Primary Rate Access (up to 30 channels).

In fact, the ISDN now forms the backbone of all modern digital telephone networks and so any area served by a digital exchange should have no difficulty in gaining access. Where ISDN is available, connection to the Basic Rate service is relatively straightforward because the final link to the customers' premises is via conventional copper wires.

Primary Rate Access, however, requires a dedicated multichannel coaxial or fibre optic link and may have to be laid in specially. It also uses a different interface from the Basic Rate service and may require an adaptor unit to enable connection to an audio coding unit—most of which are supplied with BRA rental charges.

Each ISDN bearer, or 'B' channel can carry 64 thousand bits of data per second (64kbit/s), which is relatively slow compared with the 1,440kbit/s data rate of an audio compact disc. In order to send audio via the ISDN it is therefore necessary to compress the data to a more manageable number using a device known as a codec (coder-decoder). To avoid using too much compression—which would audibly degrade the sound—more than one ISDN channel may be needed to carry the audio data. How many channels will depend on the application, the choice of codec and the audio quality that the particular job requires.

Despite the ubiquitous nature of the ISDN today, there is still only a handful of recording studios worldwide that are connected to it. Interestingly, most of these are in the US, even though service availability in some parts of the US is still far from comprehensive.

The reason for this limited take-up may be largely historical. Five years ago, getting hooked up to the ISDN was complicated, as well as being expensive. A call to the local telco would usually be met with a blank response from the sales representative, lead-
ISDN

connection—two 'B' channels. This is ideal for recording voice-overs from remote locations and for delivering radio commercials to radio stations.

MPEG Layer III is not so useful for voice over work as the processing delay can be irritating, but the ability to send a 15kHz bandwidth mono signal over one ISDN channel—or discrete stereo over a BRI—makes it ideal for many broadcast applications such as studio to transmitter links and other 'single ended' applications.

The coding algorithm developed by apt has the lowest delay of any full-bandwidth system, making it ideal for studio-to-studio links where dialogue between the two parties is required. But the trade-off is higher data bandwidth: to transmit a stereo 15kHz signal requires four ISDN channels—six are needed for full 22kHz 'CD quality'.

Another major player in the market is Dolby, which has developed its own AC-2 and AC-3 coding algorithms. AC-2 provides a full-bandwidth audio link over four ISDN channels and it has become the de facto standard within the film industry. Also, largely due to the efforts of EDnet in the United States, it has been widely adopted by the top-end audio studios, as well as leading producers and recording engineers in the US.

FROM A RECORDING studio's perspective, there are two main applications for ISDN-based coding systems: checking mixes and overdubs.

The quality of data compressed audio from one of the 'full bandwidth' systems is generally very good nowadays—although it is not yet good enough for the purpose of sending stereo mixes for mastering. However, if one or two 'tracks' of a multitrack master have been recorded over the ISDN, any minor loss of quality is unlikely to be noticed when they are mixed in with other uncompressed tracks. This means that a vocal overdub or guitar solo by an artist who, for whatever reason, is unable to attend a session, can be added from any of the 40 or so countries where an ISDN service is currently available. To achieve this does require some advance planning and a few synchronisation tricks, but it is being done successfully, and with increasing frequency, between studios worldwide.

Producer-engineer Bob Clearmountain has been a regular user of the ISDN for some time. This quote, from a recent EDnet newsletter, explains how he uses the system.

'Right now I use these ISDN desk top approvals. I work for artists and producers all over the world and it's extremely difficult for us to be in the studio together after the tracks have been recorded. People's schedules are just too complex. So I mix in my own studio and use EDnet to deliver my mixes electronically to the producer or artist at whatever location they might be.

'Typically the studio on the receiving end runs off a DAT and delivers it to the producer's hotel or local residence. In less than a day I've received back his instructions or comments and I'm back at work. It's quite efficient and it keeps the mix process fresher. Occasionally I'll be lucky enough to find the producer at work in a studio that can receive a digital audio transmission and we have the luxury of being able to discuss the mix as he hears it.

'Once in a while I use it for overdubs. Recently we did guitar overdubs with Sony's studios in New York for a Daryl Hall project. The guitar player was in my studio and he played directly to tape in New York. Now that costs of both equipment and connections are coming down, it is the lack of a 'standard' coding system that is without doubt the key reason why most studios have yet to invest in ISDN infrastructure. Murphy's Law says that whatever coding system a studio buys, the first client through the door will want to connect with a facility that has chosen a different one.

One alternative is to rent—and there are now a number of places worldwide that offer this service—but there is a fundamental drawback in adopting this philosophy ISDN is about immediacy, not just the times when an ISDN link is required it is because the client needs it now—not tomorrow or the day after. Unless the studio is within easy reach of the hire company the whole point is lost as a tape can be shipped anywhere in the world and for those without easy access to a rental firm, there is an alternative. If, for example, a studio equipped with an MPEG Layer II system needs to hook up with another facility that only has an apt unit, it is possible to route through a transcoding service. Admittedly there are only a very limited number of facilities offering this service at present—and the connection cost can be high if such a service is in a country other than that of the sending or receiving studio—but the option is there in case of emergency. There is, though, one other drawback of transcoding and that is the issue of cascading codecs, which can cause significant audio degradation and result in long coding delays. It is, in fact, unlikely that audio routed in this manner would be usable for any mastering or lay-back application.'
Pushing the State Of Your Art

PROJECT X has arrived, pushing the state of your creative/mixing art to the very edge of the digital audio realm...

RSP Technologies proudly introduces an incredible new all digital, fully automated, modular mixing console. Custom configure your Project X to suit the most demanding of needs. Choose from analog with 20 bit converters, AES/EBU, TDIF, or ADAT I/Os to interconnect directly with MDMs or DAWs. Expandable in configurations up to 64 inputs, Project X offers 110dB dynamic range, multiple DSP effects, complete automation of every mix function and snapshot. Each input channel includes dynamics control, HUSH noise reduction, 4-band parametric EQ, Hi & Low pass filters, digital delay line, stereo linking and 8 aux. sends. Control it all without stretching from the comfortable center sweet spot in front of the Master Module and the joystick panner for the integral digital Circle Surround Encoder. A full Project X console is only five feet wide! All I/O cards are located in the CPU rack along with the power supply and optional microphone preamplifiers. Interconnects between the control surface and the rack unit are via a power supply and serial digital cable per module. Having no connections between modules allows for many visually exciting and ergonomic console design possibilities. The digital audio world will never be the same. Neither will your art.


Typical Analog In to AES/EBU Out.

RSP Technologies, Circle Surround and HUSH are registered trademarks of Rocktron Corporation. ADAT is a registered trademark of Alesis. TDIF is a registered trademark of Tascam.
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The M149 – Neumann’s New Tube

Remember the saying “If it don’t glow, it don’t go”? Those of you old enough will remember the glory days of valve mics. The warmth. The crystal clarity.

And now Neumann have launched their first new tube mic for over 30 years. From the heritage of the classic M49 and U47 mics, the M149 is born.

There can be no finer mic for recording classical and natural acoustic applications and, capable of handling SPLs of 120dB (THD<0.5%), it will take any brass or percussion instrument in its stride.

With 9 switchable patterns and the lowest self-noise of any tube mic on the market, the M149 has been designed for today’s digital recording.

Practical use of the ISDN network in professional audio requires that sound be digitised and data compressed before transmission which inevitably results in a compromise in quality. **Mike Collins** assesses some available systems

**THE TELEPHONE NETWORK** is regarded as pretty sexy these days and with the cost of switched connections and bandwidth set to come down rapidly over the next few years, it's set to become more so.

ISDN is a digital connection to the telephone system using 64kbps channels. The basic installation known as ISDN2 - Basic Rate ISDN (BRI) in the US - provides two 64kbps data channels, so two or more may be needed for extra bandwidth. If you need more than three pairs of channels, then it is more cost-effective to go for ISDN30 - Primary Rate ISDN (PRI) in the US - which can provide up to 30 64kbps channels using a single cable.

The bandwidth of 16-bit, 44.1kHz audio requires data transfer rates of more than 1.5M bits per second, so at 64kbps per channel you would need to use maybe 24 channels to achieve real-time transfer. For this reason, various data compression algorithms have been developed to allow real-time transfer using less channels.

All the units considered here feature A-D and D-A converters to which you can hook up your analogue or digital audio feeds, with codecs to compress the audio before transmission and to decompress the audio in real time on reception. Depending on the transmission path used there will always be a propagation delay, which could be as much as 250ms or more. You also need to take into account the processing time for the encoding - decoding which varies significantly between different systems. When two-way communications are involved, you should choose a system with the minimum processing delay, so the apt codec beats the Layer III codecs, for instance. For other applications, the delay times may not be an issue or you may be able to compensate for these.

Dolby, apt, CDQ and Telos are the systems mostly being used. The CCS and Telos units are widely used for broadcast applications while Dolby is used mainly in postproduction for film and music recording. Most of the Japanese AM and FM stereo distribution network uses apt DSM100s and these are also used by Classic FM, several ILRs and various postproduction houses in the UK.

The Telos units will be of great interest to recording studios as well as providing compatibility with the CCS units for broadcast work - depending on the transmission path used there will always be a propagation delay, which could be as much as 250ms or more.

As the Layer III coding is more than acceptable for auditioning purposes and could certainly be used for overdubs, it is worth noting that the Telos and CCS units both offer stereo audio at 128kbps using Layer III while the apt and Dolby codecs can't send stereo at less than 256kbps - so the former will cost less in connection charges. As far as compatibility is concerned, the Telos and Dolby units will connect with the CDQ units at up to 128kbps using Layer II, although APT won't as it is a proprietary system.

Previously, compatibility problems stemmed from the fact that different manufacturers designed their own IMUX implementations - so Layer II codecs on one could not talk to Layer II codecs on another. The ITU have now defined the J52 IMUX standard which is intended to be an integral part of a codec design so that any IMUX will be compatible with any other manufacturer's MPEG codecs.

Early ADPCM coding won't let you achieve more than about 7kHz bandwidth using the G.722 protocol so you would mostly use this for compatibility with older installations. Currently, Layer II is the most widely-used coding scheme, while the 'new kid on the block' is Layer III. A recent Technical Note from Audio Precision reveals that Layer II is restricted to about 10kHz when used on a single 64kbps ISDN channel. Also, Layer III joint stereo mode reduces stereo separation when used on two ISDN channels. It turns out that nearly all the discrete channel information above about 6kHz actually appears on both channels of the codec output. Layer III, on the other hand, gives you 15kHz mono on a single channel - which is a perfect match for FM broadcast work. Layer III also offers better stereo separation and can be configured for dual-mono on two channels.

These codecs all use 'lossy' algorithms.

**Dolby DP524, DP503 and Multiband VSX**
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always be borne in mind especially if there is any intention to use the audio for mastering to CD. Probably the best way to use these real-time systems in music recording studios at present is to simply let the producer at the base studio audition in real-time until he has the take he wants—while the real audio is mastered to DAT at the remote studio and couriered to the base studio immediately afterwards. A quicker way to transfer mixes from remote locations is by using an ISDN circuit for non-real-time file transfer from a computer-based digital audio workstation. For instance, a Sound Designer II, AIFF or WAV file containing the audio could be transferred at about 1Mb/min using the 4-Sight ISDN system which is available for Macintosh computers.

I TRIED Zephyr 9202 using Layer II Joint Stereo and the audio quality looping back from a remote unit was excellent. I could hear slight differences in the quality of the encoded-decoded audio compared with the original material coming from CD—amounting to a barely-perceptible coarsening of the sound. Layer III, on the other hand, sounded virtually indistinguishable to the source material on the selections I auditioned. The Dolby DP503 was similarly easy to program. A particularly neat feature is the onboard talkback which lets you talk to people at the far end without having to make a separate phone call. I auditioned the Dolby system hooked up to the same ISDN-2 as the Telos unit and used Layer II Mono to dial one unit from the other to make sure they were compatible—which they were.

To get an idea of how the other algorithms sounded, I set the Dolby unit to loop back to itself so that I could audition encoded-decoded audio. Using AC-2 at 384kbps or 256kbps I could hear no difference. Using Layer II at 128kbps all I could hear was a slight loss in quality at the high end. Using one channel of Layer II at 64kbps, the quality was easily good enough for speech, but left something to be desired for music. Using AC-3 at 128kbps the quality was extremely good, but there was a noticeable loss of spaciousness due to the high-frequency rolloff at 15kHz. At 256kbps there was a marginal loss at high frequencies and at 384kbps and above I could hear no difference. Using two channels of AC-3 at 64kbps I could hear phasing and stereo imaging shifts, while using AC-3 in mono over one 64kbps channel was fairly acceptable—despite the restricted bandwidth.

A quicker way to transfer mixes from remote locations is by using an ISDN circuit for non-real-time file transfer.
EVERY PICTURE TELLS A STORY

ULTRA-CURVE A 24-Bit Dual-DSP Processor Mainframe With Auto Graphic EQ, Real Time Analyzer, Parametric EQ/Notch Filter, Feedback Destroyer, Limiter, Gate, Input/Output Level Meter, MIDI Implementation, Delay Option And More.

PARAMETRIC EQ/NOTCH FILTER
3 bands per channel of parametric equalization with +16 to -48 dB of gain range, line-tunable between 2 octaves and 1/6th of an octave.

DIGITAL STEREO 31-BAND, TRUE RESPONSE, AUTO-Q GRAPHIC EQUALIZER
Up to 100 EQ curves can be named, stored, copied, inverted, added and subtracted. True response ensures that WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET!

INPUT/OUTPUT METERING
The ULTRA-CURVE offers full input/output high precision metering capability. Permanent RMS and Peak reading as well as various reference levels are a matter of course.

REAL TIME ANALYZER
High-resolution RTA with Peak, Hold, Variable integration time and 10 user memories. A noise & sinewave generator enables for automatic room-equalization.

FEEDBACK DESTROYER
Any of 6 parametric EO bands can “seek and destroy” unwanted feedback frequencies dynamically. THE perfect solution for all live applications.

LIMITER, NOISE GATE
Limiter with variable threshold and IGC® protects against overload without distortion. Digital Noise Gate with IGC® provides a level-dependent expansion ratio for “jitter free” performance.

These pictures only tell part of the story. If you’re involved in sound installation, touring sound or simply looking for the ultimate digital signal processing “tool kit” for your musical suite, audition the ULTRA-CURVE.

UPDATE V2.0, NOW ON THE WEB! "WWW.BEHRINGER.DE" • MIDI-SYSEX-CONTROL & DATA DUMPS • TOTAL-REMOTE VIA PC • EQ-DESIGN • FASTER GATE & LIMITER • NEW 20-BIT CONVERTERS

BEHRINGER
Your Ear Is Your Judge

For more information about the ULTRA-CURVE and the interactive world of BEHRINGER please visit our Internet site http://www.behringer.de or contact:

BEHRINGER UK Tel. +44 (0)1483 - 458877, Fax - 458822 BEHRINGER France S.A.R.L Tel. +33 (0)4 7804 4416, Fax - (0)4 7804 4429
BEHRINGER Spezialie Studiotechnik GmbH, Tel. +49 (0)2134-92 06 66, Fax - 42 85 23 BEHRINGER AG, Tel. +41 (0)56-250 44 54, Fax - 250 44 56
ELTNER Musikinstrumente Tel. +43 (0)3572 - 85419, Fax - 82144 BEHRINGER Benelux b.v. Tel. +31 (0) 73 - 513 0000, Fax - 513 0778
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**THE CCS CDQ** Prima units contain both an encoder and a decoder featuring 18-bit D-A and A-D converters and offer mono, dual-mono, stereo or joint stereo over a wide range of transmission and sampling rates. The CDQ Prima 210 and 220 2U-high 19-inch rackmount units feature both analogue XLR line in and out, plus AES-EBU in, out and sync in. Units can optionally be fitted with SPDIF and optical digital I-O and both feature a dial and control keypad, while the 220 also provides push-button control over headphones and cue indication. Both units have built-in terminal adaptors, J.52 inverse multiplexing and automatic coding algorithm detection. Other optional features are contact closures, AES-EBU interfaces with rare adaption, synchronous data, 22.05kHz and 44.1kHz sampling rates, and so forth.

The codec supports MPEG Layer III and Layer II of MPEG1 and 2 at sampling rates of 16kHz, 24kHz, 32kHz and 48kHz, as well as G.722. Layer II is also available at 22.05kHz and 44.1kHz sampling rates. Codec configurations can be stored and later accessed by speed dial functions.

The original proprietary CCS inverse multiplexing is still supported for compatibility with the older CDQ2000 range. This only worked up to 128kbps—previously you needed an external IMUX to work at up to 384kbps. The new J.52 standard used in the CDQPRIMA now goes all the way up to 384kbps.

These models can also send and receive RS232-C computer data along with the audio—for computer file transfer, email, broadcast and traffic messaging systems or message printing at remote sites. CDQPRIMA also supports SMPTE for synchronising far-end video and audio recorders for voice overs.

**EACH TELOS** Zephyr unit acts as both a

![Transmitter and receiver](image)

transmitter and a receiver and up to 20kHz audio can be transmitted on one ISDN channel using Layer III coding. Mono 15kHz operation can be accomplished on a single ISDN channel. The Zephyr primarily uses MPEG Layer III audio—which most listeners say they cannot distinguish from the source—and incorporates MPEG Layer II and G.722 codecs. You can use any of these to send or receive without having to choose the same for send as receive. Layer II coding requires two channels of 64kbps to achieve a mono audio bandwidth greater than 10kHz, whereas with Layer III you can get 15kHz mono with only one 64kbps channel, incurring half the call costs. You can then use the other channel for telephone calls or to connect to another site independently.

Sample rate conversion is available and rates of 32kHz, 44.2kHz and 48kHz are supported. You get an LCD array for metering

**THE OKTAVA MK319 CARDIOID CONDENSER**

The preferred mic of choice for a rapidly expanding group of producers, engineers, and artists worldwide. We gave one each to the producer Edwyn Collins, the engineer Edwyn Collins, and the artist Edwyn Collins, to see what they thought...

![Mics](image)

...all three agreed

**THEY'D NEVER KNOWN A MIC LIKE THIS BEFORE!**

![Oktava](image)

![The original proprietary CCS inverse multiplexing is still supported for compatibility with the older CDQ2000 range](image)

and an LCD screen to display settings, with a keypad to make the settings from the front panel. An autodial function lets you preset the codec settings and telephone numbers of the remote locations. A call-duration timer, headphone jack, mic/line inputs, input protection limiting, and a remote control capability are also provided. Windows software is supplied—featuring a Comms mode with two text windows for bidirectional communication between sites and a Control mode to program settings for local or remote units. An RS232 serial data port running at 9600bps allows communications and control data to be transmitted simultaneously with the audio. A terminal adaptor is built-in and an optional data port with V.35 and X.21 network interfaces is also available.

**THE DSM 100** from apt is available as a stand-alone unit or as a 3U-high rack...
The new Behringer EURODESK MX 3282 Live/Recording 8-Bus Console

5 minutes to go...

... until the show begins! You've spent endless nights rehearsing with the band, gone through every step of the stage performance again and again in your mind's eye and done everything to achieve perfect sound. The mixing console has become the heart of your equipment. For your stage and studio work you've got high expectations about sound, flexibility and reliability - there's no room for compromise.

We listened to you.

The EURODESK MX 3282 is a true 8-bus console using the ultimate low-noise technology in the world. Our exclusive "Ultra-Low Impedance Design", based on the ICs NJM 4580 guarantees unbeatable audio performance. The MX 3282 gives you 24 channels with discrete microphone preamps, 3-band EQs with parametric mids and low-cut filters, as well as 4 stereo channels with 4-band EQs. All channels feature 8 aux sends (pre/post switchable), -20dB peak LEDs, SOLO/PFL and mute functions plus full routing facilities to 8 sub-groups. 4 stereo returns, a 2-track input, an onboard talkback section and a robust 100W external power supply complete the MX 3282's catalogue of professional features.

Like all Behringer units, the MX 3282 is manufactured in compliance with the stringent ISO 9000 standard. Of course we use nothing but best-quality components, such as those made by Panasonic etc. Does any other manufacturer grant you a warranty of up to 5 years?

Easy sound check, standing ovations, crystal-clear recordings, perfect mixdown, best-selling CDs. All you need is just one console - the MX 3282. It's been hard work, and now success is yours!

![BEHRINGER](http://www.behringer.de)

*Unlike other mixers which use industry standard operational amplifiers of type 4560, all Behringer mixers are exclusively equipped with the superior type NJM 4580, for the highest level of quiet musical audio performance.*

Get more information about the EURODESKS and the Interactive World of Behringer! Hotline: +49(0)2154-920666 Internet http://www.behringer.de

*BEHRINGER* Spezielle Studiotechnik GmbH Tel. +49 (0)2154-92 06 0, Fax. -42 85 23
*BEHRINGER* UK Ltd. Tel.: +44 1483 - 45 8877, Fax: +45 8822
*BEHRINGER* France S.A.R.L. Tel.: +33 4 - 7804 4416, Fax: -7804 4429
*BEHRINGER* España S.L. Tel.: +34 (9) 1 766 1398, Fax 1 383 5052
*BEHRINGER* AG Tel. +41 (0)56 - 250 4454, Fax - 250 4456
*BEHRINGER* Benelux b.v. Tel. +31 (0) 73 - 513 0000, Fax - 513 0778
*SAMSON Technologies Corp.* +1 516 364 2244, Fax 516 364 3888
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Teles Zephyr digital network audio transceiver

The Zephyr digital network audio transceiver is designed to mount and use proprietary apt-X100 ADPCM data compression with a fixed compression ratio of 4:1. This is particularly suitable for live 2-way broadcast applications due to an exceptionally low coding delay—best 2.8ms for 48kHz sampling rate audio and capable of delivering 22.5kHz stereo.

The DSM100 features an integral digital sample rate converter, with time code and RS232 features and another analogue balanced line or digital AES-EBU connections. A range of sampling frequencies from 16kHz to 48kHz can be used—and the DSM100 uses a 16-bit, 64x oversampling A-D convertor with an 18-bit, 8x oversampling D-A.

A new unit is under development using apt-Q scalable compression operating from 256kbps up to 56kbps and supporting compression ratios between 5:1 and 18:1.

You need a terminal adaptor to connect to the ISDN lines and if you are using an IMUX you need to use apt's proprietary design. apt recommends that you partner the DSM100 with their Pro Link Manager—which includes a terminal adaptor and an IMUX and lets you store up to 50 locations with their ISDN telephone numbers and bandwidth settings. Worldnet Voyager software is provided to let you control the ProLink and DSM100 using a PC.

Multiple 64kbps channels can be configured to deliver 15kHz stereo at 256kbps—requiring four 64kbps channels. To achieve 20kHz stereo, say for an orchestral session, (and especially if you require multiple encoding and decoding) you might use the highest bit-rates—requiring three ISDN2 lines to give 384kbps. One channel at 64kbps gives 7kHz bandwidth in mono, while with 128kbps given one 15kHz or two 7.5kHz paths. Operational modes include one location, single-mono; one location dual-mono or stereo; or two locations, two separate mono—which can make two independent mono links to two different locations at the same time. If a line drops, the system will drop back to the next lower data rate, automatically redial, and restore the channel within 100ms.

A new unit is under development using apt-Q scalable compression operating from 256kbps up to 56kbps and supporting compression ratios between 5:1 and 18:1.

At 32kHz sampling rate up to 15kHz stereo at 56kbps and at 48kHz sampling it will deliver 20kHz audio at 128kbps. So for live broadcast or for auditioning purposes one ISDN channel gives 15kHz stereo using one 64kbps channel with a compression ratio of about 20:1.

**DOLBY'S UNITS** Feature Dolby AC-2, AC-3 and Layer II coding algorithms, with variable data rates from 56kbps to 448kbps, a digital resolution of 18 bits and sampling rates of 32kHz, 44.1kHz or 48kHz, with a time delay ranging from 12ms to 210ms for the encode-decode process (depending on the coding algorithms used). The network delay is 1.4 seconds. The package includes the Ascend TA/IMUX which can support up to four ISDN2, four ISDN2 connections, or ISDN30. The basic configuration has four ISDN2 interfaces allowing data connections at up to 512kbps. File transfers are also possible using the Ascend unit.

Record labels are using Dolby Fax for mix approvals direct from the A&R office to the studio and musicians can use the system to overlay BGM to remote studio locations. Film studios use the Dolby Fax system for ISDN for near real-time dubbing and synchronizing digital sound. The picture is at one studio while the audio originates from another. An optional time-code module is available to control the timing of a remote VTR—transmitting and receiving both time code and time-code and 9-pin machine control during a Dolby Fax session.

Dolby AC-2 digital audio coding provides 20Hz–20kHz bandwidth in the standard units. The latest Dolby 2-channel DP503 encoders and DP524 decoders now support E5.
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AC-2, Dolby Digital (AC-3) and MPEG layer II algorithms at bit rates from 56kbps to 384kbps—allowing connectivity with other models from CCS, Telos and RE. The new units can also store the name, ISDN phone number and desired algorithm, enabling virtually automatic ISDN connection.

4-SIGHT'S SCII are available either as PCI or NuBus versions and are paired with 4-Sight ISDN Manager software to provide non-real-time file transfer over ISDN. A PC version has just been released. Other cards which will work with ISDN Manager include the Euronis Planet series, the Harmonix Quattro series, the OST MacSNet card and the Hermstedt Leonardo series. You install the ISDN card in the back of your Mac and then use the ISDN Manager software to select any file or files from your data storage drives which you wish to transmit to a remote location. For audio, you will typically be using Sound Designer II, AIFF or possibly WAV files—the PC-compatible format. You will also need an audio system with a digital audio connection such as the SonicStudio 16.24 or Pro Tools III to let you digitise your mixes.

A 45Mh stereo Sound Designer II 16-bit, 44.1kHz file took about 40 minutes to transfer across London between two project studios—with no problems encountered transferring in either direction. This is comparable with the time it would take to bike a tape from one side of London to the other, but for longer distances, this method beats any other—and no data compression is involved, so you can transfer files for mastering.

Some studios are now installing both this system and a real-time one which they use to approve the recording at lower quality before the finished mixes are transferred non-real-time.

**CONTACTS**

**CS EUROPE**
Ludwigstrasse 45, D-85399
Hallbergmoos, Postfach 60,
Germany.
Tel: +49 811 160.
Fax: +49 855 160.
E-mail: ccs-europe@proaudio.de

**UK:** Nicral, 6 Pelhams Court,
Marlborough, Wilts SN8 2AT.
Tel: +44 1672 513727.
Fax: +44 1672 515750.
E-mail: email nicral.net

**TELOS**
2101 Superior Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio 44114, US.
Tel: +1 216 241 7225.
Fax: +1 216 241 4103.
E-Mail: info zephyr.com
Web: www.zephyr.com

**UK:** Plasmec Systems,
Grosvenor House, 36 North Lane,
Aldershot, Hants GU1 4GQ.
Tel: +44 1252 366300.
Fax: +44 1252 366301.

**AUDIO PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY**
Edgewater Road, Belfast BT3 9JQ, Northern Ireland, UK.
Tel: +44 1232 371110.
Fax: +44 1232 371137.
Web: www.aptx.com

**DOLBY LABORATORIES,**
100 Potrero Avenue, San Francisco,
California 94103-4813, US.
Tel +1 415 558 0200.
Fax: +1 415 863 1373.
Web: www.dolby.com

**UK:** Dolby Laboratories,
Wootton Bassett, Wiltshire SN4 8QJ.
Tel: +44 1793 842100.
Fax: +44 1793 842101.

**4-SIGHT, UK.**
Tel: +44 1202 758400.
Fax: +44 1202 758444.
E-mail: tech_support four-sight.co.uk
DA-20
High quality DAT mastering

DA-P1
Professional portable DAT

DAT Control
Pro performance DAT

DA-60 MKII
Advanced timecode DAT

DA-30 MKII
Professional studio DAT

TASCAM 5 Marlin House, The Croxley Centre, Watford, Herts. WD1 8YA. Brochure Hotline 01923 819630
Mr Blue Sky

You love the euphemisms, but loathe the reality—vapourware or blue sky technology, none of it works. The idea of beta testing in the field is not new, but it's already frighteningly familiar writes KEVIN HILTON

Living creatures have a long, painful journey from inception to maturity. With equipment—which designers and manufacturers like to think of as having a similar birth process—it has to be more instantaneous: the idea is conceived, formed and then everyone expects it to work straight out of the box.

This final stage is heralded by the product launch, sometimes an elaborate jolly accompanied by speeches, warm drinks and a few dead things on sticks. As someone who has attended a number of such events, it's odd when you suddenly experience déjà vu. This can happen because the phrase 'product launch' covers a multitude: there are prototype showings, previews, American launches, European launches, UK launches, relaunches and the type of launches bought by publicists who do very well out of organising all these things.

What soon becomes apparent is that although a product is being launched, it is not necessarily ready to be plugged in and used. If anyone starts yelling about this it could be interesting to look at the period between an introduction and when units start shipment. Early last year I was invited to see something new and talk to the designer, after which I wrote an article. That product has only now started shipping.

The joke is that during the interview I asked whether it was actually ready, much to the chagrin of one of the marketing people, who haughtily proclaimed that they didn't deal in 'blue sky technology'. The explanation is that although the product was in place, it took longer than anticipated to get into production.

While annoying, at least end-users in this case have not had to struggle through trying to make a barely finished piece of equipment work. Unlike other misfortunes.

The stories of blue sky technology, or vapourware, abound in broadcasting; tales of much hyped new formats that are immediately ordered by stations, who then spend agonising months, or even years, trying to get them to work properly.

There is the national TV station that took a large consignment of a new VT format amid much publicity, even though technical observers couldn't see why the equipment had been introduced at all because previous technology was still relatively new and working well. Stories were rife of visitors being shown round the machine rooms, proudly featuring the machines, which were then off-lined as soon as the strangers left with Post-It notes stuck on the facia panels warning engineers not to use them.

As you can tell from my reticence to name names, these incidents are not in the public domain, they are merely rumour, hearsay or whispered stories followed by the phrase, 'Please don't print this.'

Even if I wanted to, which I do, there would be trouble. Proving it is a problem because as soon as the notebook comes out, everybody clams up or the spin doctors are brought in to talk the manufacturer and client out of the hole they've built for themselves. Or the informants are written off as embittered ex-employees, who suddenly go very quiet when asked again about the situation.

Then there are the veiled commercial threats always levelled at trade magazines. So it went on—much to the frustration of those forced to deal with the situation and the journos who knew there was a story but were frustrated by smoke screens and stonewalling.

Then things changed—slightly.

Last year a fly-on-the-wall documentary called Nightmare On Canary Wharf was broadcast, chronicling the traumatic birth of UK cable channel Live TV. Amid the in-fighting, running, shouting and swearing as executives, production staff and technicians headed to the air date, there was a telling comment. Talking about the Avid nonlinear video system, soon to be departed executive Janet Street-Porter wailed, 'We've got all this wonderful technology and it doesn't work.'

It was a crystallising moment. Naturally Avid brought in the fire-fighters, who pointed to other, successful installations—in America, oddly enough—and laid the blame squarely on those operating the systems. Still, it was blood, if only a couple of cups rather than a bucket. It also reinforced a theory, that digital and computer technology was, logically, going to be more prone to start-up troubles due to its very nature.

Analogue could always limp along but if digital doesn't work, it doesn't work and once a computer crashes the wreck-age is spread all over the jungle.

Whether Nightmare On Canary Wharf, and its sequel, has given people the confidence to be honest is doubtful but some are now admitting early mistakes. D-Vision, which set out to be 'Avid on the PC', recently held a press conference where its new president-CEO, Paul Reilly, admitted that the company had 'come to

The stories of blue sky technology, or vapourware, abound in broadcasting; tales of much hyped new formats that are immediately ordered by stations, who then spend agonising months, or even years, trying to get them to work properly

market too early', with software that wasn't finished. The repercussions included its UK distributor collapsing because the product wasn't ready.

While early problems can perhaps be forgiven because the market was still trying to work out a very new technology, this is no longer the case. Computer-based and nonlinear is still a young technology but its widespread usage shows maturity and with maturity should come honesty.

It does nobody—the manufacturers, the suppliers, the broadcasters, even the mags—any good if everybody pretends that all is well when, deep down, we know that it isn't.
Take your recording and editing facility with you wherever you go. Now you can have a portable, multitrack studio by combining Digigram's Xtrack™ with our revolutionary new PCXpocket™. Just imagine a production studio in your laptop—the possibilities are boundless!

**Xtrack plus PCXpocket editing and processing features**
- PCM-linear and MPEG Audio compressed modes
- Simultaneous record and playback
- Up to 16 MPEG Audio monolocks on 2 inputs/outputs
- Punch in/Punch out
- Time-stretching
- Pitch-adjustment
- Noise reduction
- Track merging/Track mixing
- Sound library
- Unlimited number of undo

**PCXpocket**
- PC Card type II (PCMCIA)
- Two balanced mic/line inputs
- Two unbalanced outputs at line or headphone level
- *Performances depend on the PC used.

---

Parc de Pré Milliet
38330 Montbonnot • France
Tel: +33 (0)4 76 52 47 47
Fax: +33 (0)4 76 52 18 44
E-mail: info@digigram.com

See us at AES, booth 3E21
Kickin' phat' npunchin' basstastic soundin'
If ISDN can claim to have changed any aspect of audio working it is that of broadcasting. SIMON CROFT catalogue the changes on an American radio show hosted from a London club

AS EVERYONE in radio-land knows, ISDN is a convenient and cost-effective technology that enables surprisingly good audio to get from A-B or even A-Z. Sometimes it can even be a bit of fun.

This was certainly the case when two radio stations from the New York area—WPJY and WHDJ—got together for the 10th year running to host live programs from different floors of London club The Rock Garden. The event ran for the best part of a week. In addition to interviews with a list of guests that read like a slightly selective Who’s Who of British pop, the two stations got their captive stars to provide ‘unplugged’ performances on-air.

In the intimate atmosphere of The Rock Garden, the stations simply set up their wares on the same pub furniture provided for the audience. For those of us at the venue, this gave the event the feel of a slightly rowdy folk club—plenty of beer and good music, without everyone fawning over the performers.

Keeping the system running smoothly behind the scenes was Rick Carr of Remote Possibilities, based in Las Vegas. Carr provides sound services for radio stations all over the world and this was the eighth annual Rock Garden event on which he had worked. The technology was essentially straightforward.

‘Basically, there’s an ISDN line, ISDN 2,’ Carr explains from the basement of the crowded venue. ‘We’re using the Comrex DXR codec and the terminal adaptor is called the Blue Phone, that’s how they rented it to me!’

Because the ISDN line has two bidirectional channels, Carr was able to use the single codec and terminal adaptor to serve both stations simultaneously. The signal goes via digital ISDN to the station, where they have basically the same equipment and it gives you about a 10kHz mono feed in both directions. We have a CD player here but almost all the music and everything is done back at the station.

‘What’s coming from us is really the same as the jock’s microphone in the studio—they just have to bring it up on the board,’ Carr says there were no problems caused by the difference between the Switched 56 system used in the US and the 64kbs ISDN found in Europe and elsewhere. On the other hand, the fact that British Telecom somehow lost the order for the line meant some last-minute help from an unexpected source.

‘As long as BT get the line they’re supposed to, then it works,’ Carr agrees. ‘But a lot of times when I get over here to London I call the phone company and say, “How come my line’s not installed?” and like on this trip it was a case of, “Oops we forgot!” So they came in Saturday morning and they installed it for us.’

‘They had some ISDN installers and these guys are mainly assigned to Buckingham Palace. When BT realised they had screwed up and forgot to put the order through, they just grabbed the guys that were available, took them away from Buckingham Palace and sent them here. They said, “Ah it’s just a government job, it can wait!”

WHETHER HM THE QUEEN lost a lot of valuable work-over that week as a result is unrecorded, so to speak. What is certainly true is that this simple system sent interviews and performances without hitch to WPJY in Albany New York and WHDJ from Providence Rhode Island.

In contrast, Carr recalls the troublesome and delay ridden days of satellite links. ‘When you had to get broadcasters to put in and then go up to the satellite from here in London, pull down in New York and then turned around through a domestic satellite in the States...’ Carr pauses, as even he seems to have difficulty remembering how many links this particular chain was supposed to have.

‘You had two satellite links and the ISDN with the cueing from the States would come back over a regular telephone line and that had to be put through the system...’ Sufficient to say, by the time the audio had made it across the Atlantic, you could sing “Blue Suede Shoes” through it.

‘This is so much easier nowadays, and the quality is just as good,’ Carr continues. ‘There is virtually no delay because it is travelling through fibre optic at the speed of light, as compared to satellite which was microwave, so it wasn’t the speed of sound but it was pretty close.’

For confirmation of this happy state of affairs, Heerere’s Bobby—a WPJY deejay with a real-life voice that sounds like a walrus making a late night phone call to Mrs Walrus.

‘We do two broadcasts on the road a year, it’s in the contract, one in London and one in Los Angeles and we go out on the road if we need to beyond that. It’s gotten easier with ISDN,’ he confirms. ‘Without the satellite you don’t have to worry about the slap any more. The sound is obviously much better.

‘It is easier to do, the talent is always unbearable but at least you don’t have to worry about whether it is raining I can remember when you went out with a Shure mixer and that was it. Now with this stuff, we have the chance to do what we do in our own studios!’

Actually, the equipment list at the Rock Garden included a Shure mixer but it was only for backup. The two stations had virtually identical setups based on a Mackie 1604VLZ desk, two Shure Beta 58 microphones apiece—both loaned by the manufacturers—plus some Sennheiser MD421s of Carr’s.

Taking care of the sound balance for WPJY was engineer Eddie Kramer, famous for his work with Jimi Hendrix. ‘When we mixed Ian Anderson, we were using a Di Right into the board and the Shure Betas,’ he comments. ‘It was very dry. There was no reverb, nothing and people like that because there is an immediacy to it.’

Perhaps ‘immediacy’ was something of an understatement, as Kramer explains. There is an urgency to the situation because you have to get in and get the sound. Literally, I’ve between 60 and 90 seconds to get the balance. You just do it on the fly.'
Digital audio links
for broadcasters

BCF256
Over fixed or ISDN links such as those used for studio networking, STLs and temporary outside broadcasts, this full duplex Broadcast Communications Frame facilitates FM quality stereo digital audio up to 20kHz. The new BCF256 provides a host of features including auxiliary data and integral fail-safe ISDN back-up. An optional digital I/O is available.

DRT128
Designed for the reporter on the move, the DRT128 Digital Reporter Terminal enables speedy direct dial connection to the ISDN through an integral terminal adapter for the simultaneous transmission and reception of broadcast quality audio. Robust and lightweight, the DRT128 provides a variety of transmission options - including stereo.

NXL256
The cost effective solution to networking over dedicated links, the NXL256 Broadcast Network Transceiver is an apt-X based codec with provision for back up feed, providing the assurance of programme continuity. A robust and compact codec, the NXL256 is designed for bandwidths from 6.5kHz mono to 19kHz stereo.

APT
AUDIO PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY

Headquarters Tel: +44 0 1232 371110
Japan Tel: +81 3 3520 1020
United States Tel: +1 213 463 2963
URL: http://www.aptx.com

Whatever your broadcast application, only APT provides the most comprehensive, proven and compatible solution to high quality digital audio links. Characterised by the lowest available coding delay - APT codes provide the most robust and economic audio distribution available, in applications throughout your broadcast operation.
The compression of audio for transmission or storage depends upon auditory masking to conceal the approximations due to bit rate saving. **John Watkinson** examines the action of stereo masking techniques and some presents practical listening tests.

**Progress has meant** that there is increasingly less to say about the digital domain. When well engineered, the PCM digital domain does so little damage to sound quality that the problems of the remaining analogue parts usually dominate. The one serious exception to this is lossy compression which does not preserve the original waveform and must therefore be carefully assessed.

By well-engineered, I mean that performance actually meets psychoacoustic requirements. The appropriate criteria can only be found by subjective tests. Consequently I have been doing some research into stereo perception. This has led to some interesting conclusions, particularly regarding loudspeakers and compressors, which turn out to be related.

Experiments showed long ago that even technically poor stereo was always preferred to pristine mono. This is because we are accustomed to sounds and reverb coming from all different directions in real life.

I have found that non-ideal loudspeakers act like compressors in that they conceal or mask information in the audio signal. If a real compressor is tested with non-ideal loudspeakers certain deficiencies of the compressor will not be heard and it may erroneously be assumed that the compressor is transparent when in fact it is not. Others, notably the late Michael Gerzon, have suggested that compression artefacts which are inaudible in mono may be audible in stereo. I have found this to be true. I have also found that the spatial compression of non-ideal stereo loudspeakers conceals real spatial compression artefacts. In my view, stereophonic reproduction must pay as much attention to the spatial accuracy as it does to the traditional aspects such as frequency response, but traditionally this has seldom been done.

**The human hearing** mechanism has an ability to concentrate on one of many simultaneous sound sources based on direction. The brain appears to be able to insert a controllable time delay in the nerve signals from one ear with respect to the other so that when sound arrives from a given direction the nerve signals from both ears are coherent causing the binaural threshold of hearing to be 3dB–6dB better than monaural at around 4kHz. Sounds arriving from other directions are incoherent and are heard less well. This is known as the 'cocktail party effect'.

Human hearing can also locate a number of different sound sources simultaneously by constantly comparing excitation patterns from the two ears with different delays. Strong correlation will be found where the delay is...
GREAT SPEAKERS OF OUR TIME

Powerful. Captivating. Original. Distinctive. Great speakers grab you by the ears and demand to be listened to. Quested's new V range brings the same qualities to the smaller studio with four compact, high performance reference monitors. Designed to deliver honest, uncoloured sound you can rely on, with extra low-end punch and accurate stereo imaging across the whole frequency spectrum, they stand head and shoulders above the crowd. Just as you'd expect any great speaker to do.
“Audio Signal Processing that isn’t gated, divided, or limited by convention”
from the time of arrival difference at the two ears of the first version of a transient. This phenomenon is known as the precedence effect. Versions which may arrive from elsewhere simply add to the perceived loudness but do not change the perceived location of the source unless they arrive within the interval delay of about 700µs when the precedence effect breaks down and the perceived direction can be pulled away from that of the first arriving source by an increase in level. Fig.1 shows that this area is known as the time-intensity trading region. Once the maximum interaural delay is exceeded, the hearing mechanism knows that the time difference must be due to reverberation and the trading ceases to change with level. Unfortunately, reflections with delays of the order of 700µs are exactly what are provided by the traditional rectangular loudspeaker with sharp corners. I have found that these are clearly audible, which is not new, but confirms what others have been asserting for decades.

Intensity stereo, the type you get with coincident mics or pan pots, works purely by amplitude differences at the two loudspeakers. The two signals should be exactly in phase. As both ears hear both speakers the result is that the space between the speakers and the ears turns the intensity differences into time of arrival differences. These give the illusion of virtual sound sources.

A virtual sound source from a pan pot has zero width and on diffraction free speakers would appear as a virtual point source. Fig.2a shows how a pan-potted dry mix should appear spatially on ideal speakers whereas Fig.2b shows what happens when stereo reverb is added. In fact, Fig.2b is also what is obtained with real sources using a coincident pair of mics. In this case the sources are the real sources and the sound between is reverb/ambience.

Fig.2c is what you get with the traditional square box speaker. Note that the point sources have spread so that there are almost no gaps between them, effectively masking the ambience. This represents a lack of spatial fidelity, so we can say that rectangular loudspeakers cannot reproduce a stereo image without fear of contradiction, except possibly from people who are trying to sell such things.

IN ORDER TO TEST these theories, I have built jointly with Richard Salter a number of loudspeakers, both electrostatic and moving coil, which are free of reflections in the sub-700µs trading region. Not surprisingly the imaging is much more accurate and actually reveals what is going on spatially. It is possible to resolve the individual voices in double-recorded vocals where the pan pots on each track have been in slightly different places.

These speakers were used to assess some audio compressors. Even at high bit rates, corresponding to the smallest amount of compression, it was obvious that there was a difference between the original and the compressed result. Fig.3 shows graphically what was found. The dominant sound sources were reproduced fairly accurately, but what was most striking was that the ambience and reverb between was virtually absent, making the decoded sound much drier than the original.

What was even more striking was that the same effect was apparent to the same extent with both MPEG Layer 2 and Dolby AC-2 coders even though their internal workings is quite different. In retrospect this is less surprising because both are...
New from Motionworks, world leaders in system integration, the R2P2 universal remote control is the essential tool for all video post-production, film sound, broadcast and music recording studios. Simply connect to any serial tape machine, VTR, digital audio or video workstation or DAT recorder conforming to the Sony P2 protocol and R2P2’s function keys and internal menus automatically configure to control the machine connected, displaying its name in the large, 20 character Supertwist LCD.

Designed for hand-held or desktop use, R2P2 features transport, numeric and cursor keys along with a superbly engineered jog / shuttle wheel to provide a cost-effective, ergonomic and irresistibly cute solution to all the serial remote control problems in any type of facility.

If you work with audio or video, call HHB today for further information on the accessory that could change your life.

The R2P2 Remote-To-Sony P2 Controller from Motionworks.
The ear has evolved to attribute source direction from the time of arrival difference at the two ears of the first version of a transient. This phenomenon is known as the precedence effect about 60 in a conference room, hardly the ideal listening environment, but all heard it.

I have concluded that whilst compression may be adequate to deliver postproduced audio to a consumer with mediocre loudspeakers, these results underline that it has no place in a quality production environment. When assessing codecs, loudspeakers having poor diffraction design will conceal artefacts. When mixing for a compressed delivery system, it will be necessary to include the codec in the monitor feeds so that the results can be compensated. Where high quality stereo is required, either full bit rate PCM or lossless (packing) techniques must be used. ☙
The single source supplier

Alles aus einer Hand

NEXT DAY DELIVERY
NATIONWIDE

LIEFERUNG AM NÄCHSTEN
WERKTAG BUNDESWEIT

Acoustic Analysers
Acoustic Treatment
A.DAT Tapes
Amalgamating Tape
Amplifiers

Batteries
Books

Cable
Cassettes
CD Players
CD-Rs
Compressors
Connectors

DAT
D-Boxes
Effects Units
Equipment Stands
Fibre Optical Leads
Fish Sticks
Filter Cables

Glands
GooseNecks
Graphic Equalisers

Headphone Amps
H/Phones/Headsets
Heatshrink

Infra Red H/phones
Isopropyl Alcohol

Littleslites
Leads

M/Disc Recorders
Music Stands

Patch Cords
Patch Panels
Phantom Power
Plastic Spools
Plugs

Pop Screens
Porta Studios
Power Amps
Pre Amps

Racks/Units
Rack Top
Racks Trays
Radiomics
R-DAT Trays
Reverb
R. filters
Roadcases
Rockwool

Sleevings
Snake
Solder and Irons
Speakers
Stack Rack
Stage Boxes
Strata Rack
Syquest Discs

Tape
Tape Recorders
Tools
Transformers
Turntables

Vent Panels
Wall Boxes
Windshields
Zimmer Rack
Zip Drive Carts

Unser kostenloser deutsche
110 seitiger Gratis-Katalog

Please send the new 150 page free catalogue to

NAME ..................................................................................
ADDRESS ...........................................................................
POST CODE ..................................................................................

Studio Sparer

Frankfurt Messe
Stand No 5.0 C10
1961

61-63 ROCHESTER PLACE, LONDON NW1 9JU
tel 0171 485 4908  fax 0171 485 4168

STUDIO SPARES DEUTSCHLAND GmbH
195-7 KÖLNER STRASSE D-50224 FRECHEN KÖLN
tel 02234 922 710  fax 02234 922 715
Anthony DeMaria Labs

These precision-built devices are made in the U.S.A. to 'all-tube' designs for those who want the best. Their well-earned reputation for quality and reliability is backed by an impressive list of owners and users on both sides of the Atlantic.

Want to find out why?

Now available in the U.K.

For Sales, Service & Rental Call
tickle music hire ltd
0181 964 3399
Theatre Projects Consultants is an international company which advises clients on the planning, design, equipping and management of Performing Arts Spaces. We are currently seeking a new person to join our team.

Theatre Sound Consultant
To work on the planning, design and specification of sound, communications and audio-visual systems for theatres and performing arts buildings. The successful applicant must have a minimum of three years' professional theatre sound experience. You should possess good writing and drawing skills; with experience of using word processors, spreadsheet software and CAD an advantage.

You would be based in our London office with opportunities for travel. Negotiable salary with benefits.

Apply in writing with full CV to:-
Richard Borkum,
Theatre Projects Consultants,
3 Apollo Station, Charlton Kings Road, London NW5 2SW
Tel: +44 171 482 4224
Fax: +44 171 284 0636
E-mail: 100302.2139@compuserve.com

APPOINTMENTS

The Audio Factory is looking for the newest members of their Creative Team. Our diverse activities include advertising sound, music and sound-design.

Umgang mit Fairlight und Macintosh wäre wünschenswert, wichtiger jedoch sind Kreativität, Flexibilität und Berufserfahrung.

Zukunftsortientiertes Studio sucht
Postproduction Engineer + Assistant

Based in Hamburg, The Audio Factory is looking for the newest members of their Creative Team. Our diverse activities include advertising sound, music and sound-design.

Umgang mit Fairlight und Macintosh wäre wünschenswert, wichtiger jedoch sind Kreativität, Flexibilität und Berufserfahrung.

Zukunftsortientiertes Studio sucht
Postproduction Engineer + Assistant

Please reply, including full CV and photo to:
Paul Goodyear • Studio Manager • The Audio Factory • Schützenstraße 89 • 22761 Hamburg, Germany
Tel: +49 40/8532140 • Fax: +49 40/8501490 • email: audiofactory@mail.hamburg.com
Positions Vacant in New Product Design and Definition

Soundcraft is a world leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of professional mixing consoles. The company is now looking to strengthen its product development team with new appointments in analogue and digital electronic design and product definition.

If you are an experienced engineer educated to degree level or equivalent in electronics with at least two years of analogue or digital design or if you are a product specialist in the field of Live Sound, Broadcast, Post Production or Film, then call or send your CV to Paul Lidbetter.

Contact: Soundcraft, Harman International Industries Ltd. Cranborne House, Cranborne Road, Potters Bar, Hertfordshire. EN6 3JN UK
Tel: +44 (0)1707 665000 Fax: +44 (0)1707 660482
H A Harman International Company

Auction

On the instructions of C S Burford FCA of Kidsons Impey Liquidator of Sync Facilities Ltd

POST PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
OFFICE FURNITURE & EQUIPMENT


Stock of approx 2000 TV & film music CDs

On View: Thursday 20 March 1997 from 9.30am to 5 pm
At: Bank House, Wharfedale Business Centre, Otley, West Yorkshire

Tenders to be received by first post Monday 24 March 1997

Catalogues and tender forms on application to the agents

Studio Sound

Bonus magazine distribution at AES Munich, March, and NAB Las Vegas, April.

If you want to be seen by the professionals make a professional choice.

Call Rebecca Reeves on +44 (0)171 620 3636
MONEY UNION
A Funky Perspective

Confused as we are regarding any possible benefits of a single European currency, we nevertheless feel that we can contribute towards this end.

BOFFIN THE BEAR proses that as an alternative to nations painfully struggling to meet negative convergence criteria, the simplest means of achieving monetary union will be for all the different currenies in Europe to be deposited into a single bank account, and to that end we selflessly offer our account for this purpose.

In return, we will offer to exchange Lire, Francs, Deutschmarks, pounds and the like for the best in new and used professional audio equipment, fully serviced by Boffin Island. We'll even take your old or surplus equipment in part or full payment. To see what your currency will buy, call or fax for our latest price list including:

**Used Multitrack:** OTARI MX50 MK 3, MTR90 Mk 2, MTR80, MITSUBISHI X850, SONY 3348, 3324, STUDER A827 24tr, ATR 816tr, A800, A820 half inch, SOUNDCRAFT SCM 760, TASCAM ATR80, MCI JH2, 3M N79, TASCAM DA88, ALESIS ADAT, ADAT XT, DOLBY PX24SR, SRP 24, XP24A, CONSOLES MTA 980/Audiomate Moving Faders, DDA AM234, NEVE V1, V3, 5308, Baby V, SSL 4048, 4056, 4056, AMEK Mozart, G520, Angela, HARRISON, RAINBIRD, SOUNDCRAFT. OUTBOARD AND MICS new and used by LEXICON, FOSSILTECH, GML, NEUMANN, TELEFUNKEN FAIRCHILD, EAR, CRANESONG, TLA, SPL, DRAWMER, JOEMEK, GENEC, sponsor, QUESTED and much, much more.

If the tea don't stay na, the prices will.
SITUATION WANTED

SOUND ENGINEER/PROGRAMMER

seeks permanent position with studio/production company.

5 years’ major studio experience. Extensive knowledge of traditional analog and latest digital techniques.

C.V./showreel provided upon request.

Box No. 116, Studio Sound Classified, 8 Montague Close, London SE1 9UR, UK

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

SOUNDTRAC DESKS FOR SALE /WANTED

From £250 to £10,000
12 months guarantee
CLASSIC SOUNDTRAC EQ excellent build quality

Call Tim Jones at Studio Systems
WATFORD UK 01923 267733
email: tim@studiosys.demon.co.uk
web: www.studiosys.demon.co.uk

Authoized Soundtracs Service and Support Centre

THE DIGITAL VILLAGE

Adventures in Audio
Outboard Specialists
TLA ® Joe Meek ® Lexicon ® Focusrite
Dynaudio ® KRK ® Spenor ® Yamaha

PROTOOLS • Main Dealer MACKIE • Main Dealer
Call Nick Melville-Rogers 0181 440 3440

FOR SALE:

Tascam DA88 SY88 £3250, TAC B2 16/42 Mixer £2500. Sony DTC77 DAT £450, Rehrlinger MXD2400 £210, Beyerd M201 Mics £110, Calrec CM2050 Mics £160, Mic-stands, Cables, etc.

Call Dick Histed 01787 247243 (Suffolk) for list.

THE STUDIO WIZARD

Will Design, Supply, Build, Train, Install, Debug and save you money! So if you want a studio that works like magic call me!

0860 666532
FROM A LITTLE ADVICE - TO A COMPLETE CONSTRUCTION PROJECT - AT THE RIGHT PRICE

e-mail: studio.wizard@paiston.co.uk Web: www.studio.wizard.co.uk

MASTERING AND DUPLICATION

STOP (N.W.) LIMITED

Unit M2
Albany Road
Prescot
Merseyside L34 2HZ

Tel: 0151 430 9001
Fax: 0151 430 7441

Analogue/Digital Mastering and Post Production.
CD Pre-Mastering, Loop-Bin Mastering, Editing, Compiling, Cedar No Noise, De Clicking, CDR Replication, Sound Analysis and Verification.

- Hard disk CD mastering
- One-off CDs from £10.00
- Real time cassette copying
- Copy masters, digital editing
- Laser printed labels and inlays
- Every copy individually checked
- Excellent quality and presentation
- Unparalleled service, best prices
- Ultra-fast turnaround

DAIS?

M A N U F A C T U R E

of CDs up to 74 min.

£59.00 + VAT

500 CD Singles complete only

£650.00 + VAT

500 CD Albums complete only

£740.00 + VAT

1000 CD Singles complete only

£925.00 + VAT

1000 CD Albums complete only

£1100.00 + VAT

Tel: 01424 444141

Errorproof Design & Layout

Drum Scanning - Typesetting
Film art - Imaging/retouching
to Film & Brochure

PRO TOOLS, SONIC SOLUTIONS EDITING & Hire AUDIO RESTORATION

Tel: 0171 483 3506

THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS

Real time & high speed loop bin duplication, printing & packaging. Blanks wound to length.

Tel: 0161 973 1884
FAX: 0161 905 2171

www.americanradiohistory.com
Mark Griffin Furniture
CUSTOM STUDIO FURNITURE
Design and installation of racking, storage and accessories
Please call for a brochure
Contact: MARK GRIFFIN
Byrebrook Studios, (Lower Farm), Northmoor, Oxford OX8 1AU, UK.
Tel/FAX: 01865 300171

AIR CONDITIONING & VENTILATION TO SOUND STUDIOS IS OUR SPECIALITY
We provide design only or design and installation for many well known clients. Whether it be for displacement free cooling, V.A.V., V.R.V, split, unitary or centralised call Mike Hardy of Amthair Services Ltd on 01403 350306 or Fax 01403 211269
Web: http://www.pnci.co.uk/~mhardy/as.html, Email: mhardy@pnci.co.uk

FOR ALL YOUR RECORDING NEEDS
Aspen Bass-Maxell 342-Sony-Kao
Authorised National Distributor
Speakers, Heads, Kabes, splicing and master tape.
Custom wound cassettes C1, 10l, label, library cassettes, mini-cassette. Bulk audio C-0, casse, compact, broadcast cartridges.

SOUND & VIDEO SERVICES
Shelford Road, Shelford Industrial Estate, Shelford, Cambridge, CB2 1QH, Tel: 01223 870665
For quality price and service

STOCK LABELS FOR COMPACT DISK VHS VIDEO & AUDIO CASSETTE
All A4 sheets for computer printing by laser printer.
- As continuous roll with holes for dot-matrix printers.
- Supplied blank white with next day delivery from stock.
- All day handling on a wide range of coloured labels.
- Custom printed labels supplied to client specification.
- Telephone for overnight delivery of FREE samples.

DINEMEC SOUND MOBILE STUDIO
Classical to Rock
"AMS/NEVE LOGIC 2 CONSOLE
80 CHANNELS+48 INPUTS
*STUDIO 48 TRACK (DASH)
*WIDE SELECTION OF MICROPHONES
FULLY AIR CONDITIONED
BASED IN GENEVA, SWITZERLAND"
TEL: +4122.349.2225 FAX +41.22.349.8777
INTERNET: http://www.dinemec.ch

Need U.S. production of your audio or ROM product?
CD AUDIO: CD-ROM Replication
Vinyl Records - 12" & 7" with DMM Mastering
Neve DTC & Sonic Solutions Digital PreMastering
Lyrec Dolby HX Pro Cassette Duplication
Graphics Design & Printing
All Manufacturing In-House, Since 1977
EUROPADISK LTD.
75 Varick Street, New York, NY 10013
(212) 226-4401 (800) 455-0555 FAX (212) 226-8672

Lockwood Audio
Audio and Tape Specialists
SPARES AND REPAIRS
Long established dealer in used equipment and records
Phone: +44 (0) 181 - 207 4472
Fax: +44 (0) 181 - 207 9283

HEAD TECHNOLOGY
NEW TAPE HEADS
Supplied for most makes, Tape Head Re-Lapping/Tape-Profiling. Same day turn round.
HEAD TECHNOLOGY
11 Britannia Way, Staines, Staines, Middx TW19 7HU.
TEL: 01784 256046

PressIT™
the best CD labeller in the business!
- Create, print and apply perfectly centred labels on your audio or archiving CDs
- We guarantee: No fingers sticking to labels
- No curling problems
- No label misalignment
- Just peel, place and press
Easy to use and elegant as well
The Best Labels Around The kit comes with 50 white labels, two on each A4 (or 8½ x 11) sheet. Also available are labels in five colours & crystal clear plastic for both laser & inkjet printers.
Super Software PC label design software plus Mac and PC templates on CD. Also includes photographic quality clip art.
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME (Plus £5 P&P & VAT)
£49.95
ROCKY MOUNTAIN TRADERS LTD
UK/World: +44 (0) 171 631 0707
5E Bloomsbury Street, London WC1B 3QG
fax: 631 0704 email: howie18@globalnet.co.uk

Peter Keeling
International Studio Design
Tel: +44 (0) 1743 356161
Fax: +44 (0) 1743 359992
mobile: 0385 586079
email: 103714.2637@compuserve.com

HEARD BY MILLIONS BUT SELDOM SEEN
"Guler Studio Quality Contact Condenser Microphones"
2 High Street, Haslemere, Surrey GU27 3LY
Tel: (01428) 659775
Fax: (01428) 658438

Stock Label Ltd
www.americanradiohistory.com
You can’t check AES/EBU digital audio interfaces or cabling with a distortion analyser.....even if it’s digital

"The DSA-1 has saved us immense time during testing and installation of our new broadcast centre. It is the only hand-held analyser that can make the measurements we need."

TOKYO BROADCASTING SYSTEMS TOKYO, JAPAN

"Space facilities is a networked digital audio studio complex. So we need the finest tools. The DSA-1 fitted our requirements exactly, especially as it is hand-held."

SPACE FACILITIES LONDON, UK

"The measurements and the portability of the DSA-1 make it an essential tool."

CHANNEL 4 TELEVISION, LONDON, UK

The Prism Sound DSA-1 AES/EBU interface test system provides unique generator and analyser capabilities enabling the most comprehensive assessment of AES/EBU interconnections.

For example, the DSA-1 can measure differences between source and cable jitter, or it can simulate either sort with its generator. These are just some of the capabilities of the DSA-1 which enable thorough testing of AES/EBU outputs, inputs, distribution and cabling.

To find out more, call or fax us now for a full information pack, or look up the latest DSA-1 V2.0 specification at our web site.
Not good enough

The old days of audio for audio’s sake have passed, giving way to an audio industry driven by the considerations of big business. PHILIP NEWELL laments the decline of our standards.

IN LAST NOVEMBER'S Open Mic column, Martin Polon spoke strongly about the way in which the music business has settled for eroded standards over profit. 'It is time to stop this, and make audio quality our byword,' he states. I couldn't agree more, but it will be an uphill struggle. Not only have economic recessions forced cutbacks, but also made possible recording facilities which, even 15 years ago, would have been undreamt of. On the other hand, such facilities lack essential capabilities. In reality, once standards are relaxed, it can be very difficult indeed to re-establish them. What's more, there are whole industries which are now geared up to maintaining the status quo, and a sort of Mafia of Mediocrity is taking hold.

The power of manufacturers is enormous, and is growing from day to day. The bulk of recording equipment is now made by multinational conglomerates, and like most large companies, they exist for one reason: profit. In order to make money, and companies are there primarily to serve shareholders, not customers. If writing the word 'professional' on equipment means it will sell more units, then manufacturers will use it, whether the equipment is 'professional' or not. I know of numerous companies who have ostensibly sold 'professional' equipment, without providing anything like the customer support that professional users would require.

Record companies also pursue profit, and most of them will work to the minimum standard (as dictated by cost) of recording that will yield the best profit. If something is too badly produced, it won't sell, but doubling the recording cost may only add 1% to the sales. This is seen as bad business, and the shareholders will not like it. Of course, I'm not talking about the Telarc or Deccas of this world, who sell quality, or the Peter Gabriel's and Pink Floyds, who work to their artistic limits, but they are the tip of a huge international industry. In many countries, the fast cars and large houses of the company executives come before the recorded quality of the music. It is business, pure and simple.

With the rise of project studios has come a huge increase in the power of advertising. I remember discussing this subject with the chairman of a well-known company making quite expensive mixing consoles. He told me that he did not remember a single sale coming direct from an advertisement. 'I advertise on behalf of my customers,' he said. 'However, if we don't advertise, hardly anybody will buy our consoles, because their clients will not be likely to book a studio with a desk that they have not seen in the magazines.'

Much of this is driven by an industry that is expanding faster than it can properly train staff, and so much happens as the result of hearsay, rather than experience. Small manufacturers of audio products have a battle on their hands, trying to survive in a publicly dominated world. The sad thing is that the small, specialist manufacturers were at the heart of the quality development. Another problem is the music-recording press. Magazines like Studio Sound are now all to rare, where open, uncensored, experienced debate can be undertaken. Many magazines aim at the mass-market sales, never publishing a derogatory equipment review, and only publishing articles of lengths suitable for people with minimum attention spans. Furthermore, in some countries not in the 'First Division' of the recording world, I know of magazines where they do not pay for articles, but will only publish an article if the writer, or writer's company, buys advertising space in the same, or a subsequent, issue. Dealers finance articles about the products which they sell. I'm not referring to small, Third World countries here, but large, European countries, including ones inside the EU.

In the world of blind people, the saying goes, the one-eyed person is king. Many dealers are seen, by their association with the big names which they sell, to be 'knowledgeable.' A two-eyed person, will be prevented from writing in the magazines, by threats of withdrawn advertising, if they try to give new eyes to the blind. There are dealer Mafia in existence which hold great sway over the press, and lend had the development of whole national recording industries. Just imagine that you cannot read this article, because you speak only Spanish, or perhaps Italian, which is in less international use. Where do you get your latest information from? There is little quality Spanish language recording press, and some magazines which have Spanish versions, are not translations of the original language issues. The content can be very inferior.

All round the world, there are dedicated and experienced people, such as Martin Polon, who care about what is happening. They belong to an elite, international recording industry, which is perhaps the 'university' of recording. As Dan Daley said in his October column, though, there is little growth at the top, and the business is where the growth is. Until the sales, however, this expanding section is the one most vulnerable to the power of advertising, rather than reason, and in this world, which sees the super studies as being in another dimension, I fear that the worst of Martin Polon's worries have already become a reality—good enough is okay. It is peer standards, not absolute standards, which determine what is good enough for the bulk of the recording industry, and there are whole industries trying to keep it that way.
If you've been trusting the quality of your creative product to passive monitors, there's an astonishing revelation waiting for you. In our opinion, the active, biamped HR824 is the most accurate near-field monitor available—so accurate that it essentially has no "sound" of its own. Rather, Mackie Designs' High Resolution Series™ HR824 is the first small monitor with power response so flat that it can serve as a completely neutral conductor for whatever signal you send it.

**Science, not snake oil.**

Internally biamped, servo-controlled speakers aren't a new concept. But to keep the cost of such monitors reasonable, it's taken advances in measurement instrumentation, transducers, and electronics technology. In developing the HR Series, Mackie Designs sought out the most talented acoustic engineers and then made an enormous commitment to exotic technology. The HR824 is the result of painstaking research and money—is no-object components. Not to mention thousands of hours of listening tests and tens of thousands of dollars in tooling.

**Flat response... on or off-axis.**

One of the first things you notice about the HR824 is the gigantic "sweet spot." The detailed sound field stays with you as you move back and forth across the console—and extends far enough behind you that musicians and producers can hear the same accurate playback. The reason is our proprietary exponential high frequency wave guide. Without it, a monitor speaker tends to project critical high frequencies in a narrow beam (Fig. A) — while creating undesirable edge diffraction as sound waves interact with the edges of the speaker.

![HR824 Active Monitor](image)

Mackie audio engineer David Bier uses scanning laser vibrometry to map HR824 tweeter dome vibrations.

Imaging and definition are compromised. The "sweet spot" gets very small. Like biamped speakers, wave guides aren't a new concept. But it takes optimized internal electronics and a systems approach to make them work in near-field applications. The HR824's wave guide (Fig. B) maximizes dispersion, time aligns the acoustic center of the HF transducer to the LF transducer's center, and avoids enclosure diffraction (notice that the monitor's face is perfectly smooth.) The exponential guide also increases low treble sensitivity, enabling the HF transducer to handle more power and produce flat response at high SPLs.

**Clean, articulated bass.**

Seasoned recording engineers can't believe the HR824's controlled low bass extension. They hear low frequency accuracy that simply can't be achieved with passive speakers using external amplifiers. Why?

First, the HR824's FR Series 150-watt bass amplifier is directly coupled to a servo loop to the 8.75 inch mineral-filled polypropylene low frequency transducer. It constantly monitors the LF unit's motional parameters and applies appropriate control and damping. An oversized magnet structure and extra-long voice coil keep the woofer above 16 mm of cone excursion. Bass notes start and stop instantly, without "mudness."

Second, the HR824's low frequency driver is coupled to a pair of aluminum mass-loaded, acoustic-irradiated 6.5-inch passive drivers. These ultra-rigid drivers eliminate problems like vent noise, power compression, and low frequency distortion—and couple much more effectively with the control room's air mass. They achieve the equivalent radiating area of a 12-inch woofer cone, allowing the HR824 to deliver FLAT response to +21dB with a 38Hz, 3dB down point.

Third, the woofer enclosure is air-displaced with high-density damping foam. It dampens internal midrange reflections so they can't bleed back through the LF transducer cone and reach your ears. The typical problem of small-monitor midrange "boxiness" is eliminated.

**A true pistonic high-frequency radiator.**

We scoured the earth for the finest high frequency transducers and then subjected them to rigorous evaluation. One test, tuning low ultrasound, gave a true picture of surface vibration patterns. Two test results are shown in Fig. C. Uneven fabic dome tweeter motion distorts high frequencies.

**Tailor them to your space.**

Because control rooms come in all shapes, sizes and cubic volumes, each HR824 has a three-position Low Frequency Acoustic Space control. It maintains flat bass response whether you place your monitors away from walls (absorption point), against the wall (self-proof) or in corners (quarter space). A low frequency Roll-Off switch at 80Hz lets you emulate small home stereo speakers or popular small studio monitors.

**Confront reality at your Mackie Designs Dealer.**

We've made some pretty audacious claims in this ad. But hearing is believing. So bring your favorite demo material and put our High Resolution Series monitors through their paces. If you've never experienced active monitors before, you're going to love the unflinching accuracy of Mackie Designs' HR824s.

If you've priced other 2-way active monitors, you're going to love the HR824's price and its accuracy.

© 1996 Mackie Designs Inc. All rights reserved.
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**Mackie.**

Woodinville • WA • USA 206/487-4333 206/485-1557 • E-mail • sales@mackie.com
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**Fig. C. Uneven fabric dome tweeter motion distorts high frequencies.**

**Fig. D. HR824 alloy dome's uniform, accurate pistonic motion.**

Mackie is one of the few active monitor manufacturers that also has experience building stand-alone professional power amps. Our HR824 employs two smaller versions of our FR Series M-1200 power amplifier — 100 watts (with 1500 watt peak) for high frequencies, and 150 watts (2000 watt peak output) for low frequencies. Both amps make use of high-speed, latch-proof Fast Recovery design using extremely low negative feedback.
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The Aphex Model 661 - another revolutionary step toward improving the way we look at things.改善世界的声音。

Once in a while a product comes along that is so unique, so powerful, that it changes the way we look at things.

Such a product is the Aphex 661 Compressor Limiter - creating a new standard of compression by combining four Aphex inventions. A skillfully engineered instrument of unprecedented flexibility, ease of use and some excellence - true vacuum tube technology and warmth; High Frequency Expander (HFX)™ for automatically retaining the high frequencies lost during compression; Easyride® circuitry for an Auto mode that really works; and the world's best VCA - the Aphex 101, the fastest, most accurate and transparent available.

The Aphex Model 661, a product well worth the price.

1108 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352. Tel: 818-782-2541.

Aphex, a trademark of Aphex Technology, Inc.

HFX, Easyride, VCA and Aphex are trademarks of Aphex Technology, Inc.
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